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rid Teenagers' Competition
Welcome to the World teenagers' Competition
I Read the advertisement. Would you like to
take part in the competition "We Live on

Адрес j.

http://wvwv.unesco.orcy

WE LIVE ON THE SAME PLANET

IF YOU

a r e o v e r t h e a a e o f 12.
like travelling,
w a n t t o m a k e n e w friendsw a n t t o i m p r o v e y o u r English.

J u s t a n s w e r our q u e s t i o n s !
U N E S C O * offers 50 lucky participants the c h a n c e to visit all the
English-speaking countries absolutely free! So for the c h a n c e
to win the tour just answer the following simple questions:
•
•
•
•
•

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

C a n y o u describe yourself in five w o r d s ?
W h a t w o u l d y o u m o s t like to c h a n g e in yourself?
What's your motto**?
H o w do y o u see yourself in 10 years t i m e ?
H o w do you see our planet in 10 y e a r s ?
Send your reply to our e-mail: info@teenager.com.
•J

* UNESCO — United Nations Educational
Scientific, and Culturai Organization;
an organization through which richer nations
help poorer ones.
" motto — a short sentence or a few words
taken as a guiding principle of a person, of
a school, of a company, etc.

2 Listen, read and act out.
— Hi, Steve!
— Hi, Paul! What's up?
— Could you help me to answer the questions
of the Teenagers' Competition?
— Why? Are the questions so difficult?
— For me — yes. You know, my English isn't so
good!
— Certainly, I'll help you but I think it's a waste
of time.
Hello!
Hi, Sandy! It's Kerry. Would you like to visit
all the English-speaking countries of the
world?
Of course, I would like to. Have you got any
ideas about how to do it?
Come over to my place. Let's answer 5 ques
tions of the International Teenagers' Com
petition and we'll soon be going round the
world for absolutely free.
OK. Let's give it a try. Let's take a chance.

63 4 Discuss with your partner if you would

like to try your chance in the Teenagers'
Competition.

Use:
try/ take my/your chance, be in luck, win the
prize, test my/your English, find many new
friends, miss my/your chance, it's worth trying,
it's interesting to win something for nothing;
have no chance, it's a chance in a million, too
many participants, be out of luck, it's boring,
hate losing, can't use the Internet; waste of time,
in my opinion, as for me, I believe.

5 Read the information about British
teenagers. Do your classmates have these
characteristics? Discuss in pairs.
Today's teenagers are called "The New Wave
Young", because they:
— want to work hard and be successful;
— are independent;
— respect adults;
— think that money is very important.
Use:
1) I agree with...; Yes, I think so, too;
I disagree with...; I have a different opinion;
Nonsense.
2) sociable, industrious, curious, intelligent,
creative, clever, kind, serious, friendly,
hardworking, polite, rude, cruel, silly, lazy,
impolite, naughty, unfriendly, shy, cunning.

3 Translate the word combinations. Make up
your own sentences using the words.

chance
шанс,
лча)

competition
соревнование)

luck
(удача)

|— to try one's chance
(рискнуть,
попытать
счастья)
— to take one's chance
to miss one's chance
(упустить
возможность)
— to have no chance
- It's a chance in a million.
to take part in different
kinds of competitions
to win a competition
• to lose a competition
-to be in luck (везти)
to be out of luck (не везти)
L- Good luck!

Section 2

Describing People, Describing Yourself
W O R D FOCUS

Adjectives ending with: -able/-ible, -ous, -ive, -fill, -y, -ly, -ic, -(i)an, -al, -ing.
6 Listen, read, translate and remember.
-able/-ible
-ous
-ive
-ful
-y
-ly
-ic
-al
-(i)an
-ing

sociable, enjoyable, hospitable, unforgettable, possible, responsible
industrious, curious, serious, humorous, nervous, famous, dangerous, delicious
creative, talkative, expensive, impressive
careful, wonderful, beautiful, useful, helpful, successful
lazy, busy, naughty, funny, dirty, noisy
friendly, lovely, unfriendly
energetic, fantastic, exotic, historic, scientific
cultural, musical, classical, typical, international, chemical, historical
Russian, Italian, American, African
boring, cunning, hardworking, loving, English-speaking

7 Read the words. Find the adjectives (the
suffixes can help you to recognize the adjectives). Translate them. Use the dictionary if
necessary.
Enjoy, enjoyment, enjoyable;
create, creation, creative, creativity, creator;
beauty, beautiful; science, scientist, scientific;
use, useful, using, user;
friendship, friendly, friend, unfriendly;
care, careful; impression, impress, impressive,
impressionism;
talk, talker, talkative, talking;
help, helper, helpful;
love, lovely, loving;
Russia, Russian; history, historical, historic;

9 Complete the sentences.

music, musical, musician.

Example: A person who likes to talk a lot is
talkative.
1. A person who is nervous in the company of
others is ... .
2. A person who produces new and original
ideas is ... .
3. A person who likes to be with others is ... .
4. A person who works hard is ... .
5. A person who wants to learn is ... .
6. Children who don't get along with their
parents are . . . .
7. A person who doesn't like to work is ... .
8. A person who is very unkind is ... .

8 Make up the adjectives. Use the table given
above if necessary. Translate the adjectives.
a) to enjoy, to forget, to create, to talk, to
impress, to help;
b) humor, danger, care, music, wonder, history,
curiosity, love, science, beauty, friend, use;
c) America, Italy, Africa, India, Australia.

10 a) Say what you usually (often, sometimes) do.
Example: When I am sad, I usually listen to music.
when
when
when
when
when

you
you
you
you
you

are
are
are
are
are

newspapers, listen to a walkman (to music /
to rock/ to pop-music), play jokes, arrange a
party, have a picnic, play the piano (the guitar),
dance, go to disco, play football (tennis), watch
TV / videos, play with my pet, talk with my
friends, etc.

happy
nervous
angry
sad
tired

b) Find out what your friend does in the
same situation. Report the answer.

Use:
stay at home, like to be alone, draw funny
pictures, have a cup of tea, eat tasty things, cry,
shout, go to bed, read books / magazines /

Example: When my friend is nervous, he
usually thinks up puzzles.

1 1 Think of 3 nouns, 3 verbs, 3 adjectives to describe yourself.
Timothy: a student, a son, a brother; to run, to
laugh, to watch videos; funny, lazy, naughty.

Clare: a student, a friend, a swimmer; to travel,
to change, to dance; independent, nice, sociable.

12 Are you sure that you know yourself? Give "Yes" or " N o " answers to the questions.
Score your points. Read about yourself.

Yes

No

1. Do you value friendship?

1

0

2. Do new things attract you?

1

0

3. Do you prefer old clothes to new ones?

1

0

4. Do you often pretend to be happy?

0

1

5. Have you dreamed of more than three
different jobs when you were a child?

0

1

6. Do you lose self-confidence (уверен
ность в себе) when you have to solve
a difficult problem?

0

1

7. Do you collect anything?

1

0

8. Do you often change your plans at the
last moment?

0

1

Total:
If your score is more than 6, you are
a person of good character. Your parents,
teachers, friends love you.
If your score is 6, your mood (настроение)
changes quickly. So it's quite difficult to
communicate with you. If you want to be
lucky always take a chance.
If your score is less than 3, believe in
yourself and your abilities. You should trust
(доверять) people and try to find a true
friend.

Section 3

What Would You Like to Change in Yourself?

13 Do you like yourself? Tell your partner
what you'd like or wouldn't like to change
in yourself.
Use:
1) lose (gain) weight, get a new haircut, change
the colour of my hair, look older, look cool
(modern, fashionable), dress well, be more
athletic;
2) get smarter, improve your memory,
become more sociable / independent / less
talkative / less shy / less lazy;
3) have a good friend, get along with parents/
older (younger) brothers or sisters / teachers /
classmates.

14 Read the short paragraph about New Year
Resolutions. Say if you have ever made
any New Year Resolutions. Have any of
them come true?
In Britain a lot of people make New Year Reso
lutions on the evening of December 31st. For
example, "I'll go in for sports twice a week," or
"I'll try to get along with my little brother." But
there's a problem. Most people forget their New
Year Resolutions on January 2nd.
GRAMMAR

DISCOVERIES

15 Read and remember. Make up your own
sentences using the words.
once

one time

однажды

twice

two times

дважды

—

three times

трижды

—

four times

четырежды

—

many times

много раз

once more

one more time

еще раз

Example:
1. We've met only once.
2. She plays tennis twice a week.
3. Try your chance once more.

17 Find out what your classmates would
like to change in themselves in the New
School Year.
Names
of your
classmates

What would he /
she like to change
in himself / herself?

16 Complete the sentences. Try to be honest.
I'd like to • ...once a year.^ ...twice a week,

10

•...twice a month. • ...many times. • ...once more.

1 8 Read the following mottos. Which of them do you like? Why? What motto could be your
mother's / father's / friend's / sister's / etc.?

G R A M M A R DISCOVERIES
19 Read and remember.
Russian

English

Tense

1) Я часто пишу письма друзьям.

I often write letters to my friends.

Present Simple

1 Я сейчас пишу письмо другу. По
жалуйста, подождите минуточку.

I'm writing a letter to my friend at
the moment. Please wait a minute.

Present Continuous
(Progressive)

3) Я уже написала письмо. Мы можем
идти.

I have already written the letter.
We can go.

Present Perfect

41 Я вчера написала письмо в Англию.

I wrote a letter to Britain yesterday.

Past Simple

51 Я обязательно напишу тебе завтра.

I'll write a letter to you tomorrow
by all means.

Future Simple

20 Complete the sentences.

21 Complete the dialogue.

Example: Listen! He ... the saxophone (play).—
Listen! He is playing the saxophone.

a) Use:
the Present Simple or the Present Continuous
Tense.
— What ... (do) you now?
— I ... (answer) the questions of the Teenagers'
Competition at the moment.
— Are the questions difficult?
— Not for me. We often ... (answer) similar
questions in our English lessons.

1. I am afraid he ... already ... his chance
(miss).
2, Our students ... part in the competition the
day after tomorrow (take).
Yesterday the boys ... the game (lose).
4. Where is Steve? — He is in his room. He ...
(sleep).
5. He always ... his niece with her homework
(help).
6. Next time you ... the prize (win).
?. Martin never takes part in competitions. He
... competitions (hate).
8. I ... Jill's telephone number, so I cannot call
her (forget).

b) Use:
the Past Simple or the Present Perfect Tense.
—
—
—
—

... (take) part in the competition recently?
Yes, I ... (try) my chance two weeks ago.
... (win) you the competition?
No, I ... (not). But it was worth trying.

Section 4
J

What Do You Think about Your Future?

22 On the tape you will hear two students
talking about their future. Fill in the table.
Ann

Robert

Appearance
Job
Family
House

23 Describe how you see yourself in ten years
time.

24 Read how four students see our planet in
10 years. Who do you agree with?
Martin: I'm really optimistic about the future.
Just think about the progress in different
areas. Medicine and electronic
technology, space discoveries, for
example. One day, I'm sure, there will be
cures for AIDS and cancer (лекарства
против СПИДа и рака).

12

Isabel:

I am afraid of the future. Everything is
changing so quickly. Bombs, pollution,
dangerous technologies, new serious
diseases ... and who's responsible for it
all? Just think of Chernobyl. They say
that 20,000 people will die of cancer in
the next 20 or 30 years because of this
accident. I think the next century could
be a really dangerous time.

Phil:

I don't care about the future. What's the
point of thinking about it? I'm young. I
just want to go out with my friends, play
football and have a good time. I can't
change much in this world until I grow up.

Henry:

In ten years? I'm looking forward to it. I
think it's going to be the age of communi
cation. Computer science has developed so
fast. Scientists and computers are going to
control everything. Let's wait and see.

25 Match the students and their thoughts:
L Martin
2. Isabel
3L Phil
-L Henry

a) In my opinion there will be a lot of problems.
b) As for me I have no idea.
c) One day, I'm sure, computers and science will change people's life.
d) I believe that there will be great progress in technology and medicine.

28 Discuss what you think about the future.
How do you see our planet in 10 years?
Use:
1) It seems to me that...; In my opinion...; As I
see it...; I believe that...;
2) to be optimistic, to make progress, to change
people's life, to have a lot in common, to
have more jobs, to travel, to make friends
with, to save endangered animals, to travel in
space, to study at home using a computer, to
have a cure for most diseases etc.;

I Ш

3) to be afraid of, to be tired of, to have a lot
of serious problems, to have new dangerous
diseases, to have pollution, to have a lot of
crime, to have new local wars etc.;
4) to have no idea, I don't care, it's useless to
think about the future, can't change much,
to rest, to relax, to have a good time, to have
(to solve) everyday problems etc.

2 6 Look through the texts in ex. 24. Find and
read aloud the international words used
in them.
PRONUNCIATION FOCUS
27 Listen and read the words. Mind the
stress.
: syllable: 'clever, 'serious, 'talkative,
cunning, 'naughty, 'teenager, 'student, 'adult,
sociable, curious, 'tolerant.
>econd syllable: in'dustrious, intelligent,
ereative, po'lite, unfriendly, un'lucky,
::>m municate, your'self.
Tiird syllable: independent, magazine,
inter national.

В

29 w o r k in groups.
1. Choose one of the ideas given in ex. 28 (I'm
looking forward to the future; The future
frightens me; I don't care about the future).
2. Discuss and write down your arguments or
draw a poster proving your chosen stand.
3. Tell your classmates about your stand.
Explain and justify your choice.

30 Answer the Teenagers' Competition ques
tions. Write down your answers.

1. Can you describe yourself in five words?
2. What would you most like to change in yourself?
3. What's your motto?
4. How do you see yourself in 10 years time?
5. How do you see our planet in 10 years?

Section 5

, Let's Take Our Chance

31 Read the texts quickly. Say which compe
tition would be interesting for:
you
young actors
young writers
young poets
young photographers
your friend
Example: Competition 1 will be interesting for
me. I like taking pictures.

Poetry Competition!
The International Library of Poetry has j
announced an International Poetry Comj
tion.
There will be eight competitions this year
open to all young poets.
Anyone may enter the competition simply
by sending in only one original poem on i
subject to
The International Library of Poetry
D e p t . 61995
Freepost L o n 2229
Sittingbourne
Kent M E 1 0 3BR
The poem should be no more than twenty
lines, and the poet's name and address must
be on the top of the page. There is a Grand
Prize ($1,200), ten Second Prizes ($750 each,
and 59 Third Prize presents. The poems of al
70-prize winners will be published as a
collection. Write and ask for further infor
mation.

E2Z3
ENTER OUR WRITING
COMPETITION,
W i n $1,000 a n d g e t y o u r

GodziUa

W I N a tour t o t h e p\ace w h e r e G o d z i l l a w a :
story

published.
Every month you read true stories in our
magazine. Here's your chance to tell your
story — or interview a friend and write
his/ her story. The story must be between
750-2,000 words, and it must be true. The
deadline (крайний срок) is January 30. We'll
choose a grand prize winner ($1,000 and
his/ her story published), a first prize winner
($850) and a second prize winner ($500).
The winners' names will be announced in our
May issue.
Send your story and your name, address,
phone number and age to
WRITING CONTEST,
68 Third Avenue, Washinghton.
Good luck — and get started!

14

Competition]

born ( t h e South Pac\t\c) \NITH

ЦЕО^ШГ

PLUS y o u c a n w i n your o w n Godz\\\a\
Answer

the

entry form.

question,
The

complete

deadline

the

sentence

anc

is 30.09.

Answer (tick one box): Godzilla is a
Bird

ReptWe

F\sh

Complete the following sentence in more than
12 words:
his

teeth

I

think GodziUa would
with

Colgate

toothpaste

c\ean (почисп
because

Name
Address
Send answers to: Colgate
Godzilla Competition, PC
Nottingham.

_

•Nn t i c k e t s t o s e e

PRONUNCIATION FOCUS

уу 33 Listen and read the words.

Disney on Ice.

^

- i_:umn Disney on Ice returns to the UK
• ~e seventh year. Our 14 readers have a
;: :: see the wonderful show with their
i m b ' absolutely free. For the chance to win a
b m f v ticket (for four people), just answer the
simple question, fill in the form and

[w]

[h]

what

while

who

where

whale

whom

why

white

whose

when

wheat

whole

which

wheel

mstZ it to:

Disney on Ice
Competition
Shout Magazine
P.O. Box 5 0 3
London NW1 1TX

34 Have you ever taken part in any competi
tion? Tell your classmates about it. Use
these questions as a plan:

G o o d Luck!
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

•leestion.

—

For h o w m a n y y e a r s has
b e e n visiting Britain?

—

—

Disney

•••er

Z Z '-~s.

Л о г * No:

T

I
|

I
I

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What kind of competition was it?
When and where did it take place?
What did you do?
Did you win or lose?
Did you enjoy the competition?

Use:
try my chance, take part in / enter competition,
be nervous / excited, get through to the final,
win / lose the competition, it's worth trying, be
in / out of luck, too many participants, find new
friends, enjoy participating.

^nature of parent:
m deadline is October 3 1 . Good luck!

32 Read the texts again. Answer the ques
tions.
1. For which competition (or competitions)
should you:
answer questions?
fill in an entry form?
write a story?
go to the post office?
call up somebody?
n which competition (or competitions)
could you win:
a family ticket?
51,000?
a present?
a tour?
a camera bag?
? Which prize would you like to win? Why?

35 Work in groups. Create your own com
petition. Think about prizes. Write down
the advert. Tell your classmates about it.
Invite them to try their chances.

Section 6

How to Read Numerals and Dates
G R A M M A R DISCOVERIES

ВГзб Listen,
100
102
135
200
300

—
—
—
—
—

read and remember.

a (one) hundred
a (one) hundred and two
a (one) hundred and thirty-five
two hundred
three hundred

1.000 — a (one) thousand
1.001 — a (one) thousand and one
1,100 — one thousand one hundred;
eleven hundred
1,675 — a (one) thousand six hundred
and seventy-five
2,000 — two thousand
2,358 — two thousand three hundred
and fifty-eight
100,000 — a (one) hundred thousand
1,000,000 — a (one) million
1,000,000,000 — a (one) milliard or
a (one) billion
1. Hundred, thousand, million не имеют
окончания "-s", когда перед ними стоят
числительные two, three, four и т. д.
2. Каждые три разряда справа налево
отделяются запятой: 1,975.
3. При счете от 1000 до 2000 англичане
нередко считают сотнями.
4. Годы читаются следующим образом:
1945 — nineteen forty-five
1812 — eighteen twelve
1700 — seventeen hundred
1904 — nineteen hundred and four
(or nineteen oh four)
2000 — two thousand
2007 — two oo (['эи 'эи]) seven

37 Say the following numerals:
156; 234; 375; 408; 591; 639; 702; 871; 948;
1,000; 1,723; 1,093; 2,568; 3,000; 5,000,000.
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38 Match the numbers and the transcriptio
11; 13; 18; 20; 33; 94; 100; 5,000; 300,000
[a'hAndnd], ['twenti], ['namti fb:], ['03:ti'9ri:],
[faiv 'Gauzand], [,ei'ti:n], [,03:'ti:n], [I'levan],
[0ri: 'hAndnd '0auzand].

39 Name three important dates for you and
your family.
Example: 1964 — My mother was born in 196
1973 — My family left (переехала) for Vologc
in 1973.

LONDON ['kndan]
Founded: 43
Population: 7,600,000
Area: 1,706 sq km
Rainfall: 799 mm
Winter temperature: +3°C
Summer temperature: +22,5 °C

MOSCOW ['rrmskau]
Founded: 1147
Population: 10,407,000
Area: 1,081 sq km
Rainfall: 581 mm
Winter temperature: -10°C
Summer temperature: +18°C

WASHINGTON (D. C.) [Wfintsn]
Founded: 1790
Population: 1,000,000
Area: 200 sq km
Rainfall: 1,064 mm
Winter temperature: +2°C
Summer temperature: +24

- , Look at the facts about London, Washing
ton, Moscow, Wellington, Sydney, Ottawa.
Answer the questions.
.:" city is the biggest / the smallest?
1 Which city is the oldest / the youngest?
- :ch city is the driest / the wettest?
4. Which city has the coldest summer / the
irmest winter?
aich city has the biggest / smallest
population?
"r.at are these cities famous for?

41 Just Joking. Read and choose the funniest
joke.
1) Martin showed his daybook to his grandfather.
"When I was at school, I always had a 'five
in History and you have a 'four'," said the
grandfather.
"You see, Grandad, when you were at school,
history was shorter," was the answer.

1500,

OTTAWA ['ntawa]
Founded: 1820
Population: 1,000,000
Area: 2,757 sq km
Rainfall: 1,250 mm
Winter temperature: +4 °C
Summer temperature: +21°C

WELLINGTON ['welintan]
Founded: 1839
Population: 410,328
Area: 290 sq km
Rainfall: 1,270 mm
Summer temperature: +20 °C
Winter temperature: +6 °C

SYDNEY ['sidni]
Founded: 1788
Population: 4,200,000
Area: 1,600 sq km
Rainfall: 1,180 mm
Summer temperature: +22 °C
Winter temperature: +12°C

2) Teacher: Can you tell me anything about the
great chemists (химики) of the
17th century?
Pupil (after thinking for some time): They are
all dead, sir.

3) Teacher:
Pupil:
4) Teacher:
Pupil:

How old is the person who was
born in 1951?
Please, sir, is it a man or a woman?
Where did Admiral Nelson win his
last victory?
On page 127.

Section 7

Speaking about Famous People

42 Watch the video. Read the dialogue. Answer the following questions:
1. Who was the quiz about?
2. Who won this round: Keith or Lindsay?
Quiz master:
Keith:
Quiz master:
Lindsay:
Quiz master:
Keith:
Quiz master:
Lindsay:
Quiz master:
Keith:
Quiz master:
Lindsay:
Quiz master:

His father was an English aristocrat. He was born in a palace.
When his country needed him, he was there.
Did he live in this century?
Yes, in this century and in the last one too.
Was he a soldier?
No, he wasn't a soldier.
Did he work for the government?
Yes, he worked for the government.
Was he a politician?
Yes, he was.
Was he Prime Minister during the Second World War?
Yes, he was Prime Minister from 1940 to 1945.
And his name was Winston Churchill.
That is correct. Well done!

43 Do you know anything else about Winston Churchill? Tell your
classmates. Use the Linguistic and Cultural Guide (page 134).
44 Read the text and say what Andrei Sakharov is famous for.

A

ndrei Sakharov was born in 21 May, 1921 in Moscow. After graduating
from Moscow State University in 1942 he started his work in physics. By the age
of 32 he was one of the world's most famous scientists who lived in Russia.
In 1953 A. Sakharov became the youngest academician in Russia. Unlike many
scientists A. Sakharov realised advantages and disadvantages of technical progress
in modern world. And at the end of the 50s he decided to devote himself to fighting
against future atomic wars. He was also one of those who founded the Moscow
Committee on Human Rights.
He won the Nobel Peace Prize in 1975.
In December 1987 Sakharov participated in the International Conference against
atomic wars. The Conference took place in Moscow.
A. Sakharov started his official career as a member of Russian Parliament in 1987.
A. Sakharov is the author of several books on progress and freedom all over the
world.
He died on the 14 of December, 1989.
Now, many years after A. Sakharov's death people still remember him and
share his ideas.
45 Speak about the most important facts of A. Sakharov's biography.
1921 — he was born.
1942 —
1953 —
1975 —
1987 —
1989 —
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46 Work in pairs. Ask your partner questions about any famous person you can see in the picture
in the bottom of the page. Use the quiz in ex. 42 as a model.
G R A M M A R DISCOVERIES: A + A - I N G
Щш Remember: these verbs are followed by verb + -ing.
enjoy
.e
<e

bate

mind

+

.

4.

Have

doing

(top
finish
give up

1. Her daughters enjoy dancing.
2. Stop talking!
3. Do you like driving?
you
finished
cleaning
your
room?
^ T am а £ г а ^ he'H g{ve u p studying French.
6. Would you mind opening the window?
7. I love sitting in the garden.
8. My little brother hates drinking hot milk.

48 Make up sentences.

I t friend
I t brother/sister
tr teachers
rie

like(s)
enjoy(s)
stop(s)
gave up
don't / doesn't mind
love(s)
hate(s)

4r9 Complete the sentences.
ixarr.r .. At weekends I like reading magazines
a r c newspapers, (read)
L Would you mind ... the door? (close)
2. Ь she going to give up ... tennis? (play)
31 ГП have a cup of tea when I've finished ...
rie letter, (write)
. ^reat p a i n t e r e n j o y e d ... in this p a r k .

(walk)
5 She doesn't like . . . . (travel)
A. Could you please stop ... ? (laugh)
ephew hates ... by heart, (learn)

making friends
speaking English
using computer
taking part in competitions
killing animals
thinking up puzzles

playing jokes
shouting
watching video
asking silly questions
having a picnic
arranging a party

50 Make up the sentences, using the verbs:
enjoy, like, stop, love, give up, hate, finish,
mind and -ing.
Example: learn English — I enjoy learning
English.
1. take pictures
2. play computer games
3. turn the radio down
4. cry
5. make friends
6. play with my dog
7. take part in competitions
8. lose
9. win

Section 8

Do You Have Any Superstitions?

51 Do you believe in good luck and bad
luck? Most people in the world have some
superstitions. These are a few British
superstitions.
1.
2.
3.

4.

GOOD LUCK
Black cats are lucky.
On the first day of the month it's lucky to say
"white rabbits".
Catch falling leaves in autumn and you'll
have good luck. Every leaf means a lucky
month in the next year.
If you see two magpies ['masgpaiz] (сороки),
you'll be happy.

BAD LUCK
1. Never open an umbrella in the house.
2. Never break a m i r r o r — that means 7 years'
bad luck.
3. Don't go past somebody on the stairs.
4. The number 13 is very unlucky (and Friday
the 13th is a very unlucky date).
5. Don't walk under a ladder f'laeda] (лестни
ца).

52 Listen to the tape. As you listen to the
story complete the following sentences.
The first letters of the missing words will
help you.
1. You look s... tired, don't you? W . . . hap
pened?
2. We were o... of 1... yesterday.
3. It is a very u... day, isn't it?
4. But the other team w... .
5. Or, maybe they just don't b... in s... .

53 Do you have any superstitions? Tell your
classmates about one of them.
Use:
touch wood, cross fingers, wear a charm [tfa:m]
(амулет), kill a spider (паук), hate the number
13, have horseshoe over the door, look for a
fourleaf clover fktauva] (клевер).

54 Work in groups. Make a list of Russian
superstitions. Use the dictionary if neces
sary. Share your lists.

55 Find out what superstitions your class
mates believe in. Fill in:
Names of your
classmates

believe in

don't believt

56 Read the sentences. Remember how to
give and to accept warnings.
. Watch out!
• Be careful!
• Be careful! Never open an umbrella in thi
house. — Don't worry, I won't.
• Don't forget to say "white rabbits" tomori
• It'll be the first of February. — Don't won
I will.
• Watch out! Don't break the mirror. — OI
I'll be careful.

57 Work in pairs. Use the notes below to
warn competition participants.
Example:
• Be careful! Keep your fingers crossed whe
you answer the question.— OK. I will.
• Watch out! Don't kill spiders before the cc
petition.— All right. I'll be careful.

58 Read the text. Name at least 3 special
things people do on Hallowe'en.
Hallowe'en

31

O c t o b e r is Hallowe'en. T h i s festival
celebrates the return of the souls (душ)
of the dead who come back to visit places
where they lived. In the evening there are lots of
Halloween parties. People dress up as witches,
ghosts, devils, cats or bats. Houses are decorated
with pumpkins (тыквы) with candles inside
them. Some children follow the American custom
called Trick or Treat.
They knock at your house and ask, "Trick or
treat?" If you give some money or some sweets (a
treat), they go away. If not, they can play a trick
on you, like splashing water in your face.
No Hallowe'en party is complete without a
scary ['skean] (страшная) story. Usually people
crowd together a r o u n d a fire on Hallowe'en
night. And one person tells a scary story in a low
voice.

59 Read the text and complete the sentences.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Hallowe'en is on the
People dress up as . . . .
Houses are decorated with . . . .
Some children knock at the house and ask

5. If you don't give any money or sweets, they
6. People usually tell ... on Hallowe'en night.

60 The instructions for the Hallowe'en lan
tern (фонарь) are mixed up. Put them in
the correct order.
— Cut two eyes, a nose and a mouth on one
side of the pumpkin.
— Cut the top and the bottom of the pumpkin.
— Take out the pulp (мякоть) from inside the
pumpkin.
— Put "the head" over the candle and light the
candle.
— Stand a candle in the bottom piece of the
pumpkin.

61 W o r k in groups. Write a scary story for
Hallowe'en night. Draw some pictures for
it. Share with your classmates.
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Section 9

How Can We Communicate with Each Other?

62 Look at the picture. Listen to the tape and
repeat the words. Say how you usually
communicate with your friends in your
place (city/town/village).
By phone
computer
telegraph
letters / postcards

EE 63 Listen, read and remember.
telegraph, elephant, telephone,
ph photographer, photo, physics,
phrase, physical, dolphin
[f ] -|— gh enough, laugh, laughter, tough
f

formal, careful, first, prefer, four

64 Read the text and entitle (озаглавьте) i
Answer the following questions:
1. What means of communication were used
send messages over long distances long ago
2. What gave a new beginning to the history (
long distance communication?
Thousands of years ago, men could send mt
sages over a long distance.
They used the light of fires at night and t
smoke of fires by day. They used the loud soui
of drums to send messages across the great fore;
of Africa. These means of long distance comm
nication were used for centuries.
The long distance communication changed
1832, when the electric telegraph was invents
by the Russian scientist R L. Shilling.
22

e telegraph could not carry (передавать)
>. People used a special code (код) to send
> over the telegraph.
К telephone was invented by A. G. Bell, who
om in Scotland, in 1847. The first telephone
ot at all like the one we use every day. The
• who talked into it could not hear; and the
n who heard could not talk,
тле years later, there were telephones all
the world. Telephone lines became longer
anger. In 1915 the first coast-to-coast line
pened, from New York to San Francisco.
ie first telephone exchange (телефонная
ция) opened in Moscow in 1882. At that
it served 61 clients. Ten years later, their
г was 1400.
Today we can talk across seas, oceans and
nts: there is hardly a corner of civilized
that cannot be reached by telephone.

45 Complete the sentences:
L Long ago men used different means of long
distance communication:
- e electric telegraph was invented by
;
: r'.e used a special code to ....
person who talked into the first tele
phone
•iav we can talk across

G R A M M A R DISCOVERIES:
EACH OTHER - O N E ANOTHER
67 Read and remember.
each other (друг друга I друг другу)
for two people or things
one another (друг друга, один другого)
for more than two people or things
We know each other since 1980.
How do we communicate with each other?
Members of hockey team help one another
in their game.

68 Put in each other or one another.
1. Do you often write letters to ...?
2. I've got two true friends. We invite ... to our
birthday parties.
3. People should help ... in difficult situations.
4. All cities have much in common with . . . .
5. My pet and I understand ... very well.

69 Listen and read the words.

- [к] ca, со, cu
- [s] ce, ci, cy
>t Translate the words and word combina
tions. Make up your own sentences using
the words.
- _r.:cate

щша)
:значать

_r with people
L with each other (друг
с другом)
г of communication
L by means of (с помощью)
Г What do you mean?
The dark clouds mean rain.
- to ring up smb / place
— to phone smb / place
- to call up smb / place
- to talk / speak to smb over/
on the telephone
- What's your phone number?
-~a phone card
- a phone box (телефонная
будка)

[k]
call
carry
card
computer
communicate
communication
code
coast
continent
corner

[s]
became
picture
Scotland
electronic
fact
culture
curious
cure

distance
century
piece
civilized
necessary
receive
bicycle
city

70 Look through the text of ex. 64 once
again. Split the text into 3 independent
parts. Give a gist of each part in one
sentence.
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Section 10

Telephoning Each Other

53 71 Listen and complete the dialogue. Act it out.
— Hello!
— Hello! This is Paul. Can I speak to Steve,
please?
— Hang on a moment, Paul. I'll get him.
— Hi, Paul! What's up?
— Hi, Steve! Good news! You answered the
questions for the International Teenagers'
Competition, didn't you?
— Yes, you helped me then. We both tried our
chances.
— Well, we've won it! What luck!
— That's great! It was a chance in a million.
There were so many participants. Really,
we've been lucky.
— Get ready for the tour. We'll have an unfor
gettable trip.
— Sure. Touch wood, and keep your fingers
crossed.
— OK. No problem.
Talking on the telephone
Saying your name:
This is Helen. / It's Martin here.
Asking to speak to someone:
Can I speak to Wendy, please?
Passing the call to the right person:
Hang on a moment, Jane. I'll just get her.
Giving a message:
Can you tell him Martin called?
Can you ask him to call me back?

72 Work in pairs. Read the situations and
dramatize the dialogues.
1. Your elder brother Steve is playing computer
games in his room. His friend phones him.
Ask Steve to speak to his friend.
2. Your sister Ann is playing tennis in school.
Take a phone message from her friend.
3. You are at your friend's party. Phone home
and tell your mother that you'll come home
later.
WORD F
73 Read and learn.
Каждая цифра номера телефона произносится отдельно: 25916 — two five nine one six;
57402 — five seven four oh [эи] two; 38861 — three double [УлЬэ1] eight six one.
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74 Read and say the following telephone
numbers.
82937
«352

24508
50475

1» 2532608
315~691

2707714
7521633

15583
48566

30053
20277

1894730
4539836

2 Write down the telephone numbers used
in Russia.

EE 78 Listen to two telephone conversations a n d
answer the questions.
1. Who wanted to speak to Jim?
2. What message was left?
3. What's Pamela's telephone number?
4. Was Pamela at home?
5. Where did Alice invite Pamela?

79 Read the jumbled up telephone conversa
tion. Put it in the correct order. Act it out.
Mr Preston: Certainly, Christie.
Christie: Hello! It's Christie. Can I speak to
Oliver, please?
Mr Preston: OK, Christie, I'll give him the
message.
Christie: Thank you. Bye.
Mr Preston: Hello, Christie! I'm afraid Oliver
isn't here at the moment.
Mr Preston: Bye!
Christie: Can you tell him Christie called?
Could you ask him to call me
back, please?

14

Work in groups. Find out and write down
t o u t classmates telephone numbers.
— What's your telephone number?

— 3150941.
Read the text and answer the question:
т

»\Ъу did the British protest against new
:dephone boxes?

7

be famous British red telephone box was
-esigned by Sir G. G. Scott in the 1920s
1930s. In 1985, most of them were replaced
заменены) by modern telephone boxes.
>eople protested so much that the old red
were put back (возвращены) in London's

80 Have you got a telephone? Do you like talk
ing on the phone? What do you talk with
your friends, parents about on the phone?

81 Say what you think are the advantages and
disadvantages of talking on the phone.
Use:
a) to communicate with my friends, to relax,
to receive important (useful) information,
to gossip (сплетничать), to phone for an
ambulance (police), to send and receive fax
messages or e-mail, to use the Internet, to be
a good friend for disabled and lonely people,
etc.;
b) waste of time, to have no time to do home
work (to read, to help parents, to go in for
sports, to visit friends and relatives), can't see
the eyes of the person you're speaking to, etc.
25

Section 11

1

W h y Use Computers for Communication?

82 We can communicate with each other
by telegraph, phone, mail. We do this by
sending pieces of information to our part
ners. Match the pairs.
computer
fax
telephone
telegraph

telegram
e-mail
fax message
phone call

83 Match the words and the descriptions.
1. Computer

EH

2. Fax (machine)

•

3. E-mail

•

4. Telephone

LJ

5. The Internet

•

a]The machine which is used for sending or
receiving copies of printed material, letters,
pictures, etc. along a telephone line.
b I An international network of computers.
It has electronic mail and provides a large
amount of information.
[~c~| An electronic machine that can store (хра
нить) and recall information, do many
processes on it.
d IA method of usung computer for compos
ing, storing (хранение) and receiving mes
sages over electronic communication systems
|~e~| A system for sending or receiving speech
over long distances.

84 Label the things in the picture.
a
a
a
a
a
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computer
keyboard
mouse
monitor
diskette

a
a
a
a

screen
mouse pad (коврик)
disk
CD-ROM

i e a d what four people think about computers. Who do you agree with? Why?
Clare (17): I really enjoy using my computer. It's so interesting. I can make new friends
and chat with them on the Internet. Now I have two close friends from
Italy and Canada. Next summer we are going to meet in Paris and spend
a week together visiting museums and painting. Painting is our hobby.
Besides, the Internet helps me in my studies. I can find the necessary
information and ideas on the Internet and then use it in my work.
Jason (12): I'm learning how to use the computer. It's very important for me because
I want to be a computer programmer. I enjoy playing computer games. It's
so exciting. Sometimes I am lucky and sometimes I am not, but I hate
losing and try my chances again.
Mr O'Neal (their father): Computers offer wonderful opportunities for everybody. But I think that
young people spend too much time using computers. They don't have time
(and sometimes wish) for communication with their relatives and friends,
for reading, sport and other traditional hobbies. Computers are dangerous
and addictive (вызывают привыкание).
Seal (their mother): I hate computers. Children sit in front of them for hours. It's bad for their
eyes. They can't stop playing cruel and silly games. They become nervous,
angry and tired. Computers are a waste of time. Children use them only for
games and don't really learn anything.

86 Look through the texts. Find and read the
international words used in them.

В 87 w o r k in pairs. Make up a dialogue and
dramatize it.
1) You are playing an interesting computer
game. But you haven't done your homework.
Your mother is angry. She wants you to stop
playing.
2) Your friend is fond of computer games. He
spends all the time playing. Ask him to go
for a walk with you / to play football in the
afternoon / to go to the school party.

88 Say, who needs computers, telephones,
fax (machines), e-mail for their everyday
activities. What for?
Example: Doctors need telephones. People can
phone for ambulance or call the doctor.

В

89 w o r k in groups.
a) Choose the most important means of com
munication.
b) Discuss and write down its advantages.
c) Tell your classmates about your choice.
Explain your choice.
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Homework
1 Make up as many word combinations as
possible using the words in two boxes.
Example: lucky people
lucky, free, English-speaking, simple,
Round-the-World

3. — Mum, do you think I should take ]
our maths competition?
— Of course, you should. Don't ...! }
go abroad absolutely free. It's ... n

5 Think of the opposites of the followi

tasks, visits, competitions, people, friends,
countries, participants, journey, questions,
years, time, chance, tour

2 Complete these sentences. Write them down.
Example: I would like to win the Teenagers'
Competition because I dream to visit some
English-speaking country next year.
1. I would like to improve my language be
cause...
2. I am looking for a chance to visit an Englishspeaking country because...
3. I would like to see myself in ten years time
because...
4. I dream of making a lot of new friends be
cause...
5. I hope to win R o u n d - t h e - W o r l d t o u r be
cause...
3 Answer any three questions from the adver
tisement in written form.

word combinations. Write them dov
Example: to have a chance — to have nc
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

be in luck — ...
win a competition — ...
try your chance — ...
lose a game — ...
be interesting — ...
have the same opinion — ...
disagree with — ...

6 Make up your own story or a dialogt
your partner about participation in t
Teenagers' Competition. Write it dov
the expressions from the above exerc

\M 7 Complete the story.
What can I say about teenagers in Russi;
are serious,...
Their popular hobbies are...
1
In my opinion they have a great future!
never miss their chance,...

8 Do ex. 7 on page 8 in written form.
jfe*

f

3 What's your motto?

words?

s

t i m e

?

9 Find nouns in ex. 7 on page 8. Write
down. Underline their suffixes. Give 1
more words with the same suffix.
Example: enjoyment, development, mom
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4 Complete the dialogues. Use the word com
binations from ex. 3 on page 7.

10 Complete the sentences. Use ex. 9 о
page 8 as a model.

1. — Hi, Jim! Why are you so sad?
— I was ... yesterday. I ... my chess competi
tion.
2. — Listen! Have you answered the questions
of the Teenagers' Competition?
— Not yet. But I'd like to ... chance and to
... the competition.
— OK ...!

A person who ... is helpful.
A person who ... is energetic.
People who ... are Australians.
People who ... are hospitable.
Situations which ... are unforgettable.

in the missing information. Write it down.
Ивеп I am

unhappy

I usually arrange a party.

Шеи my mum is

she often ...

l m m y English teacher i s

she sometimes ...

Пгеп adults are

they often have a picnic.

flmen ... is / are

1 Write down as many possible things about
yourself you would like to do:

17 Complete the sentences. Use the informa
tion in ex. 24 on page 12.

•ниУ like to change my name,
kn:« strong,...
як taller,...

1.
2.
3.
4.

Martin is optimistic about the future because...
Isabel is afraid of the future because...
Phil doesn't care about the future because...
Henry is looking forward to the future
because...

18 Translate into English. Use Martin's, Isa
bel's, Phil's and Henry's stories for help.

13 Do ex. 16 on page 10 in written form.
r*ple: I'd like to travel to Europe once a year.

Think of your own motto. If you don't
nave any, invent it! Write it down. Give
vour reasons why you've chosen it.

Do ex. 21 on page 11 in written form.

Find in the texts (ex. 24 on page 12) and
write down the English words having
similar pronunciation to some words in
vour own language.
nple: optimistic [.opti'mistik]

1. Я думаю, что через 10 лет компьютеры бу
дут все контролировать.
2. Надеюсь, что в следующем веке будут изоб
ретены средства от СПИДа и рака.
3. Мне безразлично, что случится в будущем.
Какой смысл думать об этом сейчас?
4. Я не боюсь будущего. Я думаю, что люди
будут добрее и во многих областях науки
наступит прогресс.
5. Кто ответственен за загрязнение окружа
ющей среды, болезни, войны и опасные
технологии?
6. Мне бы хотелось изменить этот мир к луч
шему.

19 What's your opinion about the future? Ex
press it in written form. Try to be optimistic.
Use the vocabulary from ex. 28 on page 13.

29

20 Look back at the texts in ex. 31 pages
14-15. Copy into your exercise book:

26 School life is full of jokes. Write dc
your favourite one.

a) all expressions with the verb "get". Give
Russian equivalents to each expression.
Example: will get a great camera case —
получит замечательный футляр для фото
аппарата

27 What questions would you ask you
ner to find out what she / he know:
W. Churchill? Write them down. Ui
Linguistic and Cultural Guide (pag

b) all combinations of two nouns. Give their
Russian equivalents.

28 Do ex. 46 on page 19 in written foi

Example: phone number — телефонный номер

21 Fill in the form.
—
r — — — — — — — — — — — — —
— — 1
Q u e s t i o n . For h o w m a n y y e a r s has Dis
ney on Ice b e e n visitinq Britain?

Answer:

|

Name:

I

Address:

I

Age:

I

Phone No:
Signature of parent:

30 Do ex. 50 on page 19 in written for

31 Answer the questions. Give your re
Example: I stopped playing ice-hockey th
autumn because I had a problem with rm
knee.

22 Do ex. 34 on page 15 in written form.

1. What did you stop doing this autumn
2. What would you like to start doing afi
New Year?
3. What do you hate doing at home?
4. What would you give up doing in futi

23 Write down the numerals in ex. 37 on
page 16.

32 Make a list of your family superstit
for good luck and bad luck.

Example: 156 — a (one) hundred and fifty-six.

Good luck: Eating bus ticket which has tl

The deadline is October 31. Good luck!

L _ _ - . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ — — — _ — J

24 Do ex. 39 on page 16 in written form.

25 Find and write the information about the
place where you live. Use the following
guidelines:
What's the name of your place (village, town,
city)?
When was it founded?
What is its population?
What is the typical temperature in winter/
summer?
Any other geographical or historical facts...

30

29 Look at the picture in the bottom с
pages 18-19. Choose any of the far
people in it. Find the information ;
her / him. Write it down in English
the text about Andrei Sakharov as
model.

figure in the beginning and in the end oi
Bad luck: Breaking a mirror.

Complete these dialogues. Write them
Лшшп.

38 Match the words in two columns. Write
down as many combinations as possible.

to catch falling leaves!
- Why?
- You'll have a ...!

Example: to talk across seas

itch out! ...
- I know. It means 7 year's bad luck.
- Don't ... a ladder!
- Don't worry, I won't.

Write your own short dialogues with
warnings. Mention the superstitions
rrpical in Russia. Use ex. 56 and 57 on
ze 20 as a model.

Put in prepositions if needed.

to talk by
telephone

a special code

to talk

longer and longer

to become

across seas

to invent

a coast-to-coast line

to use

long messages

to send

the electric telegraph

to carry

by telephone

to open

words over the telegraph

to serve

smoke of fires

to reach

voices

clients

for centuries

British celebrate Hallowe'en ... the 31 ...
ЗстоЬег. They believe that ... that day the
.. the dead return ... places ... where they
People decorate their houses ... pumpkins,
.. as witches, ghosts, devils, cats or bats,
evening there are a lot ... Hallowe'en

long distance commu
nication

39 Put in each other or one another.
hard to imagine a party ... a scary story
.. a low voice ... Hallowe'en night.

1. They didn't understand
2. We'd like to talk
to
Could you wait for us a few minutes? 3. The
twins usually live with ... and help
4. Why
are you looking at ... ? Would you like to tell me
anything? 5. In a team people have to support
6. Do you write letters to ...? — Not very often.
7. Language helps us to communicate with

40 Make up and write down a telephone
dialogue between:
: en one has his / her personal superstition.
rite a scary story about one of them. Start
l i k e this:
л a c t I don't believe in superstitions. But one

37 Copy the words. Circle a letter or letters
airing the sound [f]. Underline the two
words, which don't contain this sound.

ifcrsics,

fireplace, telephone, first, through,
BMOogh, Africa, photographer, giraffe, myself,
if -iugh, phrase, tough, performance, nephew,
-.-.'.Sic, telegraph, though, soft, phone,
fantastic.

a) two old ladies watching the same soap opera;
b) a boy and his friend's parents;
c) two teenagers speaking about their hobbies.
Use the following phrases:
This is
Can I speak to
please? Hang on
a moment. Can you tell her / him ... called?
Can you ask him / her to call me back?
It's great! No problem. Touch wood, fingers
crossed.

41 Write down in words five telephone num
bers of your close friends and relatives.
Example: 2573314
three one four.

two five seven double

31

42 Look back at the text in ex. 77 on page 25.
Write down five questions you'd ask a
Londoner about famous telephone boxes.

ЕЯ 45 In ex. 84 on page 26 you can fij
words having similar pronunciatioi
sian, for example, m o n i t o r — MI
Make a list of similar " c o m p u t e r
Use a dictionary and your textboo
formation technology.

46 Read again the opinions of the O'l
(ex.85 on page 27). Make a list of
tages and disadvantages of compu
Advantages: you can make new friends.
Disadvantages: you don't have time for
communication with your friends, ...

43 Do ex. 81 on page 25 in written form.

44 Put in prepositions if needed.
About ten years ago telephone was the only
means ... communication which people could
use ... their home. ... present computers make
our life much more comfortable. Now we can
send messages ... each other ... fax, e-mail or
communicate ... the Internet. Those who have
the Internet can communicate not only ... peo
ple. They can get ... information ... any library
all over the world.

47 Do ex. 88 on page 27 in written foi

48 What would your parents say abou
agers using computers? Write it do
Use ex. 85 on page 27 as a model.

Key Vocabulary
Nouns:
chance
communication
competition
luck
means
phone
planet
tour
winner

I

Verbs:
believe
hate
lose
mind
phone
win
mean

I

Adverbs / Adjectives
lucky
twice

Expressions and word combinatioi
be in / out of luck
by means of
each other
Good luck!
have(no)chance
It's a chance in a million.
It's worth doing smth.
means of communication
miss one's chance
once more
one another
take one's chance
try one's chance
waste of time

Progress

L

Check

- :he blanks with the following words,
."'lily one word in each space.

« r'.d. chance, luck, have, in, win, million,
, round, worth, prize, competition, miss

w

<e

i

ar- in Australia. It's g r e a t . A lot of
and fresh air, parrots and other
birds, w a r m w a t e r and beaches.
! surprised to get my message, aren't
•ou know last summer I tried my ... and
mm _ in the World Teenagers' Competition.
Ba chance in a .... But it was ... trying
с
something for nothing. I was ... luck
шж mcr t h e ....
'•: : = - d 49 other ... winners will travel
• o r l d . I enjoy visiting new places and
iMtnaj new friends all over the .... I will send
<• - : : r : : = " d s from the countries which we
m m j o o g t o visit.

• ^ o u also ... a chance to visit t h e m .
: ; _ ~ the same ... next year. Don't ...
r-_—;-ze.
иик

-

•

— -

• •.-

Pete.

all the changes and additions neces:o create sentences from the following
of words and word combinations,
l e careful with grammar tenses.
- They / be going to / not / take part /
1 :• - . -petition.— They aren't going to take
zhe competition.
i>e out of luck/yesterday and /lose the
.. -:- : ier lister is 13. But/she/not/believe
n superstitions.
-л1 теаг / she / try her chance?
already /phone /the hospital.
~- : "_-:ents/be going to/use the Internet?

3 The word in capitals above each of the fol
lowing sentences can be used to form
a word that fits suitably in the blank space.
Fill each blank in this way.
Example: FRIEND
Her family is close and
close and friendly.

— Her family is

1. DANGER
It was a ... tour.
2. CARE
Be . . . ! Don't break the mirror!
3. NOISE
The hall was full. It was very ... there.
4. LOVE
It's a ... day, isn't it? — Yes, wonderful.
5. SCIENCE
They have already discussed this important
... problem.
6. RUSSIA
They study ... and French at school.
7. CREATE
He is a ... scientist. His ideas are new and
original.

4

Choose the correct answer.

1. My brother hates ... the dishes,
a) to wash b) wash c) washing
2. I would like ... my chance,
a) to try b) try c) trying
3. Could you, please, stop ... to the walkman?
a) to listen b) listen c) listening
4. The book is worth . . . .
a) to read b) read c) reading
5. I'm sure they can ... the competition,
a) to win b) win c) winning
6. Would you mind ... the window?
a) to close b) close c) closing

5

Act out with your partner.

Pupil A — You call your friend and you'd like
to invite him to the concert. But your friend is
not at home. Ask his / her sister (brother) to
take a message for your friend.
Pupil В — Your brother (sister) is not at home.
But his / her friend phones him (her). Take a
phone message for your brother (sister) from
his / her friend.
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Section 1

Meet the Winners of the International
9
Teenagers
Competition
Say "Hello" to the Winners of the International
Competition
1 Meet the participants of the confer*
the dialogue as a model.
I

an

— How do you do? My name is Marin;
Alekseeva.
— Pleased to meet you. My name is Pa
Woodgriff.
— Where are you from?
— I'm from Britain. I am the host of th
conference. And you? Where are yoi
— I'm from the Russian Federation. I li
Tambov.
— Oh, I know it's a town in central Ru:
II
— Hi, Liza! How are you?
— Fine, thanks. How are you?
— Fine, fine. Let me introduce my neig
This is Roy Mill from Canada.
— Pleased to meet you, Roy. I'm Liza С
— Pleased to meet you, Liza. Where do
come from?
— From Boston. I'm from the United S

2 Look at the badges of the participan
them. Fill in a badge for yourself.

These are the places from where the finalists came. Listen to the tape and read the list
at" the countries.
Match the flags and the English-speaking countries:

D O C
Rjrtugal

['portjugal]

China ['tfaina]

Germany

•Seiguim ['beldam]
Гарап [dja'pasn]

Norway ['norwei]
Sweden ['swkdn]

Denmark ['denma:k]
Switzerland ['switsabnd]

? -iand [Tmtand]

the Netherlands ['ne6abndz]

Turkey ['t3:ki]

Poland ['pauland]

Bulgaria [ЬлГдеэпэ]

Brazil [bra'zil]

Scam [spein]

France [fra:ns]

Armenia [a:'mi:ni3]

*e UK ['ju:'kei]

the USA [ju'es'ei]

Georgia [^э:<+5э]

Canada ['ksenads]

Greece [grr.s]

Mexico ['meksikau]

India ['indja]

Hungary ['hArjgari]

Inssia ['глГэ]

Egypt ['i:cfeipt]

Italy ['itali]

• ; •• Zealand [nju: 'zr.land]

GRAMMAR

DISCOVERIES

Ifae the article " t h e " correctly.
:on't normally use " t h e " with the

Moscow

• in Germany
• in Hungary
\^ in Russia

Los Angeles

•
•
•

in Italy
in Spain
in the USA

Oslo

•
•
•

in Finland
in Norway
in Sweden

Sydney

•
•
•

in Japan
in Australia
in China

Paris

•
•
•

in Portugal
in France
in Switzerland

Amsterdam

П in the Netherlands
• in Belgium
• in Greece

Wellington

•
•
•

i towns
Sophia, Kiev, Anapa, Obninsk
' t h e " in names with "republic",
>m", "states", "federation":
;

_--:an Federation
l i e Czech [tfek] Republic
id Kingdom (the UK)
.'nited States (the USA)
^•fcrrr.ber: the Netherlands
Ukraine [ju:'krem]
t forget " t h e " :
cs. [ bei'cfcin] is the capital of China,
rerra is the capital of Australia.

«3
Countries

Cities

countries
овсе, Japan, New Zealand, Russia,
a, Brazil

о

6 Interview your classmates. Where are the
following cities? Tick the right box.

continents
: - - re North America, South America,
жхл. Asia, Australia, Antarctica

['d33:m3ni]

in Canada
in New Zealand
in Denmark
35

Section 2

Talking about Countries and Nationalities

7 What are the following places famous for:
Egypt, Australia, Antarctica, Greece, Italy, China,
the USA, Russia.
Use:
the Great Wall of China — Великая Китайская
стена
penguins ['pengwmz] — пингвины
the Pyramids ['piramidz] — пирамиды
Olympic [a'limpik] Games — Олимпийские
игры
kangaroos [.ksenga'ruz] — кенгуру
churches ['tfaitfiz] — церкви
skyscrapers ['skai.skreipaz] — небоскребы
Colosseum [.knla'sr.am] — Колизей

8 Listen to the list of places. Repeat t
after the tape. Group them into 4 с
The Atlantic, Africa, Portugal, the В
Thames, South America, the Pacific, Bel
Volga, China, the Nile, Australia, the г
Europe, India, Norway, the Amason, ]
Netherlands, the Niagara, Asia, the Blac
Arctic, Switzerland, the Yellow Sea.
countries
seas and oceans
continents
rivers and lakes

19 Listen to what the conference parti<
say about their countries. Try to gu
which country they are from. Say w
think so.
Example:

Alison is from . . . .
I think so because, she...

10 Say what your country is famous
What is your place (village, town,
famous for?

Use:
— well-known people: writers, artists, p
composers, sportsmen, businessmen
doctors, inventors...
— museums, art galleries, university, pi
factories, shops, beautiful buildings,
stadiums...
— beautiful countryside, large forests, 1
mountains, deep lakes...

33 1 1 Say in which countries that you ki
people speak English. Listen to th
and check if you were right.
36

GRAMMAR
en to and read the languages people
ik in different countries. Check if your
пег has memorized it.
language do people speak in China?
la people speak Chinese.

• - r-iese

Hungarian
Bulgarian
Italian
Armenian
Norwegian
Georgian
Russian
German

English
Finnish
Spanish
Swedish
Turkish
Polish
Danish
Irish

DISCOVERIES

15 Use the article "the" correctly.
The English
The French
The Russians
The Italians
The Germans

=
=
=
=
=

the
the
the
the
the

people
people
people
people
people

of England
of France
of Russia
of Italy
of Germany

Example: The Germans are famous for having
a sweet tooth.

16 Remember what you know about personal
characteristics of people who live in dif
ferent countries.
Example: I believe, the Russians are hospitable
and friendly.

are the five most commonly spoken
ansruages in the world:
Rssian
П

Chinese
English

ГЛ

Use:
hospitable, talkative, hard-working, independent,
sociable, shy, non-talkative, serious, reserved,
conservative, romantic,...

Hindi

language do most people speak in the
the most popular second language in
P
the cassette and check if you were

le that you came from one of the
•tries mentioned in ex. 4 on page 35.
• лисе yourself. Say which languages
z'.z >peak in your country.
I'm from Finland. This country is faits beautiful nature. In Finland people

.fmnish.

33 17 Listen, read and act out. George meets a
group of foreign participants.
George:
Mark:
George:
Paula:
Mark:
George:

Mark:

Paula:

Excuse me, where are you from?
I'm from Hungary. And this is my
friend Paula.
Pleased to meet you, Paula.
Pleased to meet you too, George.
Paula is from Italy. She lives in Rome.
Do you speak Italian?
I'm afraid, I don't. I speak only two for
eign languages: French and German.
Actually I prefer speaking German. I
know it much better than French.
Really? Paula speaks German, too. And
her German is quite good. As for me, I
don't speak German, but I understand
what people say.
That's great! We can have a good time
practising our German.

37

Section 3
5

People Speak English All Over the World

18 Work in pairs. Discuss with your partner
the following:
What languages are easily understood in any part
of the world?
What languages are often spoken at international
conferences and seminars?
What languages are most often used in the Internet communication?

^1™^1-^^S^^^>

\ /^J1

I T E D KIN

19 Look at the map and answer the foil
questions:
1. What
2. What
those
3. What

countries are marked?
main languages do people speak i
countries?
of their capitals do you know?

Listen to the tape and check if you were r

'

20 Match the questions and the answers. Fill in the table below.
1. In what countries is English spoken
as a first language?
2. How many countries have English
as a second language?
3. Is English spoken by people who
have other mother tongues?
4. What proportion of students in our
country study English at school?
5. What do native speakers of English
think about foreigners who speak
English?

1

38

2

3

4

5

a) People in 30 countries speak English as a second language
b) How popular is English in Russia? About 70 per cent of R
sian students choose English as their first foreign language
school though German and French are still very popular.
c) Some British think that English spoken in the world by
people of other nationalities is not real English. Its global
English.
d) English is spread among the people who have other mothe
tongues.
e) At the moment English is internationally recognized by the
world community as one of the languages more often spok
by people in various parts of the world. It is known that En
glish is spoken (as a first language) in Australia, the Baham
Canada, The Republic of Ireland, Guyana, the Caribbean
Islands (Jamaica, Barbados, Trinidad, etc.), New Zealand, tl
United Kingdom, the United States.

24 Put in: who or which.
1. Have you talked to the lady ... lives on the
ground floor?
2. Has Andrew bought the book ... he wanted?
3. I like the blouse ... I am wearing.
4. These are the flowers ... we have grown in
our garden.
5. It was a wonderful film. It is the best film...
I've seen recently.
6. What have you done with the money ... she
gave us?
7. The people ... have arranged the competition
care about our future.
В 2 5 ^ you had to invent a new international
language, how would you range the fol
lowing in order of importance.
• simple grammar
• few words
• short words
• international words
• simple pronunciation
• no transcription
• simple reading (no special reading rules)
• fixed word stress
Share your opinion with your classmates.
PRONUNCIATION FOCUS
26 Find the pairs of words that have the
same pronunciation.
there, won, through,
too, week, write, no,
piece, I, hour,
hear, sea, meat

eye, one, weak, peace,
here, threw, right,
know, see, two, our,
meet, their

27 Read the words in transcription. Write
them using letters:
[wAn]
[Эш:]
[si:]

В 28

[аиэ]
[tu:]
[pi:s]

[his]
[ai]
[пэи]

[rait]
[дез]

[wi:k]

Do some research. What does your name
mean? Where does it come from? (Greek,
German, French, Russian...)
Share the results of your research.

39

What Do English-speaking People Think
about Their Countries?
31
Continue working in groups. Read one с
3
the text, Check if you were nght.

29

Discuss in groups of 3 - 4 what you know
about English-speaking countries.
1. What are they? (make a list)
2. What are their capitals? (make a list)
3. Are there any other languages spoken in
those countries? What are they?
4. What do you know about traditions in any of
the English-speaking countries?
30 Before you read the texts about Englishspeaking countries guess the meaning of
the following word combinations:
1) one of the most powerful countries in the
world;
2) one of the most advanced countries in the
world;
3) the third largest population in the world;
4) the financial and cultural centre;
5) the second important language;
6) the second largest country in the world;
7) the official emblem of...;
8) the country consists of two islands;
9) the official language;
10) the world's seventh biggest city.

Hi! I'm from Canada, t
second largest count:
the world. It's nearl
big as all of Europe. \
country shares with ti
USA seven of the world
largest lakes and also hi
three of the world's lor
est rivers.
The capital of Canada
la is
Ottawa. In Canada there are people of mai
nationalities. There are two official languages
in my country, English and French. English
spoken in Canada is a bit different from Brit
ish English: there are some pronunciation and
grammatical differences.
The red and white Canadian flag shows a
leaf of the maple tree, which grows in North
America. The maple leaf is the official emblem
of Canada.

I'm from the USA or the United States
of America. It's one of the most powerful and

.A

AWWWiH*>

advanced countries in the world. It stretches from
the Atlantic
in the east to the Pacific Ocean in the
1l fu uOcean
advanced
.
>-om
Canada
in the north to Mexico in the south.
the Atlantic
Ocean
in the
»^chington, though some people
~~"<-ial and
easi
west and from Canada in the north to Mexico ш ч..
The capital of the USA is Washington, though some people
think it's New York. This famous city is the financial and

cultural
cultural ceiu^
center .of the USA.
The USA
USA has
has the
the third largo.
largest population in the world.
The
'*ina not.third
English is the official
language in the
"•^v is known as Americar
It's a real melting pot. English is the official langua&,

USA. But the English language spoken in my country is known as American
English.

There are some differences between British and American English. For example,
a film in Britain is a movie in America, a postman is a mailman, the underground
is the subway. But people speaking British English can be easily understood
My
country
si
in the
US.
No problem!
The second important language in the United States
<T

- ^od We Trust".

V"*

I'm from a small and
quiet c o u n t r y in the
Pacific O c e a n . M y
c o u n t r y c o n s i s t s of
two main islands and
some smaller islands.
It's New Zealand. My
c o u n t r y l o o k s like
Italy u p s i d e d o w n .
Zealand is the same distance from
i as London is from Moscow. When
лпшег in Europe, it's winter in New
....: - J But the school year still starts in
~~. — in February! When it's time to
Ш в а » bed in Europe, it's time to go to work
v aw country.
The capital of New Zealand is Welling• 7 -.e population of my country is mixed.
S a n e people came from Britain years ago.
> — M a o r i people lived here before the
came. Our official languages are
English and Maori. But English is spoken
. ry unusual way in New Zealand. It is
дйеп called Kiwi English.
New Zealand is sometimes called "The
World's Biggest Farm". It is famous for its
products: butter, cheese, meat.

<0ШЩ^

I'm from the United
Kingdom of Great
Britain and North
ern Ireland. Usually
it is shortened to the
United Kingdom or
UK or Great Britain.
My country is an is
land state. It's one of
the world's smallest
countries — it's twice
smaller than France or Spain. However,
there are only nine other countries with
more people, and London is the world's
seventh biggest city.
In Britain you can meet people of
many different nationalities.
The capital of the UK is London. The
official language is English. Do you
know that English is made up of AngloSaxon, French and Latin? It also includes
a lot of words from Greek and other
languages, even Russian.

My country i s the b i g g e s t i s l a n d and the s m a l l e s t

continent in the world. Of course, you've guessed,
it's Australia. Australia is the only country in the
world which occupies a whole continent and some
islands around it. It lies between the Indian and
the Pacific Oceans. It's a large country, but its
population is only 18.3 million people.
There are "original Australians" who lived here
long ago but most of population came to Australia
from Britain, Ireland and other countries years ago. At present in Australia
there are a lot of people from Russia.
The capital of Australia is Canberra.
English is the official language in Australia. But English spoken
in Australia is a bit different from British English and American English.
Sometimes Australia is called "Oz" or "the Lucky Country".

32 Read the names of the capitals of the English-speaking countries. Fill in the gaps.
Listen to the tape and check if you were right.
Name of the country
Full name

Capital

Short name

Official language
or languages

Ottawa
Canberra
Washington
The United Kingdom
of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland

The United Kingdom /
the UK / Great Britain

London

English

Wellington

33 Share information with your classmates
who have read the texts about other
English-speaking countries. Use the questions as a plan:
1. Where
2. What's
3. What's
4. What's

is it situated?
its population?
its capital?
its official language (or languages)?

34 Match the countries and the word combinations corresponding to them.
Great Britain
Australia
_1
New Zealand
the USA
Canada

•
•
•
•

Italy upside down
an island state
a "Lucky country"
the second largest country
in the world
.
j i t i n g pot
a

r e a

m e

35 Find pairs of words that have similar
meanings. Read them.

37 Tell about Russia in the same way. Use
information in the box. Don't forget to
mention:
•
•
•
•

the
the
big
the

continent
capital
cities
population

• official language
languages
• weather

Some facts about Russia
Area: 17075400 sq kilometres
Population: 145,600 million people
Capital: Moscow
Other big cities: St Petersburg, Novosibirsk,
Ekaterinburg, Rostov-na-Donu, Nizhny
Novgorod, etc.
Official language: Russian
Winter temperature: from -1 to -50 °C
Summer temperature: from +1 to +40 °C
Rainfall: from 100 to 1000 mm

big, little, country, peoples, various, powerful, a capital, famous, nearly, also, population,
at present, twice, many, to start

a lot of, small, state, nationalities, strong, people, well-known, to begin, too, different, about,
two times, now, a main city, large

36 Say which English-speaking country you'd
like to visit. Give your reasons.

Moscow, St Bazil's Cathedral by Aristarkh Lentoolov

section

W h y Study English?
W O R D FOCUS
39 Study the example and translate the
following sentences into Russian.
She has neither brothers nor sisters. =
She is the only child in her family.
О0Ш

read and act out.
^ H B k you ever spoken at a large meeting?
• - l a I have.
: - i:d it happen?
^^•b zhe end of the last school year. It was a
•nesing with our exchange partners from
[
*rUK
>peak Russian or English?
: nglish. But it was not easy.

_ ever spoken at an international

1) Alice is the only child in her family.
2) I'm afraid, it's the only solution to the
problem.
3) You are the only person I can share my
secrets with.
4) He's the only singer with such a fantastic
voice, isn't he?
5) Which is the only country in the world that
occupies a whole continent?

40 Read the dialogues. Transform the
sentences in italics using "the only".
— Have you got a sister or a brother?
— Unfortunately I have neither sister nor
brother.
***

•any to say I haven't. I have never been
rr international meeting before.
5 :he first time you are doing it today,

— Do you speak German or French?
— I speak neither German nor Franch.
I speak English.

it is. I'm a little nervous. Russian is the
language I speak really well.
be OK. Good luck.
vou.

— Have you been to Asia?
— I haven't travelled much. But I visited
China.

**#

41 Work in groups. Discuss and write down
the reasons for learning English. Make
use of the pictures.

42 Look at the information map. Find out if
you have written all the possible reasons.
English
• About 20% of the world's population speak
English.
T Doctors and scientists try to answer the same
questions all over the world. They find it easy to
exchange their ideas in English.
У English has become a means of communi
cation within some countries where different
groups of people speak different languages. For
example, in India there are 15 official languages
and thousands of dialects. People from different
parts of the country often do not speak each
other's language. English is the only solution to
their communication problems.
• English is called the language of the sky and
the sea. Every pilot and ship's captain must speak
English to communicate with each other.
T Most vocabulary in the modern computer sci
ence is in English. 80% of all information in the
world's computers is in English.
У English is the language of politicians. English
along with French and German is spoken at their
summit meetings. Most international journalists
have to know English, too.
T 75% of all international business letters are
written in English. Nearly 50% of the companies
communicate with each other in English.
yf English is the language of rock and pop music.
Most of world known singers sing their songs in
English.
T US and British companies produce thousands
of films, videos and TV programmes every year.
They are shown all over the world with subtitles
and dubbing.

BE!
UU 46 Listen to the students talking about their
reasons for learning English. Fill in the
table:
Reason / Purpose for learning English

Name
Michael
Hans
Janis

W O R D FOCUS
47 Listen, read and remember:
Nouns ending with -tion, -sion, -er, -or,
-ment, -ity, -ist, -once, -ence, -ing.
-tion, -sion — information, solution, super
stition, impression;
-ment — development, government, statement;
-ity, -ty — curiosity, reality, honesty;
-er, -or — partner, teenager, creator;
-ance, -ence — performance, distance, influence;
-ist — dentist, chemist, journalist;
-ing — feeling, crossing, meeting, computing.

48 Give the nouns with these endings.

: back at the information map. Match the
- ~~_res and the texts. Read them aloud.

-tion / -sion

-er / -or

-ment

mi through the information map once
re. Choose the three reasons that are
at important for a Russian learner of

-ity

-ance / -ence

-ing

Ей

is a list of possible reasons for learn, : . ish at school. Add some other

i r i n r vou study English,
к predictions for some students in your
'. r.eck if you were right:

Alice, you learn English because you
в findy abroad, don't you?
_

alourist

49 There are a lot of borrowings (заимство
вания) in all languages because of mixing
of cultures and languages. Think of Eng
lish words which are used by the Russians
and Russian words which are used by the
British. Fill in:
English words
in Russian:

president, ...

Russian words
in English:

sputnik, ...

to an English-speaking country

вевэ learn it as a school subject
•M hke to get a better job in future
i:ching American films
raeading English and American literature
•ai kke to understand modern pop singers

45

Section 6

How Many Languages Can You Speak?
51 Decide whether the following sentenct
are true (T) or false (F).

50 Read the text. Answer the question given
in the title.
How many languages can
a person know?
You know, of course, some people who speak
more than one language. We must not think
that only great people can learn many foreign
languages.
In modern times, when science and techni
cal knowledge are progressing so fast, all kinds
of specialists need foreign languages in their
work— teachers and doctors, politicians and ac
tors, engineers and businessmen, and people of
many other professions.
If a person doesn't know foreign languages,
if he or she must wait for translations, he can't
hope to know all the news in his field. If he can't
use a computer, read the texts in English on the
Internet and communicate with his partners by
computer, he can hardly hope to be up to date
in his work.
Very soon he will be months and even years
behind the times.
"But," you will say, "how can I hope to learn
so much? I have enough difficulty learning one
language."
The answer is that when we have learned
one foreign language, learning a second foreign
language is much easier. Learning a third foreign
language is much easier than learning the second,
and so on.
There are many people all over the world who
have discovered this secret. They know that suc
cess in foreign language learning is connected not
only with a person's natural talent. You must work
hard to learn your first foreign language. After the
first, other languages are a much easier task.

46

1. Great people are the only ones who
can learn many foreign languages.
2. All kinds of specialists need foreign
languages in their work.
3. If a person only speaks his m o t h e r
tongue, he'll know all the news in his
field.
4. To be up to date in the work a person
should read texts in Esperanto on the
Internet.
5. Learning a third foreign language is
easier than learning a first foreign
language.
6. You must work hard to learn your
first foreign language.
52 Translate the word combinations. Use
them in your own sentences.
-foreign language
first

language _ T
/ second language
|—to speak a language / French
to learn a language
success

- i

to be successful in / to succeed
a successful performance

PRONUNCIATION FCK
53 Listen, read and remember.
[rj]
language
beginning
kingdom
English
meeting
sing
learning
speaking
long
among
singers
ringing
finger

[g]
great
progress
guess
magazine
grown ups
against
[n]
foreign
knife
enough
knight
sign
know

№1
language
engineer
knowledge
German
badge
advantage
change
large
January
jeans
July
vegetables
legend
bridge
magic

* - - -:uss in groups of 4-5 the following
topics:
•Ирг is the knowledge of foreign languages
m important in our times?
WbiiZ characteristics should a person have to
- • г _:;essful in learning foreign languages?

S Do you know anyone who speaks two
or more languages? What languages are

к Но*»" many languages would you like to
:•.ik? What are they?

vour classmates what languages they
would like to speak. Find out:
•
language is the most popular among
.• mends?
language is the least popular among
с friends?
^ • ^ ^ Names

Lena

Dima

Ivan

/

bgfeh

•
• • [ >с

59 Think of four How-questions for your
partner. Ask him / her your questions.

S3 60 Choose the most important answer to the
question: Why is it not easy to learn foreign
languages? Discuss it with your partner.
— There is no one to speak with in everyday
life.
— I am not good at remembering new words.
— I'm lazy.
— I have no time to learn English, I've got too
many different things to do.
— Any other reason?

61 Find out the easiest way to learn a foreign
language. Give your reasons.
The easiest way to learn a foreign language is:
— to have a good textbook
— to have a good teacher
— to go to an English-speaking country
— to have an English-speaking pen friend
— to chat on the Internet
— to phone your friends abroad
— to read English books and youth magazines
— to read labels and instructions on everything
you buy
— to watch videos and films in English
— to listen to the radio and TV musical pro
grammes
П И Г

G R A M M A R DISCOVERIES

l O / W E D N E S D A Y SATELLITE & R A D I O

M G I O N A I T U m s l O N VARIATIONS

and remember.
ur new house? — Как велик?.,
велик?..
§ does it take you to get to your
— Сколько (по времени)?.,
ве is her hair? — Какой длины?.,
have you made progress in English? —
j a c продвинулся?..
p :s the mountain? — Какой высоты?.,
is the new pupil in your form? —
умен?..
жч - '.ravelling by boat this time of the
I— Насколько безопасно?..
exams will you take at the end of the
J—Сколько?..
sugar would you like? — Сколько?.,
ire vou? — Сколько ... лет?

SATILl ITF & CABLE

.

eat.

Section 7

Is Russian an International Language?

62 Before you start reading.
1) Look through the text in ex. 63 and find international words — the words
which you can understand without a dictionary, for example Olympiad —
олимпиада.
2) Look at the new words:
(to) award
(an) award
[a'wo:d]
(to) collect

to be awarded a prize (быть награжденным)
the award ceremony (церемония награждения)
L the award for smth goes to (награда за что-либо достается кому-то)
-

to
to
to
to

collect
collect
collect
collect

stamps / postcards / coins (собирать марки...)
oneself to do smth (собраться, чтобы сделать что-то)
your thoughts (собраться с мыслями)
tickets from the teacher (забрать у учителя билеты)

63 Read the passages from the article "Pushkin
Institute Awards Top Students of Russian",
Put the passages in the right order.

•
•

"I wanted to study an exotic Language," Tylo
Dirksmeyer said after the award ceremony.
He speaks German, French and has been
learning Russian for three years. He said he
had plans to continue studying Russian. The
best way to do it is by staying in Russia.

Teenagers from 28 countries had the opportunity to commu
nicate with people in Russian during the 10-day Olympiad.
It was t h e Ninth I n t e r n a t i o n a l Olympiad for the Russian
language and Literature for schoolchildren. It brought to
Moscow 215 young people aged 8 to 19 who studied Russian
as a foreign language.
The first competition took place in 1974.

4

The German teenager Tylo Dirksmeyer was one of the winners of t h e International
Olympiad. When a Russian professor called his name, he j u m p e d up and ran to the
stage of the Moscow Pushkin I n s t i t u t e to collect a gold medal for his excellent
Russian language skills.

some of the most talented older participants of the Olympiad
A/ill be given stipends and the opportunity to study anything —
not necessarily Russian language — at any Russian college.
.

•

_

_

J

Participants had to show their reading and conversational skills, their
knowledge of Russian culture, and write an essay. A special textbook
was put together by the Pushkin I n s t i t u t e for the Olympiad.
There were passages from classic and modern Russian writers in the
textbook.

Discuss the following topics with your partner:
Russian an international language?
hy is it important for teenagers from other countries to learn Russian?
your own Russian good? What would you like to do at Russian lessons?
3W does good knowledge of Russian help you to study English?

Listen to A. Pushkin's poem. Read it and its English translation.

Зимнее утро

Winter Morning

юз и солнце; день чудесный!
! ты дремлешь, друг прелестный
>а, красавица, проснись:
рой сомкнуты негой взоры
стречу северной Авроры,
здою севера явись!

Snow, frost and sunshine... Lovely morning!
Yet you, dear love, its magic scorning,
Are still abed... Awake, my sweet!..
Cast sleep away, I beg, and, rising,
Yourself a northern star, the blazing
Aurora, northern beauty, meet.

комната янтарным блеском
рена. Веселым треском
щит затопленная печь,
штно думать у лежанки,
знаешь, не велеть ли в санки
>ылку бурую запречь?

A mellow glow like that of amber
Illumes the room..."Lis good to linger
Beside the gaily crackling stove,
And think and dream... But let our honest
Brown mare without delay be harnessed
That we may take a sledge ride, love.

>льзя по утреннему снегу,
т милый, предадимся бегу
герпеливого коня
:авестим поля пустые,
а, недавно столь густые,
>ерег, милый для меня.

We'll give free rein to her, and lightly,
The snow of morning gleaming brightly,
Skim over it, and, full of glee,
Cross empty fields and empty meadows,
A once green wood with trees like shadows,
A stream and bank long dear to me.

(Translated by Irina Zheleznova)

Find the adjectives used by A. Pushkin and the translator to describe the Russian winter.
What other adjectives would you use to describe the winter (and other seasons) in your area?

Section 8

ГЬе Passive Voice (страдательный/пассивный за;
GRAMMAR

DISCOVE

67 Read and remember.
• В английском языке существуют два способа описывать одни и те же действия: с помощью
действительного залога (The Active Voice) и страдательного залога (The Passive Voice).
Сравните:
The teacher gave us a lot of homework.
A lot of homework was given to us by our teacl
Учитель задал нам большое домашнее
Большое домашнее задание было дано нам
задание.
учителем.
(Подлежащее является действующим лицом
(Подлежащее не является действующим лиц
в предложении.)
• При изменении глагола из действительного залога в страдательный меняется вся
конструкция предложения:
Active
Passive
Many people in Russia speak English well.
English is spoken well by many people in Russu
Много людей в России хорошо говорят
на английском языке.
• Англичане предпочитают употреблять пассивную форму
глагола в тех случаях, когда более важен объект действия,
чем тот, кто это действие совершает. В тех случаях, когда
важно, кто (или что) совершил (совершило) действие,
используется предлог by:
St Paul's Cathedral was built by Sir Christopher Wren.
The clouds are moved by the wind.
• Страдательный залог образуется с помощью глагола to be в нужном
лице, числе, времени и III формы основного глагола (Participle II):
to be (am / is / are / was / were / will be) + Participle II (the third form of the verbs)
She was given flowers by Steve.
The story was told by my grandma.

These apples were bought at the market.
This present will be given to my little sister on her birthda)

68 Compare the pairs of the sentences with the same meaning. Translate them into Russian.
Explain the shades of meaning of the sentences in the Active and Passive Voices.
My granny offered us a cup of tea.
A woman sent for the police at once.
G. Byron wrote the poem in 1817.

A CU

of t e a w a s

/
P
offered to us by my granny.
I We were offered a cup of tea by my granny.
The police were sent for at once.
The poem was written by G. Byron in 1817.

69 Find the sentences in the Passive Voice. Translate them into Russian.
1. Our classmate was seriously ill. The doctor was
sent for. He came earlier than he was expected.
2. Do you know the American actor who is
visiting our town at the moment? He was seen
by lots of people in the streets and shops. He
was so unusually dressed.

3. My elder brother is a student. He was offere
a job but he refused. It was not the kind of
he wanted.
4. We were asked to stay after lessons. Our teac
wanted to tell us some important news.

GRAMMAR

DISCOVERIES

PASSIVE FORMS
Present Simple: am / is / are + Participle II
Past Simple: was/were + Participle II
Future Simple: will be + Participle II
regular verbs:
irregular verbs:

—
—
—

am taken / is taken / are taken
was taken / were taken
will be taken

My bike is used every day.
The dress was sold two days ago.

70 Express the meanings of the following
sentences using the Active Voice.
1. The dog was named Martin by my little
sister Julia.
2. The policeman was expected to enter the
room any minute.
The lost train ticket was looked for by
everyone but was not found.
-L The idea of a new photo exhibition is good
if the pictures are collected by our pupils,
i New Year is celebrated аЦ over the world.
6. We were invited to a party by my mum's
relatives.

7 1 Translate into Russian. Say which is used
in the sentence: Present, Past or Future
Simple.
1. Russian is spoken by many millions of
people.
2. The window was opened by my dad.
3. Our rooms are cleaned every morning.
4. Our new English textbook will be pub
lished next year.
:
The letters were sent a week ago.
6. The first stations of the London Tube were
built more than a hundred years ago.
". English and German are taught in lots of
schools.
8. Who will be asked at Maths lesson today?
9. Bread and milk are bought every Friday in
our local shop.
10. The film was shown last year.
1 1 . The vegetables were bought at the market
on Sunday morning.
12 We hope that in the 21st century Russian
will be studied in lots of countries.

72 Listen to the poem. Find the verbs in the
Passive. Learn the poem.

We must learn to use the Passive.
The Passive must be learned
and used.
The wind shook the house,
The house was shaken.
We took what we could,
But not everything was taken.
We lost our pets,
And that day they were not found.
The wind broke our house,
It was thrown to the ground.
Then we built a new house,
It was built too fast to tell.
We did the work together,
It was done very well.
We invited all our friends,
Our friends were invited.
All of them came with presents,
We were happy and excited.

Section 9

ARCTIC
OCEAN

Round-the-World Tour

73 Look at the map. Guess which Englishspeaking countries will be visited by the
winners of the Teenagers' Competition.
Describe one of them (continent, capital,
population, official languages, what is
famous for) in a few words.

PACIFIC
OCEAN

74 Read the text and find out if you were right.

Dear winners!
You've come to London to begin
your exciting Round-the-World
Tour. We'll be visiting six Englishspeaking countries: Great Britain,
the USA, Canada, Australia, New Zealand,
and I n d i a .

NEV.
_ZEAL-

We are going to visit four different
continents: Europe, Asia, North America
and Australia.
During our exciting and unusual tour we
are going not only to see the sights of the
countries and get to know t h e i r peoples,
improve our English and make new friends.
We are also going to discuss the world's
most v i t a l and crucial problems of the
21st century.
We are going to live in t h a t century and to
solve those problems very soon.
I wish you good luck!
Timothy Gumbrell

- г - \ X. . I ' r r r r r r ;

r

/ I '"'- \ Г Г »
WORD F O c J

76 Read, translate and remember:
People = persons (men, women, children)
Example: Were there many people at the
concert?
Peoples = nations; a group of people that
speak the same language and have the same
history and traditions.

75 Answer the following questions:
1. What other languages apart from English
are spoken in the above named (названные)
countries?
2. Which continents will not be visited by the
winners?
3. Which English-speaking countries are
situated
a) in Europe?
b) in North America?
c) in Asia?
4. What are the participants of the conference
going to do during their tour?

Example: In Russia there are more than 100
peoples.

77 Put in: people or peoples.
1. ... living in Russia have different tradition
2. In many parts of the world you can meet
French-speaking . . . .
3. I like ... who are independent.
4. My cousin meets a lot of famous . . . .
5. The Welsh, the Scots, the English and the
Irish are ... living in Great Britain.

78 Say what vital and crucial problems the
teenagers solve in the 21st century.
• f a r dangerous diseases (like AIDS, cancer),
piikition, new local wars, dangerous technolopes. endangered animals, everyday problems,
oranputer control all over the world, too much
•nbrmation, star wars, etc.
79 Translate the word combinations. Use
them to create your own sentences.

80 Look at the map. Guess how the winners
are going to travel from country to country. Write it down.
Example: I think they'll go from Great Britain
to the USA by plane.
81 Match the words and their descriptions:
1. to
2. to
3. to
4. to
5. to
6. to

drive
cycle
sail
walk
fly
hitchhike

1

e

2
3
4
5
6

a) to travel to a place by plane
b) to travel to a place by boat or ship
c) to travel by standing by the side of the road
and asking people in cars to stop and take
you to the place you want to go to
d) to travel to a place on foot
e) to travel to a place by car
f) to travel to a place by bicycle
53

82 Listen, read and act out.
Daniel is a British student who studies Maths
in Novosibirsk. He meets his Russian friend
Alexander.
D:
A:
D:
A:

D:
A:

D:
A:

Hi, Alex! Haven't seen you for ages. Where
have you been?
Hi! I've just arrived. I went on a tour round
Siberia.
Where did you start?
In Yakutsk. We went to Yakutsk by plane,
then we went by boat down the great
Russian river Lena.
Did you stop anywhere?
Of course we did. In some places we went
sightseeing by bus. But twice we travelled
on foot. Neither bus nor car could go
through those narrow paths.
How wonderful! And dangerous, too, isn't
it? Did you enjoy your tour?
Sure. It was so exciting! Siberia is a
wonderful place. It's worth visiting.

83 Look at the adjectives describing travelling.
Which of them describe travelling by plane?
Which by train? Which by both? Put them
into the correct columns in the table:
Travelling by plane

Travelling by train

84 Make sentences comparing travellii
plane, train, boat, car and bike.
Example: Travelling by train is safer thai
elling by plane.
Travelling by bike is less expensive than
ling by car.
Travelling by car is more comfortable th
travelling by bike.
85 Imagine that you have met a studeri
your age on a plane / bus / train. Us
sentences to have a conversation:
Where are you from? / Where do you com
What is your place famous for?
How do you get to your capital city from
place?
Do you like living there? Why?

a hot-air ballooi

Both

Boring, dangerous, cheap, expensive,
interesting, fast, slow, safe, good, bad, noisy,
quiet, clean, comfortable, entertaining.
^^arian^lup^^

^^ahehcopter^^

Lead two texts about popular forms of
ransport in various countries. Are the
ame forms of transport popular in Russia?
Trains and c o m m u t e r s
)f people in Britain live far from their work,
often go by train from the suburbs (npu) into the centre of the town to work. These
e are called commuters. Some of them travel
than 300 kilometers every day. It takes them
rs to get to the town centre and 2 hours to
ick home. On the way commuters usually
read a newspaper or a book, sometimes use
computers.
i some trains there are special study clubs,
nuters can study languages there on their
э and from work.
Cars and people
irs as popular anywhere in the world as they
the USA?
illions of Americans drive to work, to their
ry houses, to visit their friends. They go
)ing by car, travel by car along 4 million
of American roads.
its of teenagers drive to school. University
tits work long hours after their classes to earn
у for their "wheels" (колеса). Universities
chools have large parking places for their
nts' cars.
lother interesting thing about using a car in
nited States is the "drive-in" service,
ere are drive-in banks where you can get
money sitting in your car. There are also
in cafes where you can buy your sandwich
offee without getting out of your car.
e most exciting places are drive-in cinemas,
e can watch movies (that's what Americans
1ms) sitting in their cars,
i hard to imagine a real American life withirs.

87 Complete the sentences. Choose the right
ending:
1. Commuters are people who...
• enjoy travelling by train
• go by train to work
• travel by train on weekends
2. On the way commuters usually...
• do sports
• sleep or read
• take part in some competitions
3. Drive-in offers...
• parking places near schools and universities
• lots of things to do without getting out of
your car
• free cinemas and cafes

88 Say what form of transport you like best
of all. Why?
Use:
1. expensive, cheap, comfortable, safe, quiet,
noiseless, quick, slow
2. rush hours, traffic jam, it takes me ... to get
to...

Ш 89 w o r k in groups. Discuss what forms of
transport in our country is...
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

the
the
the
the
the
the
the
the
the
the

cheapest
most expensive
most comfortable
most uncomfortable
fastest
slowest
noisiest
quietest
safest
most dangerous

Homework
I Match the statements / questions and replies. More than one reply is possible. Write them down
Example: Where are you from? — I'm from Japan.
Statements / Questions:
Where are you from?
How are you?
Where do you come from?
I'm Patrick Campbell.
Let me introduce my friend Jim.
Replies:
Fine, thanks.
I'm from Turkey.
Pleased to meet you.
From Novgorod.
I'm fine, thank you.

a *

Look at the list of the countries in ex. 4 on
page 35. Sort the countries into five groups.
Use an encyclopedia if necessary. Add some
other countries to the list if you want.

1. Asia
2. Europe
3. Africa

4. South America
5. North America

6 Write a letter to your pen friend abroad.
Tell him / her what your place is famous
for.
Start like this:
Hi, Helen!
I hope you'll come to see us this summer. Yo
will enjoy staying here. My town/village is
worth visiting...

3 Copy the text. Put in the if needed.
Travelling around ... world is fantastic. Some
times I imagine myself climbing m o u n t a i n s
in ... Asia or in ... America. I often dream of
fishing in ... long and deep rivers of ... Russian
Federation, watching ... penguins in ... Antarc
tica, or breaking through ... jungles of ... South
America. I also think of visiting ... China, ...
United States,... Spain and ... Netherlands some
time in future.
But you know what? For me ... Tushino will
always be ... best place in ... world. Because all
my family and my ... best friends live there!

4 Write your own quiz on cities and countries.
Use the quiz in ex. 6 on page 35 as a model.

5 Copy the table from ex. 8 on page 36.
Fill it in.

56

7

Make a list of possible personal characte:
istics of people. Choose the characteristii
typical of the people of your nationality.
Write a h u m o r o u s story proving it.

Example: I think that the British are a bit
conservative. Why do I think so? One day...

8 Look back at the text about the English
language (ex. 20 on page 38). Complete t
following statements using the i n f o r m a l
from the text. Write them down.
1. The British say that ... is not real English.
2. Though other European languages are still
popular in Russia ... is their first foreign
language at school.
3. The people who have other mother tongue
... as a language often spoken in all parts с
the world.
4. As a first state language English is spoken
in ... .

' Do ex. 24 on page 39 in written form.

0 Look through the language characteristics
given in ex. 25 on page 39. Write down
what is typical of a) English, b) Russian,
c) your mother tongue.
sample: My mother tongue has short words,
к its grammar isn't simple.

1 Write down the following words.
omple: ['popjula] — popular
: j u ] [mem] ['laengwicfc] [Un] ['form] ['fju:]
ргаетэ] [hia] [.naeja'naeliti] [Veanas]
»3:ld] [nju:] ['гоппэ] [.mta'naejbnal]

2 Look back at the text you read in the
classroom (ex. 31 on pages 40-41).
Make a list of "international words" used in
the text.
lample: ocean — океан
Make a plan covering the main information.
L a m p l e :

What country?
How big is it?

3 Complete the sentences: put in the coun
tries. Write down the sentences.
... occupies the whole continent.
•n it's summer in Russia it's winter in
"A movie" in America is "a film" in
... is nearly as big as all of Europe.
English spoken in ... is often called Kiwi
English.
... is an island state.
... shares with ... seven of the world's largest
lakes.

14 Translate into English.

В

настоящее время население многих стран
смешано. Во многих странах два офици
альных языка. Например, в Канаде говорят на
английском и французском. В России люди
говорят более чем на 200 разных языках, но
русский является государственным языком
для всех. В английском, как и в русском, много
слов из других языков. На английском языке
говорят много людей во всех частях света. Но
есть некоторые различия между британским,
американским, канадским, австралийским и
новозеландским английским языком.

15 Write an essay about the part of Russia
where you live.
Use the following guidelines:
area, population, the biggest city, languages
spoken in your area, weather.

16 Transform the sentences.
Example: I can speak neither French nor Ger
man. (English / language) — English is the only
foreign language I can speak.
1. Neither Richard nor Bill can do it. (Bobby /
person)
2. The Pavlovs don't have many friends.
(Melissa / friend)
3. You should eat neither chocolate nor cakes.
(Honey / sweet food)
4. I like neither rock nor pop music. (Jazz /
music)
17 Look through the information map in ex. 42
on page 44.
a) Write what these figures stand for:
50%, 80%, 20%, 75%.
b) Answer the following questions:
1. Why is English called the language of the sky
and the sea?
2. What languages are most often spoken at
international summit meetings?
3. Why is English the only solution to com
munication problems of the peoples living in
India?

18 Do ex. 48 on page 45 in written form.
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19 Sort the words given in the box into
3 groups: nouns, verbs and adjectives.
Write them down. Mind that some words
can belong to two groups.
Example: nouns: hope, ...
verbs: hope, ...
adjectives: ...
hope, modern, language, discovered,
natural, translation, communicate, foreign,
success, secret, need, learn, connect, talent,
great, technical, month, different, wait,
English, progress

20 Match the two parts to form complete
statements. Write them down.
1. There are lots of people...
2. A person can hardly hope to be up to date...
3. At present science and technical knowledge...
4. Learning a third foreign language is...
5. Success in foreign language learning...

24 Translate into English.

Д

евятая Международная onv
русскому языку собрала в Мс
молодежи в возрасте от восьми д
цати лет. В Россию приехали по
двадцати восьми стран. Они чита.
из книг современных писателей
ков. Кроме того, они демонстрир
разговорные умения и знание р
культуры. Золотой медалью за сво]
русский язык был награжден Т. I
из Германии.

В! 25 Describe the nature in your an
pictures of Russian artists can 1
Use some words from A. Push!
in English (page 49).

a) ...is not connected just with a person's natu
ral talent.
b) ...who speak more than one language.
c) ...much easier than learning the second one.
d) ...are progressing very fast.
e) ...if he can't use a computer and speak a
foreign language.

21 Look through the list of ways of learning
a foreign language given in ex. 61 on
page 47. Range the list in order of impor
tance, 1 being the most important. Write
your list down.

22 Find in the text about the Russian lan
guage Olympiad the words and word
combinations having similar meanings to
the following ones. Write them down.
Example: to go on — to continue
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

to talk —
an unusual language —
gifted —
short parts of books —
competition —
a teenager of 8-19 —
very good Russian —

23 Answer the questions in ex. 64 on page 49
in written form.

26 Write down and remember 3 fo
following verbs.
Example: see — saw — seen
see, teach, show, study, make, give, te
read, know, take, speak, play, break, t
come, go

27 Write down when and where some of
your relatives were born (parents, grand
parents, sisters, brothers, cousins, aunts,
uncles...)
b a m p l e : My cousin Slava was born in 1992 in
Yaroslavl.

28 Put the verbs given in brackets in Present
Simple Passive.
Example: The actor ... always ... to sing at the
d e c e i t s , (ask) — The actor is always asked to
s n g at the concerts.
. The post office
on Sundays, (to close)
Vainer's detective stories
abroad.
to read)
5 This holiday
in most English-speaking
.intries. (to celebrate)
4. The fruit salad
of bananas and peaches.
to make)
5 The verbs "know, want, like, hate" ... not ...
in Continuous tenses, (to use)

29 Complete the sentences.
Example: She ... a lot of questions at the last
English lesson, (to ask) — She was asked a lot
at" questions at the last English lesson.
one last chance by my parents, (to give)
1 We
playing baseball and other games
at the weekend in the country, (to teach)
he old lady's stories ... never ... to. (to listen)
4. Why ... not I ... about it before? (to tell)
hat
to you by your brother for your
birthday? (to give)
6. ... the new American comedy ... on tomor
row evening? (to show)
• hen ... the telegram ...? (to send) — It ...
... two days ago. (to send)

30 Translate i n t o English. Use the Passive
Voice.
"Тебе рассказали об этой необычной истогии?" — "Да. Мне сказали, что здание цирка
было разрушено за полчаса".
"Неделю назад мне подарили экзотическоценка. Представьте, за это время он съел
s-сю нашу обувь!" — "Он был за это накаш ? " — "Конечно нет!"
"Кто написал этот рассказ?" — "Точно не
•наю. Думаю, что он был написан кем-то из
классиков".

31

C o p y the following w o r d combinations.
Underline the adjectives.

International Teenagers' Competition.
Your exciting Round-the-World tour.
Seven English-speaking countries.
Our exciting and unusual tour.
The most vital and crucial problems.
Official languages.
New local wars.
Good luck.

32 Do ex. 77 on page 52 in written form.

H 33 Write a short essay about the vital and
crucial problems of the 21st century. Use
the information in ex. 78 on page 53 and
the following guidelines.
a) name some crucial problems
b) say why they are vital
c) offer some solutions

34 What ten questions would you ask a
famous person who likes travelling? Write
them down.

35 Look back at the texts about the forms of
transport popular in Britain and the USA.
Complete these brief stories.
a) A lot of people in Britain travel by trains
every day, because they . . . . These people
are called . . . . Sometimes it takes them two
hours to ... and two hours to ... . On the
way to and from work commuters can . . . .
b) Americans prefer travelling by ... . Teenagers
work long hours after school to ... . Millions
of Americans use ... service because they can
do a lot of things without ... of their car.
Sitting in their cars people can . . . . It's ... a
real American life without cars.

36 Write a brief story about the forms of
transport popular in your city. Use the
following guidelines:
• What kind of transport is it?
• Why do people use it?
• How convenient is it?
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Key Vocabulary

1

Nouns:
Africa
Asia
award
continent
Europe
knowledge
language
nationality
North America
population
South America
success
underground

• Verbs:
Ш award
collect
•
ш

X

Expressions and word combinatior
be awarded a prize
be successful in
collect oneself to do smth
collect one's thoughts
collect smth from smb
first / second language
mother tongue
on foot
rush hours
to be situated
travel by / go by

Adjectives:
exciting
foreign
official
successful

Progress Check
2
I

Complete each sentence with one of the
word combinations below.

official languages, by boat, is situated, be
successful, success, round Europe, was awarded,
collected his thoughts, the rush hours, the only,
foreign languages, collect.
1. He can speak three ...: English, German
and Spanish.
2. India ... in Asia.
3. If you work hard, you'll ... in your career.
4. There are 15
in India and thousands
of different dialects.
5. English is ... solution to this communica
tion problem.
6. The famous scientist ... a Nobel Prize in
1930.
7. He ... and began his report.
8. Last summer their family travelled ... by
bus.
9. Try to get to the office before ... or you'll
be late for the meeting.
10. The winners will travel ... from Australia to
New Zealand.
11. Will you ... the books from Ann, please?
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Fill in the blanks with the suitable v

India is situated in Asia. This large coun
for its ancient culture and outstanding p
is the birthplace of four world religions.
The ... of the country is New Delh
has grown to 1,000 million people. Ther
official ... in India and thousands of с
dialects. People from different parts of the
often do not speak ... language. Englis
... solution (решение) to this commur
problem. Children ... English at primarv
school and then at the university.

3 These sentences are the answers to tl
questions. Write down the questionyour questions with "How".
Example: Martin is ten years old.— How
Martin?
1. It takes him 20 minutes to get to schcx
2. Sir John Bouring (1792-1872) could щ
28 languages.
3. Everest is 8848 metres high. It's the his
mountain in the world.
4. The Thames is 334 kilometres long.
5. This nice dress is only 25 dollars.
6. They have 6 lessons on Monday.

The word in capitals above each of the
following sentences can be used to form a
word that fits suitably in the blank space.
Fill each blank in this way.
umple: IMPRESS
er dance made a great ... on my friends.—
er dance made a great impression on my
lends.
TRANSLATE
The girl was awarded a prize for her English
>f the poem.
DISCUSS
The ... has already begun.
: EYELOP
Hong Kong is famous for its quick economic . . . .
WIN
At the award ceremony the ... collected a
£old medal for his excellent Russian.
PERFORM
Her last ... in the theatre was successful.
TOUR
The National Park is visited by thousands of
every summer.
MEET
I discuss this important question at the
tomorrow.

5 Read a sentence and write another sentence
with the same meaning. Use the Passive
Voice.
1. John R. R. Tolkien wrote his famous novel
"The Lord of the Rings" in 1965.
2. In Bangladesh people celebrate New Year in
April.
3. "Our team will win the prize," said the boy.
4. Most people in the country speak English.
5. The students use computers at the lesson.
6. Joseph Turner painted this unforgettable
landscape.
7. The writer will publish his new book next
year.
8. The girl cleaned the room yesterday.
9. T i l collect the books from you," said Jim.
10. A group of artists organized this original
exhibition.
11. Their team lost the game yesterday.
12. Thousands of tourists visit London every
month.
Act out the dialogue between these
conference participants from different
countries. Introduce yourselves and share
some information about the countries you
come from.
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Section T
V

Look at Teenage Problems: School Educati
Looking at Teenage Problems
Look at the photographs of these teena
What are their problems? Use the table
make your own sentences.

V

•

I think

she
he
Jim
Oliver

is

unhappy
angry
sad
upset
frightened

because

has problems with her / his m u m
got bad marks at school exams
hasn't got any friends
has problems with her / his homework
isn't allowed to get a Saturday job
can't buy a new computer game
is out of luck
can't get along with her sister / brother
Angela: N o o n e
listens t o m e !

Oliver: Tney
call me names! Щ
w

Simone: I get so
a n g r y a b o u t it!

Read what British participants of Teenaj
Conference said about their problems. &
you have the same problems. What are tl
Simone (France): I do my best at school. Bu
teachers and my parents aren't happy witl
marks at school. I get so angry about it!
can't they realize that I can't do better?
Oliver (Great Britain): I don't feel comfor
with my classmates. They call me names am
I'm too tall and pale (бледный). But I can't
it. I do sports, but not too often. There is so n
homework to do!
Jim (Canada): I need more pocket money to
some new computer games. Many teens in
school have a paper round* or Saturday job
a few hours. They earn extra money. But I i
find a job that I really like.
Julia (Australia): My parents won't allow n
get a Saturday job. They say I should take
of my little brother and do my homework
Monday. It's so boring!
to have a p a p e r r o u n d — to t a k e n e w s p a p e r s

Ju,i

letters to people in t h e m o r n i n g
a:ftsbori

sda (Italy): I hate Science because the teacher
boring. I would like to continue French and
• German this year. But no one listens to me,
Bding my parents.
t i n (New Z e a l a n d ) : Most boys of my age
i girlfriends. But I can't speak to the girl I
ry like. I think she is the best and the smart:ae in our school, but very independent and
-looking, too. I'm so depressed about it.
:

a (Germany): My parents want me to do
It is really hard work, you know. I'm fed up
playing the piano. I just don't want to!

look at ex. 2. Find problems that are con
nected with school.
the subject is too boring

to what George says about his probFill in the table:
George is allowed to

6 Say what else you are allowed and not
allowed to do. Why do you think you are
not allowed to do some things? Use the
information from ex. 5.
G R A M M A R DISCOVERIES
Read and remember.
Be
young, old, strong, energetic,
good at, lucky, unlucky, shy, independent,
uncomfortable, happy, glad, able, smart,
afraid, honest, angry, upset, frightened,
surprised, pleased, depressed
Look
young, old, strong, tired, lonely,
happy, unhappy, well, ill, nice, angry,
surprised, depressed
Feel
lonely, tired, ill, sad, happy, cold,
warm, hungry, thirsty, comfortable, free,
sure, fed up, upset, angry, frightened,
unlucky, uncomfortable

George is not allowed to

Hatch the word combinations. Name the
;rs. Write down the sentences.
!e: I'm allowed (not allowed) to watch

8 Choose a word from the table above to
describe how you feel in these situations
and write it in blanks. More than one word
is possible.

because it's bad for my eyes.

: out in the evening...
irrite my friends home...
tove a pet...
t e c h T V late...
• to the disco every Sunday...
ёо sports...
: a Saturday job...

How do you feel when you...?
have an argument with your best friend?
don't have any friends?
play with your pet?
are out of luck?
are in trouble at school?
break a mirror?
don't have a girl / boyfriend?
win a prize?
have a pet and it dies?
are in luck?
aren't allowed to go out in the evening?

9 Read and remember.
argue
(спорить)

i—argue with somebody
~~L- argue about / over something

argument
(аргумент)

— the argument for / against
something

trouble
(беспокоить,
тревожить)

-trouble for something
-trouble about something
-look troubled

trouble
(беспокойство,
тревога)

-be in trouble/have some trouble
- stay out of trouble
-get into trouble / cause trouble
be a troublemaker

12 Look through the list of teenage
Number them in order of impor
number one — the most import;
number nine — the least import
too much homework
no friends

П

no girlfriend / boyfriend

П

having difficulties with school w

•

nothing to do in free time

•

no one to talk to about your pre

П

lack of pocket money

П

not allowed to go out in the evei

•

argue with parents / brother / sist

13 Mingle with other students, mov
the classroom. Find someone wh
the same " n u m b e r o n e " problem
a group of 3-4. Give reasons wh)
" n u m b e r o n e " problem is the mc
important for you.

10 Translate into Russian:
1. May I trouble you for the bread?
2. Mr Simon's friend was in trouble and needed
help.
3. Why do you argue with your parents?
4. Don't trouble calling me next week. I'll be on
holiday.
5. University students argued for their right to
park their cars round the university.
6. This boy is a real troublemaker in our area.
7. You can tell us your arguments for and
against travelling by plane.
8. When the exam started they looked quite
troubled.
9. Don't trouble trouble till trouble troubles
you.

Ti

П

Use:
...would like to be more independent,
to be shy, to feel lonely, to be tired of (
something, to need pocket money for.
depressed when..., to be frightened wl
to be lucky/unlucky, to be able/not so
to be energetic, to be good at / not goo<

Ш

I I Match the word and word combinations
having the same meaning. More than one
word / word combination from the
right box is possible.

^ftil

to argue
troublemaker
to trouble
argument
trouble
Probl
tt o

?m
djSl

diss

on
to
rry
to e
*Pr e ,

E
oth

14 In the same groups discuss and say
school life is so important for teen.
all over the world.

ection 2

On the W a y to School

16 Watch the video. Read the conversation
between the policeman and the lady.

5 Listen, read and act out
aise me, sir. How can I get to school No 7?
No problem. Go straight along this street.
Turn right when you come up to the tall
r uilding over there.
Which one?
The big grey one. School No 7 is just behind
±.at grey building.
Thank you very much.
You are welcome.
:mber: Asking the way
Asking for help:
: use me, could you tell me — where ...
в, please? — the way to ..., please? — how
Ю get to
please?
t'you can help and know the way:
OK...; No problem...
J you can't help:
No. I'm afraid I can't; I'm afraid I don't know.

L: Excuse me. Where's the Post Office, please?
P: The Post Office? Go straight ahead. Take the
first street on the right. No, don't take the
first street, take the second street. And then
take the second street on the left. The Post
Office is next to a big bank.
L: First on the right and second on the left.
P: No, it isn't. It's the second street on the right.
L: And the first street on the left?
P: Wait a minute. Let me think. Go straight
ahead.
I go straight ahead.
Take the second street on the right.
I take the second street on the right.
Then take the second street on the left.
Then the second street on the left.
That's. The bank's in that street.
But I want to go to the Post Office!
Oh, I am sorry. Of course. The Post Office is
next to the bank.
L: Thank you.

L:
P:
L:
P:
L:
P:
L:
P:

S3 17 Work in pairs. Make up a short conversa
tion between you and a policeman. Act it
out.

G R A M M A R DISCOVERIES: PREPOSITIONS - WHERE TO?
Read and remember.
down — Go up this street, then turn left,
— There are flowers all along the road to my grandma's house,
i round — The tourists walked around the Tower yesterday,
^trough — I hate driving through the city during the rush hour,
across — My silly puppy ran across the road.
the end (of the street) — What's there at the end of the street?
: on the corner (of the street) — Let's meet at the corner of our street at 8 o'clock,
the traffic lights — All the cars have stopped at the traffic lights.

jiong

19 Do you know how to get to the City of
London School, where students study
Russian?
Study the m a p and explain to your part
ner how to get there if he is:
— at the Blackfriars Bridge
— near St Paul's Cathedral
— at Shakespeare's Globe Theatre
Use: turn right, turn left, go straight along the
street, take a bus (a tram, an underground), go
on foot, go by car, it will take you five / ten...
minutes to get there

Ш 2 0 Listen, read and remember.
i + gh = [ai]

— light, high, fight, nigl
might, right, tonight, 1

ou + gh = [o:]

— brought, bought, thoi
ought

But: through [вги:], though [бэи], although [э:Г(
au + gh = [ D : ]

— naughty, daughter

ai / ei + gh = [ei]

straight, eight, eightee
neighbour

Ш 21 W o r k in pairs. Read the situations an
dramatize the dialogues.
1. You are in the street and you want to kn
the way to the nearest Pharmacy (аптек
Stop someone and ask him / her the way
2. One of your relatives is at the railway
station. She / he has come to see you but
doesn't know the way. Tell her / him ho\
get to your place.
3. Your nephew is out. His friend has callec
invite him to the disco. Take a message a
write down how to get there.

2 2 work in pairs.

Interview each other. A
the following questions:

— How often do you go to school?
— Is your school far from your house?
— How do you get to school (by undergrou
bus / car / tram...)? — Usually I get to
school by...
— Why don't you get there on foot?
— Why don't you get to school by bike?
— Do they usually go to school by bike in
Russia?
— How long does it take you to get to your
school? — It takes me...
— When do you usually leave home for schc
— Do you go to school by yourself or with d
of your classmates?

lake up as many sentences as possible. Try not to be very serious.

Iv takes

me
you
us
him
her
them

an hour
half an hour
an hour and a half
more than 10 minutes
less than an hour
about five minutes
not so long
a few minutes
a quarter of an hour
hours and hours

long does it take you to get to
* nearest bus stop?
: nearest underground station?
ourite supermarket?
an hour

!*adium...

Beport the results of your interview to
classmates.
It takes Dasha 20 minutes to get to
st stadium.

aw a map of your own place (town,
ge, district or area). Show where your
school is in the map. Use the map in ex. 19
an page 66 as an example. Explain to your
English-speaking partner how to get to
HIT school from different places.

Listen to the visitors from Englishspeaking countries. Fill in the table.
Answers
is she / he from?
id she / he get to Russia?
did it take her / him
there?

get to the town.
clean my room.
phone my friend.
do my homework.
get to the Post Office.
do shopping.
argue with my elder sister.
make / cook my breakfast.
make a new friend.
take out the garbage.

Ш 28 w o r k in pairs. Interview your partner
from any English-speaking country.
Ask him / her questions about:

1 Interview your classmates:

Шасо club?

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

subjects (what subjects, how many of them,
how often...)
timetable (what days, how many days, how
many lessons...)
classmates (easy-going, talkative, stupid,
friendly, smart...)
teachers (strict, normal, easy-going, boring,
skilled, having sense of humour...)
activities (sports, m u s i c . )
hobbies (collecting stamps / bottles / labels /
postcards; pets; taking pictures;...)
getting to school (on foot, by car, by
underground...)
problems (too much homework...)

29 Read one of the anecdotes. Tell it to your
partner who has read the other anecdote.
Listen to what she/he has read.
A man went up to a taxi and asked the driver,
"What's the fare [fes] (плата за проезд) to the
Bank of England?"
"Two pounds, sir. Just step in," was the reply.
"Thanks. I only want to know how much I'll
save by walking."
The train was crowded. A young man trod on
(наступил) the feet of an old gentleman but
didn't move away. The old gentleman asked
him politely, "Tell me, please, how old are
you?"
"Well, I'm twenty-three," answered the young
man.
"Then, I think, you're old enough to stand on
your own feet."
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Section 3

School Is Fun if You Are Optimistic!

H 30 Work in pairs. Look at the picture.
Choose one of the student's opinions of
school. Prove it to your partner.
This is what students think of school:
where you make friends.
It's a place which helps you to

It's a place where it is fun.
It's a place where you learn about
people as well as subjects.
It's a place where you take exams
and write tests too often.

32 What do you think of a teacl
Could you be a teacher yours
Answer the questionnaire an
score:
Teachers should be quite strict,
be some fun in class, but pupils
allowed to make noise and be
lessons. — 1
2. Teachers should be strict. Pupil
be allowed to speak in class unle;
asks them to. — 2
3. Teachers should be as easy-goinj
Pupils should be allowed to do v,
like. If they don't learn it's their pr
Teachers don't need a sense of h
should just teach the lesson as cl
sible. — 1
Teachers should have a good sens
and make lessons fun and enjoyal
shouldn't tell jokes instead of teacl
Teachers should keep their class
with jokes and stories if the class
the lesson. — 3

31 Hopefully you like your school. Explain
why. Choose what suits you:

the school is new and nice
the teachers are very good
the school is not far from my house
my friends go to the same school
this is the only school in my life
I like our school uniform
(any other reasons)
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Score: 2 points — you're a born teacher
4 points — you'll be a very strict teacl
boring too
6 points — you'll enjoy your work bui
students will not learn mu

QQ 33 Listen, read and remember:
[i:]

— speak, teacher, easy-going, p
mean, reason, neat, sea, leac

[i:]

— teen, teenager, feel, free, stre
green, meet, week, eighteen

[e]

— head, instead, dead, weather, i

[ia]

— real, realize, near, really, deai

[3:]

— learn, earn, earth, early, earli

listen to the interview with Angela Bryan
wiio teaches English in a secondary school
n London. Answer the following questions:
"«:<es Ms Bryan like her job? Give your
osons.
• she a strict teacher?
•That is special about the way Ms Bryan
aches English literature?
GRAMMAR
MUST/

HAVE

DISCOVERIES:
TO/SHOULD

36 Fill in the blanks. Choose the right word.
1. You ... come in time to school in the mor
ning. ( have to / should)
2. You look very tired. You ... have a short
holiday, (have to / should)
3. Little children ... wash their hands before
they eat. (have to / should)
4. You ... take these pills (таблетки) twice a
day after meals, (must / should)
5. We ... help to lay the table. Be quick, (must/
have to)

l e a d and remember.
Compare:

37 Complete the sentence with should or
shouldn't.

must be at the station at 5 o'clock in
к evening. (Very strong. That's almost an
tier.)
ustn't stay here any longer.
и needn't stay here any longer.
1ы должны быть на вокзале в пять
асов вечера.
•JLM нельзя оставаться здесь дольше.
Ьм не нужно здесь оставаться дольше.
ЩШ have to get ready for your test on litewture. (Quite strong. It's necessary to do.)
xi needn't wash up today,
ебе надо /следует подготовиться к
трольной по литературе.
Гебе не надо мыть посуду сегодня.
should see that film. It's very good.
so strong. That's your advice.)
и shouldn't watch so much TV.
You are not allowed to do it.)
следует / хорошо бы посмотреть
фильм. Он очень хороший,
ебе не следует так много смотреть
зизор.
/ phone them at once? — Yes, you
(Да, обязательно.)
Sio, you needn't. (Нет, не нужно.)
we turn right here? — Yes, we must.
- обязательно.)
we mustn't. Look at the sign. It is not
jikjwed here. (Нет, нельзя. Посмотри на
Здесь не разрешено поворачивать.)
h we needn't. (Нет необходимости.)
Stall I go shopping today? — No, you
meedn't. You can do it tomorrow.
"Мне сходить сегодня в магазин?" —
"Не нужно. Сделаешь это завтра".

38 Listen, read and remember:
[u]

— could, would, should, couldn't,
shouldn't, wouldn't

[a:]

— can't, shan't, are, aren't

[ae]

— have, has, haven't, hasn't

[эи]

— won't, don't

[i]

— did, didn't, is, isn't
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39 Give short answers.

42 Make up your own dialogue.

Use:

Use:

must/should/

mustn't/shouldn't/needn't.

Must we stop near the market? —
... (Нет, не нужно.)
... (Нет, нельзя.)
Should we take a taxi? —
... (Да, обязательно. Мы опаздываем.)
... (Думаю, да.)
... (Думаю, нет.)
Must the children go to school on Saturday? —
... (Да, обязательно.)
... (Нет, не нужно.)
... (Нет, нельзя. Школа закрыта.)
40 Discuss with your p a r t n e r what a good
pupil is. Begin your proposals with the
words:
A good pupil should ... (be or do smth)
A good pupil shouldn't ... (be or do smth)

41 Read and act out:

What should I wear?
Do you think I should...?
What should I do?
You shouldn't be... .
It doesn't matter.
You should be on time.

43 Have you got a sense of h u n u
the jokes and choose the joke
best. Act it out with your pari
"If there are any idiots in this
room, will they please stand
up," said the teacher.
After a long silence, one
first-year s t u d e n t rose to
his feet.
"Now then, boy, why you
consider yourself an idiot?"
asked the teacher.
"Well, actually, I don't," said the stuc
I hated to see you standing up all b
* **

I need some pocket money. I have
to find a job.
No problem. There is a job for you!
What kind of job is it?
Babysitting.
It sounds fine. What
should I do?
It's easy. Just play.

I'm going for an interview next
Friday.
Where and why?
Another school, I'm afraid. What
should I wear?
Don't ask me.
What should I wear?
Well, you shouldn't look sloppy (не
ряшливый), you should look neat.
Do you think I should go on my
bike or not?
It doesn't matter. But you should be
on time.

Teacher: Tommy, why
are you late for school
today?
T o m m y : Every time I
come to a corner a sign
says, "School. Go slow."
* **

Father: Well, Bobby, I've
talked to y o u r t e a c h e r
today. He d o e s n ' t like
your homework nor your
classwork. Now I want to
ask you a question. Who
is the laziest person in
your class?
Bobby: I d o n ' t know,
Father.
Father (angrily): Oh, yes, you do. T
all the boys and girls are reading or \
sits in class and only watches how с
work?
Bobby (happily): It's our teacher, Fa

44 Watch the video "A Cycling Tr
Act out the dialogue.

Section 4

What Do You Know about School Life
in English-speaking Countries?

45 Listen and read. Learn the poem by heart.

Susan

Whitworth

School Days
The happiest days of your whole life
So all the grown-ups say),
3 t t I would never go to school
1"'. could have my way.
1

My pencil point is broken,
2
My pen's run out of ink
3
MY head's just filled with sawdust
And with sawdust you can't think.
7he happiest days of your whole life!
NO all the grown-ups say)
3ct I would never go to school
St I could have my way!
1
2
3

point [point] — кончик
ink [ I N K ] — чернила
sawdust ['sDldASt] — опилки

47 Read, translate and learn.
to learn

6 Do you agree with the poem? If you don't,
explain why. Discuss it with your partner.
Use the words and expressions.
Some of the advantages:
ею become smarter, to develop your mind, to
kave time for reading, to take part in school
A C T I V I T I E S , to have exchanges with Englishsreaking partners, to have good and experienced
teachers, to have interesting school traditions, to
develop your imagination, to study interesting
subjects, to learn new things, to prepare for adult
Site, to have a lot of friends, to enjoy school life
izzd friendship,...
ne of the disadvantages:
not to need so much knowledge, to have no time for
•rorts and hobbies, to get up early in the morning
every day, to be tired of doing homework, to work
го hard, not to be allowed to do what you want
r. to depend on teachers' mood, to have boring
jessons, to be afraid of some teachers, to have too
rrany extra subjects, to worry about getting good
r^rks, to have many tests, school has nothing to
J O with real life...

— учить, учиться, выучить,
заучивать, изучать

1. We are learning new words now.
2. Have your learned the poem by heart, yet?
3. Live and learn.
to study

— учиться, изучать, исследовать

1. The students will study eight new subjects
next year.
2. My best friend studied in City of London
school a year ago.
3. How many languages do you study in your
college?

48 Put in: learn or study.
a) You'll never ... a foreign language without ...
grammar rules.
b) The head of expedition ... the map carefully
and then left the room.
c) It takes time to ... how to do things quickly
and correctly.
d) How many new words have you ... by heart
at this lesson?
e) What do you think of ... (+ -ing) abroad?
71

49 Listen, read and remember.
O n e stress
First syllable: 'English, 'History, 'Literature,
'Drama, 'Science, 'Chemistry;
Second syllable: Technology, Biology.
Two stresses
Education, 'Information, 'Economics,
'Mathematics, 'Chinese, 'Japanese.

50 All grown-ups remember their school
years. Listen to the story told by an
Englishman. Answer the questions:
1. At what age do students finish school in
Britain?
2. What first language is studied in British
schools?
3. What kind of a subject is Science?
4. Why is it important to study Russian?

52 Read what the conference participants
from different countries think of a pei
school. Who do you agree with? Woui
you like to add anything?

M a r i n a (Russia): I think a
perfect school is a brightly
decorated building. You can
study any subject you like.
Teachers talk to their stu
dents as if they are grown
ups, individuals.
Students are allowed to
talk freely about their problems in school n
at home. Students are allowed to come t<
whenever they want. The rules in school sn:
be democratic: neither strict nor too free.
It would be also nice to have a school newspi
and school radio. The radio can be used
only for reporting news but also for the con;
prepared by the most talented students.

51 Put the following letters in the correct
order. Find out some of the subjects that
you have at school.
h, e, g, 1, s, i, n — gives you a chance to make
friends in many parts of the world
-Jo

en

t, e, 1, a, e, r, u, t, i, r — helps you to live many
lives without your leaving home

Jav e .

t, o, r, h, y, s, i — makes you a participant of lots
of events (события) which happened long ago
e, y, h, p, g, o, a, r, g — you can visit different
countries without leaving your own city

start .

Tt

° dock.

t, s, h, a, m — helps you to calculate how much
money you can ask your parents for

No

to th

vcuts!

Th

ТПе

George (New Zealand): My perfect
school is much like the school I study
in. However some things coub"
changed. I'd like our teachers
students to treat each other with
strict
respect.
Discipline should be quite
shouldn't
be very severe.
shments
puniSm
such as Geography, History,
I think some subjectsily
s studied by students who
Art, Drama should be only
~"° nothii
interested in them. These subjects have nothing
with real life. I think they are useless and boring
I prefer the subjects that prepare us for the "
outside school.
I'm sure school should still be compulsory

8

Гу

»Ь)есъ:Г -

Stud

bor.n
8

*nts si

pro:

e id,

sn
bjec

?

ts

°ulc
Ш

53 Read the texts again. Say what all the
participants want from school? Use the
information and the language of the texts.

54 Write down 2 nouns, 2 verbs, 2 adjectives
to describe the participants' perfect school.
Marina

Alfred

George

...
W O R D FOCUS
55

Read and remember.

juite [kwait] — вполне, совершенно,
i достаточной степени
|uiet ['kwaiatj — спокойный, уравновешен, тихий, безмятежный

56 Fill in the blanks with quite or quiet:

58 Some students' ideas about a perfect
school are listed below. Read the list and
tick the ideas you agree with:
П

Be a brightly decorated building.

П

Be a modern building.

О

Offer any subjects students are interested in.

•

Have no boring and useless subjects.

П

Prepare for real life.

П

Talk freely to teachers.

•

Discuss any problems openly.

П

Listen to students' opinion.

П

Understand students' problems.

П

Treat each other with respect.

П

Have no tests.

•

Have no special uniform.

Q

Allow students have their own newspaper
and radio.

П

Be compulsory.

П

Be strict and have discipline.

L Our house is ... new.
I Alice is a nice and ... person.
5 Tames has ... a big family.
L Are you ... sure of what you're saying?
L Their family is ... and friendly.
t Our head teacher always speaks with a .
voice.
ur school project is ... good but not
perfect.

57 Look at the photos. Do they reflect your
ideas of an ideal school?

JI
ШШ 59 W o r k in groups. Think of a perfect
school. Write your own proposals. Draw
a poster. Share your ideas with other stu
dents. Don't forget about:

A. building
B. timetable
C. teacher — student relations
73

Section 5

Would You Like to Attend a Private School?

3 60 Look at the picture of Hampton Private
School where students study Russian.
Listen to what a teacher of Russian tells
about it. Complete the sentences.
1. Hampton school is a school for...
2. It is situated in the town of...
3. The students study several foreign languages:...

Her uniform is the same as mine.—
Ее форма такая же, как и моя.
Her computer is different from mine.—
Ее компьютер отличается от моего.
В подобных фразах употребляется осой
форма притяжательного местоимения,
торая не требует после себя имени сущее
вительного. Такое местоимение называли
абсолютной формой притяжательного
тоимения:
Whose medal is this? — It's my medal.—
mine.
It's his medal.— It's his.
It's her medal.— It's hers.
It's its medal.— It's its.
Whose cassettes are these? They are our
cassettes.— They are ours.
They are your cassettes.— They are yours
They are their cassettes.— They are theirs
b) Remember:

3 61 Discuss with your partner the following
topics. Use the information from the text:
1. What are the favourite sports in your
school?
2. Is it a school for boys or for girls?
3. Are you for / against wearing school
uniforms? Why?
4. What kind of school would you prefer:
a private or a state one?

my + noun
your + noun
his + noun
her + noun
its + noun
our + noun
your + noun
their - noun

ours
yours
theirs

4
Z 3 Read and act out:
ithy: It was a lovely party, wasn't it? But I'm
afraid, I have to leave. Are you leaving
with me?
Wendy: Yes. Let's find our coats, then.
Cathy: Look! This coat is the same as mine,
but it's not mine!
ly: Whose coat is this?
Cathy: I think, it's Jane's. I know for sure, it's
hers.
: Let's ask her. Jane, is this coat yours?
lane: Sure, it's mine!
X-

*

*

- m : Frank, let's lay the table for 5 o'clock
tea. Do you remember whose cups
these are?
-nk: I'm not quite sure. This cup is yours,
isn't it?
Mum: No, it's different from mine. It's much
bigger. It's your father's.
Frank: OK. This one is Karen's. And the red
one is mine.
_m: And all of them are ours, aren't they?

64 Complete the sentences:
iple: Whose bag is this? ... (It belongs to you.)
Whose bag is this? — It's yours.
lose test is this? — ... (It belongs to her.)
hose textbook is this? — ... (It belongs to
Steven.)
ose jeans are they? — ... (They belong to
Ted.)
С Whose shoes are they? — ... (They belong to
us.)
ose puppies are these? — ... (They
relong to him.)
t Whose invitation letters are these? — ...
(They belong to them.)
nose ticket is this? — ... (It belongs to
TOIL)

I Whose computer is this? — ... (It belongs to
her.)
I. Whose bikes are they? — ... (They belong to
us.)
65 Listen to the text about H a m p t o n School
again. Say how it is different from your
school.

66 Read the three stories the conference
participants told about schools in Austra
lia, Great Britain and the United States.
Find out what is common in them.

Education in Australia is compulsory between
the ages of 6 and 15. Most children (about
70 per cent) study in state schools where
education is free.
Most Australians live in cities along the
eastern and south-eastern coasts. But there
are also many remote inland towns on the
continent. How are children educated there?
In several states of Australia there are
"Schools of the Air". These schools are situated
in the areas far away from the big cities and
towns. How do students attending the Schools
of the Air get a classroom experience? The
easiest thing to do is to use a two-way radio or
other means of communication. By listening
to the radio, watching TV a n d video the
students learn about the world around them
though they stay in their own homes.
There is also "School Through the Mailbox"
for children who live
school in the area. Subje
divided into one- or
two-week units. Each
unit including new
material, illustrations,
exercises and tests can
be sent to pupils any
time.

In Great Britain there are different types of
secondary schools. Most of them are state
schools where education is free. But some
parents choose to pay for private education.
Private (or public) schools in England and
Wales are very expensive a n d they are
attended by about 5 per cent of the school
population.
The education in public schools is of high
quality, the discipline is very strict. Most of
private schools are either for boys or for
girls.
Public schools are famous not only for
their perfect education but also for the right
friends and contacts which are useful for a
successful future.
In some British schools uniforms are worn
by all the pupils, in others the children can
wear what they want to. Some public schools
in Britain, such as Eton, have uniforms based
on what was worn over a h u n d r e d years
ago.
Some private schools are very famous, such
as Eton, Harrow, Rugby and Winchester.
H a r r o w school is famous as the place
where Winston Churchill was educated, as
well as six other Prime Ministers of Great
Britain, the poet Lord Byron and many other
prominent people.

'6

About 90 per cent of all children in the I S
attend state or public schools where educs
tion is free. In other words 43 million pup.:
and students go to public schools and anothi
6 million are in private schools.
In private schools parents have to pay f:
their children's education. Most of the privai
schools have religious education, too.
The relations between students and teacher
in state schools are democratic and friendl"
In American public schools students wei
whatever they want.
Students can choose the subjects they war
to study. They often take part in nor
academic activities such as spor.:
drama clubs, school newspaper с
radio.
Americans think that each perse
should achieve all that he or she сгг
But some Americans believe thi
the quality of education is going d
They think that the number of b a a
subjects is few, students watch to
much TV and do too little homewcn

67 Answer the following questions. Use i
texts if needed.
What are "Schools of Air"? Where are the
How does "School Through the Mailbox"**
Which schools in all countries are attendee
most students: state or private ones?
Why do people choose private education?
What is the difference between public sch<:<:
in Great Britain and in the United State-

68 Translate the following words and wo:
combinations. Use them in your own
sentences:
compulsory
education
secondary / higher
(образование, —[
|— private / state
воспитание)
free / not free
to educate
(давать
образование,
воспитывать)

-C

be educated at...
self-educated

to attend
(посещать)

—

a school / classes /
a meeting

69 Match the words. More than one word is
possible.
Example: to attend classes
::

free

attend

means of

cjcation
com
Pr/

Ory

Look at the pictures. Act out the
dialogues between:
a) the teacher and the girl;
b) the boy and the teacher.
Use:
not to be becoming, it's boring, be in (out) of
fashion, to feel happy / comfortable to prefer,
to have self-confidence;
in my opinion, as for me, I believe, I have a
different opinion, I don't care.

Vate

activities
secondary
classes

70 Do you have a uniform in your school?
Give your reasons in favour of and
against school uniform. Use the words
and expressions:

S 7 2 work in pairs.
a) Design your own ideal uniform for
small children or for older students.
It should be modern, convenient, not
expensive, fashionable and nice.
b) Present your uniform design to the
class and comment on it. Prove that it is
suitable for your school.

В 73 Work in groups of 3-4. Discuss what's
the reason of having schools only for
boys or girls? Would you like to study in
schools of that type?
a) give your pros and cons ("за" и
"против");
b) suggest a timetable for girls' and boys'
school.

77

Section 6

Using the Passive Voice
G R A M M A R DISCOVERIES: REVIEW THE PASSIVE VI

74 Read and remember.
Active Form
I use a computer every day.— Я ежедневно
пользуюсь компьютером.
Passive Form
The computer is used by me every day.— Ком
пьютер используется мною ежедневно.
Singular

I — by me; you — by you;
he — by him; she — by her

Plural

we — by us; you — by you;
they — by them

and

Jane — by Jane;
my parents — by my parents;
our head teacher — by our head
teacher

1. Для описания того, кем или чем соверша
ется действие, используются предлоги by и
with.
By употребляется перед одушевленным пред
метом, выполнившим действие, а также пос
ле глаголов make, write, destroy, visit, break,
discover, etc.
Example: London was completely destroyed
by fire in 1666.
Many beautiful museums in
St Petersburg are often visited by
tourists.
With употребляется перед предметом, оруди
ем, инструментом, которые используются для
совершения действия.
Example: The wall is painted with a wide brush.
The cheese was cut with a special
cheese knife.

2. В предложениях с глаголом в пассивн
залоге предлог часто оказывается в ко:предложения.
I don't like to be laughed at.— Я не люблк
когда надо мной смеются.
The police were sent for.— За полицией
послали.
Remember the English Phrasal Verbs witb
their Russian Equivalents:
hear of
— слышать о
pay attention to — обращать внимание i
take care of
заботиться о
laugh at
смеяться над
look at
смотреть на
look after
ухаживать за
make fun of
насмехаться над
rely on
полагаться на
depend on
зависеть от
send for
посылать за
speak of/about
говорить о
talk about
говорить о
think of
думать о
listen to
provide for
explain to
look for
operate on
pay for
be rich in
something
be proud of
something

слушать что-либо илз
кого-либо
обеспечивать коголибо чем-либо
объяснять что-либо
кому-либо
искать что-либо
1
оперировать кого-ли :
оплачивать
быть богатым чем-л;:
— гордиться чем-либо

Mind: the Russian equivalents of the seconc
group of verbs don't have any prepositu>:
after them.

It was painted with a brush.

75 Transform the following Active forms
into the Passive forms.
mple: Sylvia cooked a very good dinner.—
A very good dinner was cooked by Sylvia.
1. My father buys newspapers every morning.
2. One of my family takes out the garbage
every day.
3. We buy food for our pets once a week.
4. My elder brother uses the computer more
often than I do.
3. Our parents' friends often invite them to
their parties.
6. They usually take bus No 181.
7. This animal loves bananas. It eats half a kilo
of bananas every day.
8. She makes a special pie for her birthday
every year.
9. People in many parts of the world speak
Esperanto.
10. Mike's father pays for his education.
76 Use the verbs in Past Simple Passive or
Future Simple Passive.
1 Charlie Chaplin (born) in 1889.
1 A modern school (build) in the village last
year.
I A test in Maths (give) to us by our teacher
next week.
-t I'm afraid, I (ask) a lot of different questions
at the conference tomorrow.
. The books by Jerome K. Jerome (translate)
into many languages.
hy you (depress) when I met you in the
morning?
I The little Indian (look for) by his elder
brother yesterday.
;

Look at the picture. Speak about it using
verbs in the Passive Voice.
lple: Breakfast was cooked by mother.

EL! 78 Complete the questions.
Example: Our trip depends on the weather.—
What...?
What does our trip depend on?
1. Martin is made fun of because of his
fantastic clothes.— Why...?
2. Elizabeth's parents went abroad a week ago.
She is being taken care of by her grandma.—
Who is...?
3. The new grammar rule was explained to us
in the last English lesson.— When...?
4. Leo di Caprio is much talked about because
of his acting talents.— Why...?
5. I don't feel well when I'm laughed at.—
Do you...?
6. Russia is rich in really gifted people.—
Who is...?
7. You can rely on Peter in any difficult situation. — Who can...?
Ql 79 Put the prepositions in brackets in the
correct place in the sentence.
Example: What were you listening a minute
ago? (to) — What were you listening to a
minute ago?
1. Who is the story written? (by)
2. What are you looking? (for)
3. Why do you take care this old tree? (of) —
It was planted by my grandpa.
4. Who is made fun in your class? (of) —
Oliver is.
5. What were you laughing when I opened the
door? (at) — Mike's new joke.
6. What is Russia rich? (in) — In people,
nature and fantastic ideas.
7. What are you proud most of all? (of) —
My family history.
80 Write questions for these answers.
Example: — I'm interested in books on history.
What sort of books are you interested in?—
I'm interested in books on history.
? — I only depend on my parents.
? — I'm only afraid of a storm.
? — I can rely on any of my best friends.
? — We were speaking about our plans
for the weekend.
5. ...? — I haven't heard about it.

79

W O R D FOCUS
81 Read and translate the sentences. Mind
the difference between hear and listen (to).
Mr Jackson doesn't hear anything. It's too
noisy.
Why don't you listen to me? It's very impor
tant to know about it.

82 Put in hear or listen (to).
1. Do you ... the rain beating against the
window?
2. Speak louder, please: I can't ... a word of
what you are saying.
3. Just ... to him! I've never ... such nonsense
in my life.
4. Lots of people can't ... anything. They use
a special language to communicate with each
other.

83 A lot of books about teenagers' lives are
written and published in various countries.
Match the book, the text and the sort of
a story. Fill in the table below.
The sort of the story: a detective story,
a fantastic story, a biography, a horror story,
an adventure story.
The text number
The title of the book
The author of the book
The sort of the story

1

2

3

Ш
Louise heard a movement behind her..
Then she saw the figure. It was closer thi>
It was swathed (завернута) in black
Louise could clearly see that it was a
adult figure.
The figure turned, pointed his gun and
shot hit the wall.
The figure disappeared back into the
ness. Louise could see a hole in the wall г
centimeters thick and a couple of centiraee
across. It was warm.
Whoever was out there was shooting a
gun that could cut into stone!
Louise tried to control her panic and
clearly. But what?

т

-_п knocked on the front d o o r of the
|e, but Mrs Foster didn't open it at once,
she usually did.
t i n ! Are you there?" No one answered,
n waited for a m o m e n t . He couldn't
I >ound. "Maybe she can't hear me," he
L
tried the door. It wasn't locked so he
it and went inside. The room was
Where are you? It's me, Gavin."
me was there, not even Tinker, the cat.
looked r o u n d the warm, cosy little
The fire was still burning brightly. The
was set for two people and he could
Л a delicious smell coming from the tiny
thought: " W h e r e is she? And where's
«г?
тт upstairs and looked quickly into the
tiny bedrooms,
you there, Gran?
v answered.

GU

Ш.Ша

An h o u r later the police p h o n e d and told
Terry's dad that they had checked the van but
found it empty.
The police had done what they could.
"Those boys may be troublemakers, but that
doesn't mean they stole your bike," said dad.
"I know they did," answered Terry. "They
must have sold it."
Terry lay on his bed feeling lonely a n d
unhappy. His bike had gone and he wouldn't
be able to ride for the rest of the season — if
at all. It had taken him over a year to save up.
What was he going to do?
There was a knock. It was Mum:
"You're upsetting everyone, including yourself.
We all know what a terrible shock losing your
bike has been."
Terry didn't reply and his mother went
away.

84 Discuss any one of the books. Use the
following plan:
What's the title of the book?
Who was the book written by?
What sort of story is it?
What is the story about?
Is there any information about the main
characters? Who are they?
Would you read the whole story?
Would you recommend it to your friends?

Section

We Are Not Ideal Students, Are We?

85 Read the texts and learn how British
teachers deal with the students, who are
not ideal. Find the Russian equivalents
for the names of punishment in British
schools:
a) временное исключение из школы — ...
b) наказание письмом — ...
c) исключение из школы — ...
d) оставление после уроков — ...
e) запись в дневнике — ...
Students are very "inventive" in their ways to
make teachers' lives hard. Here are some punish
ments used in British schools.
Lines — In England when a teacher gives
you "lines", you write out some sentence again
and again, perhaps fifty or one hundred times.
For example, you can write such a lovely (clever,
wise) sentence as "I must do my homework" or
"I must not be late".
Detention — If you are in detention, you stay
after school to do extra work — perhaps "lines"
or clean the classroom.
Report — If you are "on report", you have a
card which you give to the teacher at the end of
every lesson. Each teacher reports if you have
behaved well or badly.

S u s p e n s i o n — If you are suspende4»'|
cannot come to school for a few days or
Your parents have to see the Head Те
is serious.
Exclusion — If you are expelled i cxzi
you are sent away from your school. Thus j
serious. You have to go to another schoci
the teachers all know about your bad beaa

86 Match these expressions and the di
kinds of punishment. More than с о ;
expression for a punishment is
Stay after school
Have a special card
Write sentences
See the Head Teacher
Go to another school

87 Translate the following word com
Use them in your own sentences.
behave
behaviour
punish
punishment

badly / well
a good / bad behaviour
or something
a severe punishment

3 Form nouns from the verbs as in examples:
unish — punishment
:o agree — ...
to argue — ...
to state — ...

92 Read the Code of Conduct which is used
in British schools. Do your school rules
and this Code have much in common?
Comment on what's the same and what's
different.

L :o suspend — suspension
:o exclude — ...
:o discuss — ...
I :o invite — invitation
:o educate — ...
to describe — ...
ft to work — work
:o help — ...
to love — ...
to finish — ...
to report — ...
to walk — ...
:o start — ...

99 Compare the kind of punishment in your
school with those given in the texts. Try
to describe them in your own words. Use
the words and expressions from the text
in ex. 85 on page 82.

Always do your best.
,

B

e prepared - be on tome.

Be polite.
D0 n „t waste you,'time.
Be quiet around the school

w l
.

Г

safety first.
—

an*

(Главное

e*,ts p r o p e l

at h o m e .
(запрещено).
.
smoking is p r o h . b . t ^
^ at
. Eating /chew.ng .s only P
breaks and lunch t i m e s .
Be sensible in bad weather.
Play in the r i g h t place.

90 Complete the sentences:
I trunk (that) the easiest punishment is...
nk (that) the hardest punishment is...
nk (that) the most pleasant punishment is..
I тг.;пк (that) the most unpleasant punishment
i trunk (that) the most effective punishment is..
; trunk (that) the less effective punishment is...

9 1 Discuss with your partner and tell us what
punishment you get if you
— -niss a lesson
— talk with your classmate during the lesson
— ire late for a lesson
— prompt (подсказывать) your classmates
when they answer
— ire impolite to your teacher
— do not do your homework
— do not wear your uniform
eel bad marks

i
9 3 work in pairs.

Choose together:
a) the four most necessary rules;
b) the three least necessary rules.
Discuss them with your partner. Give
your reasons.

94 Revise your school rules. What can you
do at your school? What is prohibited?

G R A M M A R DISCOVERIES:
SECOND C O N D I T I O N A L
95 Read and remember.

3.

job, I ... (earn) some money for new со
ter games.
If the policeman ... (know) the way, he
(tell) me how to get to the bus stop.
If the school ... (be) not far from my he
I ... (go) there by bike.
If the boy ... (be) ready for the lesson, b
(get) a good mark.
If they ... (worry) about the test, they .,
(come) on time.
If he ... (need) money, he ... (ask) for a
If we ... (try) our chance, we ... (spend
weekend in the country.

1
Compare First and Second Conditionals
1. If you stay in after classes. I will help you.
Если ты останешься после уроков, я тебе
помогу.
2. If I could use the computer well. I would
take part in the competition.
Если бы я мог хорошо пользоваться
компьютером, я бы поучаствовал в
соревновании.

4.

See Grammar Reference, p. 130.

97 Make questions as in the example. Ad
your partner to answer them.

2
Если действие и условие совершения дей
ствия в сложном предложении относятся
к настоящему или будущему времени и
маловероятны, то в главном предложении
употребляется глагол would (might) + инфи
нитив основного глагола, а в придаточном
условном — глагол в форме Past Simple:
If + Past Simple,... would (might) + infinitive
If they tried their chance, they would (might)
be champions.
She would phone me every minute if she
knew my telephone number.
What would you do if you won the game?
Придаточное условия может находиться как
перед, так и после главного предложения.
Если п р и д а т о ч н о е условия стоит перед
главным предложением, то оно отделяется
от главного запятой.
3
Глагол to be в придаточном условия упот
ребляется в форме were для всех лиц един
ственного и множественного числа.
Не might help us in this situation if he were
a doctor.
If I were a teacher, I wouldn't allow my students
to call each other names.
If the weather were fine, we would go for a walk
with our pets.

96 Complete the sentences. Translate them
into Russian.
1. If Liza ... (be) rich, she ... (send) her son to
Eton.
2. If my parents ... (allow) me to get a Saturday

5.
6.
7.
8.

Example: Perhaps one day you will win t:
tennis championship.— What would you
you won the world tennis championship?
1. Perhaps one
to Harrow.
2. Perhaps one
Buckingham
3. Perhaps one
4. Perhaps one
your school.
5. Perhaps one
your school.
6. Perhaps one

day your parents will se:
day you will be invited to
Palace.
day you will break a mirro:
day you will be expelled fr:<:
day you will meet Bruce Les
day you will fly to the

MOOT

98 Watch the video "Dreaming about Ten
row". Act out the dialogue.

IB 99 w o r k in groups. Write any of the three
proposals. Try to be realistic.
1. What would I permit / forbid at school if '.
were a pupil.
2. What would I permit / forbid if I were a
teacher.
3. What would I permit / forbid if I were a
parent.
Begin your proposals with the words: Tf
were a parent, I would..."

El 00 Share your proposals with your class
mates. Discuss them.

101 Create "The Code of Conduct" for ym
class (school).

Section 8

School Friends Are for Always

102 It's known that old school friends are
friends for always. Give as many suggestions as possible to explain who is a good
or true friend. Use the expressions in the
box below:
*rt each other every day
:t see each other for ages
much in common
ideas
m each other for a long time / not so long
ic a fight
to work together
each other
working together
to help to each other

103 Collect all your suggestions and make a
GOOD FRIEND POSTER.

See

A- -

Look at these photographs and discuss
with your a partner what has happened
between the friends.
Listen to the conversations and match
each conversation with one of the photo
graphs.
•wersation 1
•wrrsation 2
•wersation 3
••crsation 4

Ш

106 Now read and listen to the conversations
again. What are the teenagers talking
about? Who do you talk to if you have
a problem?
1.
Steve: Hi, Penny, Hi Albert.
Penny: Hi, Steve, where are you going?
Steve: Well, I was going to meet Matt and
Gemma at the cafe, do you want to
come?
Penny: Sorry, I can't. I've got to babysit this
afternoon.
Steve: OK, we're going to the cinema
tomorrow to see "Titanic".
Penny: Are you? I really want to see that.
Steve: Great, we'll see you outside the cinema
at 8.00 then, OK?
Penny: Yeah, see you tomorrow, bye.

В

Important things

В

86

1 0 9 Work in pairs. Make up "a q u a r r e
dialogue". Try to be polite even in 41
situations. You can use:
Listen, we've got something to talk
Послушай, надо поговорить.
Why? — В чем дело?
What's the matter? — Что случилось'
If you don't
you'll be in big troubicЕсли ты не... у тебя будут пробле
Why should I ... ? — Почему это я дс You know why. OK? — Сам знаешь :
Ясно?
It's not my fault.— Я не виноват.
Don't worry.— He волнуйся.

ПО

3.
Sally: Oh, dear, don't worry. Now what
we'll do is talk to your parents this
afternoon when they come to collect
you. We'll explain to them exactly what
happened. I think they'll understand
it's not your fault.
John: Thanks, Sally, I'm sure they'll believe
you.

151 1 0 7 Work in pairs. Imagine a similar situa
tion and write a conversation between
two people. Act it out. Use as many
expressions as possible from the conver
sations above.

Unimportant r"-n^

]

2.
Tracy: Now listen, if you don't do it, you won't
have any friends in the whole school.
And if you tell anyone, you will be in
big trouble. OK.
Sue: What's the matter? Why are you so
rude?
Tracy: You know why. OK?

4.
Karen: Thanks for helping me, Julia. I was
really having problems with that Maths
homework. I thought I would never
understand. And the test next week is
very important.
Julia: That's OK, you can help me with Bio
logy next time. I never understand any
of that homework.

1 0 8 Work in groups. Discuss what y<
quarrel about with your friend. N
a list of things you quarrel about *i
your list into two columns:

Here is a part of the quiz about
friend. Read and answer:

Your friend is good at all the school subj
you aren't. Do you...
ask your friend to help you?
want her/him to get a bad mark?
copy what he / she writes during a test?
don't care about it?

В

111 Work in groups. Write your own
Use the quiz in ex. 110 as a model
Choose one of the topics.
1. Your friend is in a bad mood today. Do
you...?
2. Your classmates laugh at your friend D»
you...?
3. Your friend doesn't get along with his
parents. Do you...?
4. Any other...

12 Try out the questions of your group quiz
on the students from other groups.

13 Make a class quiz "The Ideal Friend".

14 Think of the words, having a common
root (корень слова).
nple: Friend: friendly / unfriendly / friend
ship / friendless
Help:...

Use:...

Real:...

Create:...

1 1 6 This is a game for all of you. It's called
"A secret project".
Write your names on pieces of paper. Put all the
pieces into a box. Take one piece out of the box.
The person whose name is written on the piece
will be your "secret friend" for the next week.
Don't tell her / him about it. Try to be extra kind
and helpful towards this person all of next week.
At the end of next week each of you will have to
guess who his / her secret friend was.
If anyone can't guess, then you will have to say
what you did to be kind and helpful.
G R A M M A R DISCOVERIES: COMPLEX

15 There are quite a lot of proverbs and
saying about friends and friendship in
English. Read some of them. Think of
Russian equivalents. What other Rus
sian proverbs about friendship do you
remember?
A friend in need is a friend indeed.
Did friends and old wine are best.
end to all is a friend to none,
between friends all is common,
rr.endship is not bought at a fair (ярмарка).

OBJECT ( С Л О Ж Н О Е Д О П О Л Н Е Н И Е )
17 Read and remember.
me / you /
him / her /
it / us / them

want
expect
should like
would like

to do smth

Compare:
1. I want you to phone me in the evening.—
Я хочу, чтобы ты позвонила мне вечером.
2. They expect Alice to answer five simple
questions.— Они надеются, что Алиса
ответит на пять простых вопросов.
3. I would like her to try her chance.— Я бы
хотел, чтобы она использовала свой шанс.

18 Translate into Russian:
1. The teacher wants him to solve this difficult
problem himself.
2. Do you expect us to take part in the
competition?
3. Would you like them to visit your school in
May?

1 1 9 Make up sentences.

9
0

I
You
Your parents
His mother
My teacher
Their friends

want(s)
would like
expect(s)

me
you
him
her
us
them
the boys

to
to
to
to
to
to
to

take care of my little brother
continue English
stay out of trouble
argue with her
discuss the problem
attend school
think of our future

87

120 R

]

.

i лМ Read the letter which was received by
e-mail.
M/

a) Find
the
letter.some examples of Complex Object in
b) What other political and family days do you
celebrate during a year?
c) Would you agree with the proposal of our
American pen friend to declare a Friends Day
on July 31st?

Have you ever thought that we celebrate various political and family
days:
Mother's Day, Independence Day, Labor Day... Isn't it strange
that we do nothing personally to recognize the very special role our
friends play in our lives?
When you think about it, they do many things for us. We want
them to love us, to help us and they do it. And they expect nothing
for their effort — beyond perhaps a smile and a thank you.
We decided to declare July 31st as our Friends Day — a day to
take a moment to remember all the kindness our friends have done
for us during the year.
We would like you to think about this idea.
If you also think the idea of a Friends Day is worth
supporting, do it. Start it by saying a special
thank you to YOUR friends. Perhaps you will send
t h e m a postcard or just send them a message by

noun + noun
Example-

adjective +

e-mail before July 31st.
Thank all your friends for the wonderful gift
they give you by simply saying:
Times change and we do, too, but friendship
is for always.
Thank you for being my friend.
Best wishes
Jeff Rixon

Friends Day

wonderful gin
various davs д ттеПСа
•
Pe friend
ereat ,7"
Moth-' Day
~
vomer's
"
. spec:
ion. ml
game, Indeperndence Da\
1 2 3 Say, if you support Jeff s idea or not
Explain why. Use some expressions
from the text.
Example: I support Jeffs idea because...

'21

Find
j" the text and trans!
ate into Ris
sian the
_.». mill
sentences with the follow]ing

word combinations:
a) ...we do nothing personally to...
b) ...they expect nothing for their effort..
c) ...to take a moment to...
d) ...is worth supporting...
le
e) .. .bvs change...
88

.. .we do nothing personally to recognize the
role of our friends.
...friendship is for always.
...it's easy to send e-mail message once a vear
to thank your friend.

"i pairs or
lette r which you groups. Write a s p e c *
your friends in
other countries on /щ.
31st.

Section 9
125

How to Tackle Our Problems?

Look at the page of Youth Magazine.
Say what sort of information is given on
the page:

.advertisements, competition advertisement,
teenage articles on how to make the world better,
• oung peoples' letters about their problems,
dories about teenagers,
iny other...

126 Read the letters from a magazine
problem page. Say whose problems are
a) same as yours,
b) different from yours.

Dear Jackie,
at do you think I should do? All my friends
>moke, they think it's really cool but I don't.
Гт fed up with them telling me to try. I really
don't want to. They call me names and say I'm
rrightened of getting into trouble, but it's not true.
I just don't want to.
Greg (age 13).

"IT

Dear Jackie,
Can you help me? I need more pocket money
so I can buy some new computer games. All my
friends have Saturday jobs, but my Mum won't
let me get one. She says I'll be too tired to do my
chool work. What can I do, I'm so depressed
about it?
Maisie (age 12).

S

' ° P The c ^M/elty
e/ty

—-^2*.
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.
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Dear Jackie,
I m in Year 9 and I have to choose the subjects
r next year. My parents and my teachers want
me to continue History because I've got good
marks, but I really hate History and the teacher is
so boring. I want to continue French and German
because I want to travel when I leave school. But
my marks aren't very good. No one listens to me,
I get so angry. Who should I listen to?
"oshua (age 13).

1 2 7 Choose the letter with the problems
same as yours. Talk about your
problem(s) with your partner using
some words from the letter.

DiCaorio W l f f i '
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one.

to т о » about

»

«
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^
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1 2 8 Match the letters and Jackie's replies.
Jackie is a teenage magazine correspon
dent who writes answers to teenagers'
letters.
Write her answers next to the letters:
Letter A • Letter В • Letter С •
1. This is a very difficult situation. I'm sure your
parents and teachers want you to do well in
your subjects. They are thinking about your
school life. You will have to do a lot of extra
work if you want to continue with languages.
But it's also very important that you enjoy
your lessons. Perhaps you could speak to
other teachers and see what they think?
2. You are right, smoking is bad for your health
and disgusting. It's very difficult to stop
smoking once you have started. So don't
listen to them and then perhaps your friends
will be more like you.
3. Have you explained your situation carefully
to your mum? If you promised to do all your
homework on Saturday mornings, maybe
then she would allow you to have a job in
the afternoon?
1 2 9 Decide which reply is the best. Explain
why you think so.

G R A M M A R DISCOVERIES: O N E /
132 Read and remember
I. The words one/ones are used instead
noun or nouns.
1. Have you got any detective stories? I'd
to read one (= a detective story).
У вас есть детективы? Мне бы хот
почитать.
2. She hasn't got a textbook. She should be
one (= a textbook).
У нее нет учебника. Ей нужно его
купить.
3. Do you know Martin Harly? The one wbi»
lives in that cottage? (= Martin Harlv
Вы знаете Мартина Харли, который
живет в том доме?
4. These books are more interesting than
those ones (= the books).
Эти книги более интересные, чем те.
5.1 don't like these shoes. Please give me
those black ones (= the shoes).
Мне не нравятся эти туфли. Дайте M a t
пожалуйста, те, черные.
II. The words one/ones often aren't
translated into Russian (see sentences 1
Sometimes they are translated as the ргопопя
(see sentences 2, 4).

1 3 0 Write your own reply to one of the
letters.

1 3 3 Complete the sentences. Translate a
into Russian.

Use:

Example: I have read this book. Please g
another one.

You are right..., Don't listen to, Perhaps, I'm
sure / not sure / that
You can speak to
See what she / he says..., you shouldn't be
depressed
Have you explained ...?

131 Listen, read and remember.
• [u]
oo

ou

—
L[u:] cool, school, choose, room, too,
food, soon, zoo
p [ a o ] about, sound, round, south, loud,
proud, without
[u]
_

ow

foot, good, look, wood, cook,
book

L

would, should, could

[ э и ] follow, Moscow, borrow, know
[au] now, allow, cow, crowd, down,
how, town

1. I don't like these white flowers. Let me
some pink . . . .
2. I think that his performance will be топ
interesting than the last . . . .
3. I don't like these mittens. Please give mt
those blue . . . .
4. Do you know Mrs Parkins? Is she the
who phoned yesterday?
5. I've got several video cassettes. Which .
would you like?
6. Which pen do you want? — The ... that
on the table.

1 3 4 Translate into English.
"Ты видела сегодня Алису, которая живе~
соседней улице? Она брала у меня кн;
истории". — "Какую книгу?" — "Ту, котш
ты читала в прошлом году".

Besides being impolite, smoking is, of course,
deadly. In Britain about 50 000 people die every
year because of smoking. They die from lung
cancer, heart attacks and other causes, too. In
fact, statistics show that a smoker shortens his
life by 5,5 minutes with each cigarette.
Smokers say that they don't care and if they
want to kill themselves with tobacco that's their
business.
Happily, at present smoking is prohibited in
many ways. You can see "No smoking" signs in
many theatres, cinemas, trains, buses and restau
rants. And in my flat, too!

135 Work in groups of 4-5. Choose one of
the following topics. Discuss it in your
group. Write down your pros and cons.
Report the results of your discussion to
the others.
1. It's not bad to have your own pocket money
for sweets, cinema, disco, computer games,
birthday presents, flowers for your girlfriend,
etc. Do teenagers in Russia have Saturday jobs?
Why not? What can you say in favour of it?
I In Year 9 at secondary school (age 13 to 14)
students in Britain have to decide which subjects
they want to drop (отказаться). Usually these
are subjects they are not good at.
If you had a choice: what subjects would you
drop next year? Why? Are there any subjects
which should be studied by everyone? What
are they?
3. Do you agree that students should drop the
subjects they are not good at? Why? Why
not? Should parents and teachers decide what
subjects to continue?

1 3 9 Interview students in your class. Find
out what they would do if someone
smoked in their room, in their school,
in the plane they were flying in...
— What do you think of smokers? Do you
think it's their own business?
— Do smokers care about others?
— Do you think smoking is dangerous for a
person who lives in the same flat with a
smoker?
— Do you think smoking in the office is polite?

136 Sharing your tasks in the family is a
problem, too. Learn how they do it in
some British families. Read, listen and
act out:
Mum: Can one of you go and get some bread
from the corner shop?
Olivia: Yes, Tim'll go. It's his turn.
Tim: What's happening?
Olivia: Mum wants you to go for some bread.
Tim: Olivia, you can go. I've got so much
homework to do.
Olivia: All right, I'll go.
Tim: Ah, peace at last! I can watch TV.
Mum: Tim! Have you done your homework?

137 Watch the video "Back from School".
Act it out.

138 Read and learn what is said about smok
ing. Make a list of at least 3 reasons why
you shouldn't smoke.
We've just moved into a new flat.
And the first thing I put on one of
the walls was a "no smoking" sign.
""That's anti-social," said my mother,
л can't do that." Oh, yes, I can.
And if anything is anti-social, it is
smoking.

1 4 0 Read the anti-smoking signs. Draw
something to illustrate them.
1. Every time you want to smoke think at first
then choose the coke.
2. Sports make me strong and healthy.
3. Care for your health.

Ш

141 Work in pairs. Discuss what signs
prohibiting smoking you would hang in
your room? Share your ideas with other
students.

Homework
1 Make up as many combinations as possible
with verbs to get, to have (got), to make. Use
the following words and word combina
tions.
out

fiends

opinion
ioney
pocket monv,

an

at

angry
a

ob\em
an

5 Put in the prepositions if necessary. S
prepositions can be used more than о
Write the story down into your exerci
book.

job

badmarb

faces

Example: to have got friends
"2 Do ex. 1 on page 62 in written form. Write
at least 5 sentences.

3 Read again what the British teenagers
say about their problems (ex. 2 on pages
62-63). Complete the following statements.
1. Simone gets angry because...
2. Oliver doesn't feel comfortable with his
classmates because...
3. Jim needs more pocket money because...
4. Julia is not happy on Saturdays because...
5. Angela hates Science because...
6. Martin is depressed because...
7. Claudia doesn't want to play the piano
because...

s :about

л r r uu d e t ^
v,ad or i
,
saY
o toi ^
t°t o b e t i t eA
i
^ n V a f t e r cnmeooe
so»
\oo^'
tViings
for doing
to be sao

eone

in

of

7 Complete the dialogues. Use: be I look
— What's the matter? Why do you ... so ts
— We had a hard maths test today.
* **
— How do you like your new armchair?
— Wonderful! I ... really comfortable here.
***

— Your sister ... depressed, isn't she?
— I'm afraid she is. She has problems with i
boyfriend.

В

i0 m

on

7-8 sentences.

Example: to have a paper round — to take
newspapers and letters to people in the morning

be depressed about smth
be fed up with smth
take care of smth
do one's best
call names

over

6 Do ex. 5 on page 63 in written form. ¥1

4 Match the verbs and their descriptions.
Write them down.

to
to
to
to
to

with

I think teenagers all ... the world have th<
problems. As for me, I get along ...othi
dents in my class rather well. They don
... names, they help me if I need ... am
I have no problems ... my parents, too.
invite any friends ... home. What I'm re^_
is sharing a room ... my younger Ы
Sometimes I get so angry ... him! My ps
aren't happy ... his marks ... school. So 1
to take care ... him. I'm depressed ... do::
homework with him every day. If I d o n :
him, my parents won't allow ... me to go с
Saturday evening.

along with

inrerv,lew

about

8 Translate into English.
1. Боюсь, что Саша попал в беду. Давай
ворим с ним сегодня же.
2. Я не люблю беспокоить своих р о д и т а
Они впадают в депрессию от моих ц
блем.
3. О чем вы спорите? Неужели это так т
но?
4. Антон создает проблемы в нашем
Он вечно спорит с учителями.
5. Что тебя тревожит в нашем плане? (Угм
ни свои "за" и "против".

? Write about your personal problems. Follow
the plan:

12 Find the opposites. Write them down in
pairs.

1) name your problems
I think which of them is the most important
and why
II write what personal characteristics you need
to solve the problem
rite who can be of some help to you

Example: to turn right — to turn left

1 0 Choose the appropriate reply.
Write it down into your
exercise book.
lple: Thank you:
a) Good.
b) No problem.
c) You're welcome,
lk you.— You're welcome.
L Excuse me, sir.
a) Why?
b) Can I help you?
c) What's the matter?
Could you tell me how to get to the stadium?
a) No.
b) I'm afraid, I don't know.
c) I don't know.
J. I'm sorry for being late.
a) That's OK.
b) You are welcome.
c) Any problem?

1 Complete the dialogues. Write them
down.
.. could you tell me ... to MOMI, please?
5 Well, go straight . . . . Then ... the first street
. the right.

Excuse me, how ... to the Russian Museum?
. problem. You're just ... front ... it.
Fantastic! ...

xcuse me, where is the nearest tube station?
... afraid, I don't
I'm a tourist, too.
I'll ask someone else.

to get on, to go straight, to turn right, often, far
from, up, across, seldom, to turn left, in front
of, on the left, down, never, to get off, to turn,
always, along, behind, on the right, next to
13 Copy the following words. Put in the
missing letters.
Althoug_, boug_t, eigh_een, nau ty, cau_ht,
hi_h, toni t, throug_, daug_ter, strai t.
14 Do ex. 23 on page 67 in written form.
Write 7-8 sentences.
15 Put in: me, you, us, them, her, it, him.
1. Alice's school is near her house. It takes ...
about ten minutes to get there. 2. My friends are
fond of swimming. It takes ... half an hour to
get to swimming pool. 3. I prefer to do written
exercises. It takes ... less than an hour to do
them. 4. Andrew was responsible for music. It
took ... a quarter of an hour to organize disco.
5. My mother and I will go shopping tomorrow
afternoon. I hope it'll take ... less than an hour.
6. How long does it take ... to do your homework
in Science? 7. My dog runs very quickly. It takes
... less than 5 minutes to run around the park.
16 Write about yourself. Use the guidelines
in ex. 28 on page 67. Start like this:
At the moment I'm in the 7th form. This year
I have a lot of new subjects.
17 Write five things that pupils should do /
have / be and three things that they
shouldn't do / have / be.
Example:

Pupils should

be allowed to be noisy
during the lessons

Pupils shouldn't

18 Put the words in the box into four groups.
Write them down.
Example:

[i]

И

[19]

[ai]

fit
near, fourteen, right, these, why, fit, clear, high,
strict, ear, here, need, give, really, please, build
ing, behind, eye

24 Put in learn or study in the correct i
1. How many students ... English in youi
2. Have you ... all new expressions and v
3. Does he ... in your school? — No, he .
the school over there.
4. Must I ... this long and boring poem b
heart? — No, you needn't.

\M 25 Translate into English.
19 Do ex. 36 on page 69 in written form.

20 Fill in the blanks.
Use: should/shouldn't/ must/ needn't/ have

to.

a) Shall I buy some butter? — No, you . . . .
We've got some.
b) What ... I do to pass the chemistry exam? —
You ... work hard and spend more time
doing your homework.
c) Excuse me, I
get to Trafalgar Square.
... I take a bus? — Yes. You ... take bus
No 62.

21 Do ex. 39 on page 70 in written form.

22 Translate into English.
1. Почему ты смотришь телевизор? Ты забыл,
что тебе надо подготовиться к контрольной
по истории?
2. " М н е надо надевать теплое пальто?" —
"Обязательно! Сегодня очень холодно".
3. Насте не надо сегодня идти на теннис. Она
может поспать и почитать.
4. Говорите тише! Здесь нельзя разговаривать
громко.
5. Роману не следует так часто и долго играть
в баскетбол.

23 Write 4 statements expressing your idea
of school education. Use the expressions
from ex. 46 on page 71.
Example: I would like to learn new things, but
we have too many extra subjects at school.
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Л

Год назад я училась в другой
Д
школе. П о т о м я п е р е ш л а в
«В
эту школу, потому что здесь
_ ^
и з у ч а ю т два и н о с т р а н н ы х
языка — английский и фран- ^^И^Щ
цузский. Я понимаю, что мне
придется работать больше: каждый ;
учить новые слова, читать книги на <
их языках, учить наизусть стихи, пи>
контрольные работы. Если я буду учи'
хорошо, то смогу поехать по обмену в
кую-нибудь англоговорящую или фра!
говорящую страну.

26 Look back at the texts in ex. 52 on paj
Does your school have anything in c<
m o n with the perfect schools describ
Marina, Alfred and George?
Write 4-5 sentences about your scho
Example: In my school students and teach
treat each other with respect.

27 Complete the following sentences. Gi
your reason for each statement.
Example: Studying well is a student's perst
business because some students just can't i
better than they do.
1. Studying well is a student's personal bus
because...
2. If teenagers are allowed to talk freely ab>
their problems...
3. I wouldn't like to learn the subjects that
nothing to do with real life because...
4. It's important that students are allowed
wear whatever they choose because...
5. Most students believe that the school
rules should be neither strict nor too fra
because...

to Put in quite or quiet.
L Be ...! You shouldn't be so noisy in the
hospital.
is dress is ... nice, but I think your blue
dress is better.
L After 10 o'clock in the evening our house is
ibsolutely . . . .
aunt is a ... person. But she enjoys tee
nagers' company.
L I . . . like biology, but I hate chemistry.
L .Are you ... sure? Shall we leave right now?

t9 Answer the questions in ex. 61 on page 74
in written form.

Ю Put in his, her, mine, yours.
ive you seen ... watch? She can't find it.
ose coat is this? — It's ...!
m't like these jeans. ... are much better.
I That's your dictionary on the desk. ... is in
his bag.
i Liza usually cleans ... shoes, James cleans
and I clean . . . .
I This is my house and ... is round the corner.

II Read again the text about education in
Australia. Match the two parts of the sen
tences. Write them down.
In state schools of Australia education
-ее.
n Australia education is compulsory...
n state schools of Australia education is...
[here are some Australians who live...
ichools of the Air are usually situated...
-way radio and television help to learn...
schools through the mailbox are for
oidents who live...

.the world around them,
.in remote inland towns,
.at age 6-15.
.far away from the big cities,
.free.
.far from any school in the area.

32 Put the following statements in two columns.
Write them down. Use the information from
ex. 66 on pages 75-76.
British state
school

British private
(or public) school

• The education is free.
• The education is very expensive.
• Uniforms are based on what was worn over
a hundred years ago.
• They are famous as the place where some
prominent people got their education.
• They are attended by 95 per cent of British
students.
• Girls and boys study together.

33 Read Alison's letter. Fill in the blanks.
Use the words in the box.
Hi, Victor,
You asked me to write ... about
my school. I d o n ' t think it's
much different from
Same
basic ..., I guess. We've also got
lots of ... activities. I'm keen
on
if you r e m e m b e r . My
parents believe that I should ...
all that I can. But who knows what
I ... can!
What I really like about my school are the
relations ... our teachers and us: they are .
friendly. Teachers talk to us as if we are ..
I really like it!
Sorry, I have to finish — the break is
What about your school?
Is your school much the same?
Yours, Alison.

Really, individuals, non-academic, achieve,
over, baseball, yours, subjects, a few words,
between, quite, Take care!

34 Do ex. 69 on page 77 in written form.
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35 Write a letter about your school to Alison.
Use the following guidelines:

40 Transform the following sentences
changing verbs from Active into Рг

• Subjects
• Non-academic activities
« Relations between teachers and students
• Free education or not

Example: Louise could see a hole in the
A hole in the wall could be seen by Loui

Example: ask-asked-asked

1. Louise could clearly see an adult figur
2. He tried the door.
3. Gavin could smell a delicious smell cc
from the kitchen.
4. The police phoned to Terry's dad.
5. Somebody stole the bike.

ask, build, know, buy, collect, send, rely, talk,
provide, hear, depress, speak

41 Do ex. 82 on page 80 in written for

36 Write down three forms of these verbs.

37 Change the Passive form into the Active.
Example: The bike was repaired by my elder
brother.— My elder brother repaired the bike.
1. The old bridge across the river was broken by
builders.
2. Michael Jackson is known to every American.
3. The party was arranged by the students
themselves.
4. She is liked by everybody.
5. The letters were written by our Canadian
exchange partners.

38 Translate into English. Use the verbs in
the Passive Voice.
а) Мой край богат своей историей. Много ин
тересных людей родилось здесь — худож
ников, писателей, спортсменов. О героях
войны можно много узнать в городском
музее. О некоторых людях часто пишут
местные газеты. О ком из них пишут чаще?
Конечно о современных героях.
б) Приятно, что богатые люди нашего города /
села стали обращать внимание на проблемы
тех, кто беднее их. Школы обеспечиваются
компьютерами, больницы — лекарствами.
Сейчас много людей, о которых нужно
заботиться. Я бы хотел(а) поскорее стать
взрослым(ой), чтобы сделать нашу жизнь
лучше.

42 Put the British school punishments
list, No 1 being the most serious on
Suspension

П Exclusion

• Report

• Detentic

43 Do ex. 88 on page 83 in written fon

44 Describe at least one punishment ш
Russian school.

45 Complete the sentences. Write them
down. Mind that more than one с
possible.
a) Students miss lessons because...
b) Girls prompt more often than boys
because...
c) Some students are impolite to teacherbecause...
d) Teenagers talk much at the lessons wrrj
each other because...

...
...
...
...
...
...

they are better students.
they are just talkative.
they are afraid of getting bad marks.
they don't like boring subjects.
they think it makes them independent
they want to share their opinions.

39 Do ex. 78 on page 79 in written form.
46 Write 5 rules for school teachers.
ex. 92 on page 83 as a model.

Do ex. 96 on page 84 in written form.

52 Do ex. 108 on page 86 in written form.

Translate into English.

53 Write the words you know with the same
root:

t Если бы ты поехал на чемпионат мира, то
ты бы занял первое место.
: На твоем месте я бы не пропускал уроки
истории и литературы.
I л месте нашего директора я бы не ис
ключала из школы учеников за плохое
поведение. Я бы предложила им какиенибудь внеучебные занятия.
• Если бы все были вежливы и терпеливы
друг с другом, жизнь бы стала более инте
ресной и счастливой.

Example: interest — interesting, interested
1. to know — ...
2. to trouble — ...
3. to invent — ...

Щ

4. form — ...
5. sport — ...
6. to depend — ...

54 Translate into English.

19 Complete the following sentences.
I were sixteen, I would...
L If I could travel every summer,...
L If I were depressed as you are,...
L If you tried your chance, you might...
L If he were invited to this party, he...
t. If I lived in New Zealand, I...
If they could speak all European languages,
they...

50 Write 6 - 7 sentences about your best
friend. Use the expressions from ex. 102
on page 85.

1 Choose the appropriate polite reply. Write
it down into your exercise book.
it's the matter?
i: Sorry, I can't,
r Nothing serious,
j None of your business.
ly are you so nervous?
a) What?
b You know why.
с Don't worry. I'm all right.
How did you like the party?
i Rubbish!
I I've had enough,
c) It was quite good.
Must we phone them today?
a) No, we needn't.
: Why do you ask me?
; No.

у него трудная жизнь! Родители
хотят, чтобы он стал серьезным. Они на
деются, что он начнет готовиться в меди
цинский институт. Они хотят, чтобы он
перестал играть на гитаре каждый вечер.
А он хочет, чтобы они ему не мешали за
ниматься музыкой. Они хотят, чтобы он не
приглашал домой своих шумных друзей.
Я хочу, чтобы мой брат доказал всем, что
он настоящий музыкант.
Если бы я был на его месте, я бы поскорее
создал свою музыкальную группу!

BI 55 Write a short story proving Jeff's idea that
friendship is for always. Use the following
expressions:
If you ask me,...
In my opinion...
Personally, I think...
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56 Look back at the letters in ex. 126 on
page 89. Find the sentences conveying
similar ideas. Write them down.
Nobody understands me.
I'm tired of my friends.
I don't feel good about it.
My friends work on the weekends.
My friends believe that smoking makes them
look better.
It's wrong.
I'm forbidden by my mother to get a job.

57 Do ex. 133 on page 90 in written form.

58 Write a short summary of the text in
ex. 138 on page 91.
Firstly, I'd like to say that...
Secondly, I know that smoking...
In fact, statistics show that...
Happily...

Key Vocabulary
•
•

Nouns:
argument
behaviour
education
punishment
trouble
troublemaker

• Verbs:
agree
allow
argue
attend
behave
educate
expect
punish
trouble
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Ш Adjectives:
A

compulsory
depressed
higher
private
quiet
secondary
state
Expressions and

A word combinations:
be in trouble / have a
trouble
get into / stay out of
trouble
It takes me ... to do
smth
look troubled
trouble for / about

Progress Check
Complete each sentence with one of
words below.
trouble, education, attend, allowed, h
punish, private, punishment, behaves

In Russia education is compulsory betw
of 6-7 and 15 years. There are different
secondary schools in the country. Most
are state schools where ... is free.
But some parents want their children 1
... schools which aren't free.
Children have to ... school from Mo
Friday. In some schools they ... to wear i
In others they are ... to wear what they
The discipline isn't very strict. But if a
badly the teacher can ... the child. Of coi
... isn't severe. The teachers want their p
stay out of ... and always do their best.

2 Complete the sentences using the pr<
tions: to, of, for, at, on.
1. Steven is very proud ... his new b i o .
2. Hello, can I speak ... Ann, please?
3. "Are you going to arrange a picnic at 1
weekend?" — "I would like to but it d
... the weather."
4. "What are you looking ...?" — "I've lc
pen."
5. She always laughs ... his silly jokes.

3 Write another sentence with the sam<
ning using the Passive Voice.
Example: The old man punished the nau
boy.— The naughty boy was punished b".
old man.
1. Students use computers at their lesson
2. The teacher explained the rules of the
to the students.
3. Ann cooks a special dinner on the 21s
May.
4. They arranged a nice picnic last monti
5. The little boy drew these funny picture

• Complete the sentences.
Eemple: If Mike ... (do) his best at school, his
•rents would be happy with his marks.— If
>txe did his best at school, his parents would
не happy with his marks.
If my parents ... (allow) me to get a Saturday
job, I would buy a new computer game,
he didn't do sports, he often ... (fall) ill.
L If she were in trouble, she ... (phone) me.
L If she ... (be) more energetic, she ... (try) her
chance.
L If I ... (be) you, I ... (try) to explain the
problem to my parents.

5 Choose the correct translation of the
sentences:
Her behaviour is getting worse and worse, we
must do something.
i Ее поведение становится все хуже и хуже,
вероятно, нам следует что-то предпри
нять.
6 Ее поведение становится все хуже и хуже,
хорошо бы нам что-то предпринять.
з) Ее поведение становится все хуже и хуже,
мы должны что-то предпринять.
.е has to go to school early tomorrow,
а) Завтра она придет в школу рано.
5) Ей нужно прийти в школу рано завтра,
з Желательно, чтобы завтра она пришла
в школу рано.
j should go to the doctor immediately.
i Вы обязаны обратиться к врачу немед
ленно.
5 Вам следует немедленно обратиться к
врачу,
в) Обратитесь к врачу.

S Choose the correct pronoun:
L His parents want ... to behave well at school.
i him b) he c) his
. I want ... to pay attention to your grammar.
i your b) you c) yours
They expect ... to arrange a party.
a) I b) my c) me
{ Our teacher expects ... to think of our future.
i ours b) us c) we
>uld you like ... to stay out of trouble?
i they b) their c) them

7 Choose one of the pictures and act out the
dialogue with your partner.
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Sport i s Fun

Section 1

W h y People Do Sport
Look at the pictures. Match the pic
and the sports. Which countries ar
sports associated with?

FOOTBALL
ICE-SKATING
HORSE RIDING

WOR1

BOXING
Read, translate and learn.

FIGURE SKATING

Sport (uncountable) — sport in genen
She is not very good at sports / in sport.

TENNIS

Sports (countable) — a type of sport.
Football, tennis, athletics are all sports;
— sports centre, a sports club, a sports
a sports car; a sports fan;
— a fine / talented sportsman;
— be good at / be fond of sport;
— do sports;
— watch sports;
— be sporty
a

RUSSIA

b

GREAT BRITAIN

с

GREECE

d

USA

e

NORWAY

f

FINLAND

g

CANADA

h
i
j

BASEBALL
ICE HOCKEY
CYCLING
SKIING
CHESS
BASKETBALL

ITALY
GERMANY
BRAZIL

Listen and repeat the words for the i
popular sports and sport activities. S
which of these words are used in Ru
football, table tennis, badminton, volleyl
chess, gymnastics, aerobics, dance, cyclii
swimming, walking, skiing, ice-skating,
riding, windsurfing, jumping, running, 1
figure skating, wrestling, hockey, judo, к
ing, polo, rugby, baseball, athletics, hanc

Read and say what sports these peopl
talking of.
"A round ball is used in this game. Tv
teams of 11 players kick it. They are n
allowed to handle (брать руками) th<
"To keep fit they travel by bicycle ever
weekend. They have visited a lot of pk
It's their favourite hobby."
"It's very popular with women. You ca
it in a sports centre with music or just
classes shown on TV."
"You can play this game at home or in
gym. You need a partner, a table, a sm
ball, a net and two small bats (ракеткх

5. "It's the cheapest but very healthy form of
sports. Nothing is needed. You get up in
the morning and travel on foot enjoying the
countryside (окрестности)."
6. "It's called the sport of kings. Few people do
this sport, most of them watch it or try to
:n some money."

Match the sports and the places:

W O R D FOCUS
6 Read and remember.
I. bad (плохой) + -ly
quick (быстрый) + -ly
usual (обычный) + -ly
late (поздний) + -ly
careful + -ly
(осторожный)
energetic + -ly
(энергичный)

swimming
hockey

stadium
skating rink

athletics
roller skating
rigure skating
rross country running
[кросс)
ding /skiing

pool / lake
river / sea

- ater skiing
водные лыжи)
--jidsurfing
катание на доске под
•ярусом)

turfing
катание на доске по
голнам)

Remember:
There are some adjectives ending in -ly too:
friendly (дружелюбный)
lively ['laivh] (оживленный, веселый)
lonely ['lsunli] (одинокий), silly (глупый)
lovely ['Lwli] (приятный)
III.But

mountains
fields

rding
•;-.niS

II. day (день) + -ly
week (неделя) + -ly
month (месяц) + -ly

forest
street
sports ground
court
gym

badly (плохо)
quickly (быстро)
usually (обычно)
lately (недавно)
carefully
(осторожно)
energetically
(энергично)
daily (ежедневно)
weekly (еженедельно)
monthly (ежемесячно)

fast (быстрый I быстро)
long (длинный I длинно, долго)
low (низкий I низко)
high (высокий I высоко)
little (маленький I мало)
wide (широкий I широко)
far (далекий I далеко)
early (ранний / рано)
late (поздний / поздно)
Г (трудно I трудный)
hard | (тяжелыи j тяжело)

Read and translate the following sentences:
1. The boy ran quickly to the nearest telephone
box.
2. Her sister swims very fast. I'm sure she'll win.
3. Hold this vase carefully. Don't drop it.
4. In summer the young sportsmen got up
early and swam in the sea.
5. The player threw the ball high into the air.
6. How far is it from the court?
7. Will the players stay there long?

Read the adverbs and fill in the table.
Fast, quickly, before, tomorrow, high, here, much,
long, far, carefully, early, wide, quietly, once,
well, inside, today, badly, sometimes, usually,
always, there, late, above, aloud, brightly, since,
many, correctly, weekly, nearly, nicely, noisily,
outside, politely, slowly, suddenly, windy, often,
low, just.
How?

When?

Where?

How... (much)?

Easily

After

Near

Little

Discuss in pairs why people do sports.
Use:
it's in fashion, it's interesting to take a chance,
make friends, rest and relax, become strong /
energetic / healthy, lose / gain weight, look
athletic / cool, have a good time, earn money,
enjoy playing / running, get rid of stress, win
the prize, become famous, etc.

Read the texts and answer the questions:
a) What do teenagers have in common?
b) Why does each one of them do sports?
What is the main reason?
Paul (15, a football player): For me, football is
much more interesting than music or video — it
definitely comes first. But I'm not just a football
fan, I'm a player as well. I practise my skills every
day in the garden or down in the fields. I train
hard twice a week and on Sundays. I have been
playing (играю) for nine years now, and I'd like
to become a professional.
Football is great and exciting. Recently I've won
the Player of the Year award. I've also been on TV
and on the Chelsea football programme.

Danny (a teenage surf instructor): Surfing is such
a great sport. I don't need much to be happy. The
ocean, waves, sunny weather and my surfboard
make me happy. I enjoy catching and riding a
wave. Sometimes dolphins ride the waves with
me and my friends. We feel safe when they're
around. But every time I go into the water I'm so
glad to be out. I am happy to be alive.
Surfing makes me appreciate (ценить) my life.
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Sieve (13, a hockey fan): I'm from Quebec, home
:
the Montreal Canadians, the most successful
fessional hockey team. That's why I'm fond
hockey. I've loved hockey since I was three
old.
i I'm not good at playing I know everything
at hockey, teams and players. I enjoy watching
: game. I'm sure that speed and changes on ice
• made hockey the most popular game in the
irid.
e to become a referee when I'm an adult.
_:asha (13, a figure skater): I love figure skating
re than anything. It was my elder sister who
brought me to the skating rink. Now I skate four
L_-.e> a week and I never get bored of skating.
Ice. music, dance — it's like a fairy tale. I've been
lucky — I've had a wonderful coach. I'd like
гчгсоте a coach too.
T— from a small town, so I travel to Moscow
i back each week — but I love skating, so it's
I worth it!

Here are four extracts. They were left out
(each from different text):
a) Read the texts once more and decide
which texts the sentences come from.
Mark the places in the texts where they
could fit in.
b) Check your answers by listening to the
tape.
It's one of the most popular sports in my
country. It has a glorious history and tradi
tions. Our sportsmen have usually been
the first and had great success. All over the
rid people have been coming to see their
unforgettable performances.

Look at the pictures on page 102. Think
of 3 nouns, 3 verbs, 3 adjectives, 3 adverbs
to describe sports which the teenagers
(ex. 10) are fond of.
Example: Hockey — game,
...; quickly, ... .

skate, ...; strong,

1 3 Prove that:
Paul isn't just a football fan, but a good
sportsman.
Danny is a brave girl.
• Steve is an experienced fan.
Natasha loves figure skating.

Which is your favourite sport? Are you
good at it yourself? Why do you like it?
Just joking. Read and choose the funniest.
A. Jim sees two boys running.
"Why are they running?" he asks Ben.
"The boy who comes first gets the prize,"
says Ben.
"Now I see. But why is the second boy
running?" asks Jim.

B. "Mr Brooks is quite a linguist, isn't he?'
"I never knew it."
"Oh, yes, he knows three languages."
"What are they?"
"Boxing, tennis and basketball."

It was born in England. But now it has
become a national sport of many countries.
About 20 million people fill the stadiums
every year to support their favourite players.
It's usually associated with Australia or Cali
fornia, with sunny climate and ocean, joy
and rest. But to do this sport you have to be
strong, brave and patient.
There are moments when it's impossible to
-re what's happening on the ice. Because
quick changes are taking place. Players
should be able to change direction while
moving at very high speeds.

C. Ken: Can you tell me what Kate is doing?
Jane: Certainly. If the ice is thick, she is
skating, but if the ice is thin, she is
swimming.
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Section 2

Keeping Fit

Read the information and find out how
people keep fit.
To keep fit most people do sports. Some of them
join a sports club. The most popular individual
sports are walking, swimming, cycling and
aerobics.
People work hard. They come home late and
are busy at weekends. They have no time to go
to a sports club or a sports centre which isn't
quite near their homes. They can hardly do sport
seriously. They just want to relax.
People of all ages and types do exercises at
home to improve their health and to keep fit. In
the morning they switch on the TV and follow
fitness classes (оздоровительные занятия) at
home or go jogging in the park in the evening.

17 Work in pairs. Discuss and name:
a) at least three purposes to keep fit;
b) at least five ways to keep fit.
Compare your opinion with your class
mates' ones.

18 Do you keep fit? Answer the following
questions and read the advice.

Yes
1. Do you often eat vegetables and fruit?
2. Do you do sports regularly?.

...LJ

3. Do you watch TV for more than an hour?.
4. Do you eat chocolate, sweets, chips
and biscuits every day?
5. Do you sleep 8-10 hours at night?

Put "One" for each "Yes".
What is your total score?
Now read about yourself:
0-3:

Oh, dear! Forget about sweets and chips. You
need fruit and vegetables and lots more exercises.
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3-4:

Do more exercises and eat more carefully.

5-6:

You keep fit! Well done!

No

•
•
•
•
•
•

GRAMMAR

DISCOVERIES:

ADJECTIVES / ADVERBS
Read and remember.

Example: You can (hard / hardly) know his
name.— You can hardly know his name.

hard (усердный) — hard (усердно)
hardly (едва, с трудом)
Paul works hard, (a lot)
She could hardly speak for tears.
(with difficulty)
late (поздний) — late (поздно)
lately (в последнее время)
Even late at night the skating rink is busy.
(at a late time of the night)
I haven't seen your niece lately, (recently)
Has she gone away?
near (близкий) — near (близко)
nearly (почти)
The Brooks live near the stadium.
'not far from)
It took him nearly two hours to get there.
(almost)
high (высокий) — high (высоко)
highly (очень, чрезвычайно)
The famous sportsman has jumped very high.
She thinks highly of your game, (very well)

on

21 Complete the sentences choosing the right
word.

Read and translate the sentences.
The girl could hardly sleep last night.
Has he worked hard lately?
The little boy looked at his father and threw
the cap high into the air.
I think Paul is a highly skilled player.
The stadium was nearly full.
Is the swimming pool near your school?
He got up late this morning.
This is the best game I've seen lately.

1. Get up! It's (near / nearly) eight.
2. Last month all the players trained (hard /
hardly).
3. It's too (слишком) (late / lately). Let's speak
about the exams tomorrow.
4. We have been proud of our sportsmen (late /
lately).
5. She was tired and could (hard / hardly) keep
her eyes open.
6. There is a new swimming pool (near / nearly)
our school.
7. Does she think (high / highly) of your
pictures?
8. Look! The bird is flying (high / highly) in
the sky.
Make up sentences with hardly. Use the
words in brackets.
Example: I was shocked by the news.
(I, speak.) — I could hardly speak.
1. There were a lot of mistakes in your work.
(I, read, it.)
2. The cake was terrible. (She, eat, it.)
3. Oh, we've lost the game. (I, believe, my, eyes.)
4. It was dark. (We, see, each, other.)
5. Will you speak louder, please? (I, can, hear,
you.)

The following pairs of adverbs have
different meanings. Make up your own
sentences to show the difference.
Hard — hardly, late — lately, near
high — highly.

nearly,

J 24 Listen, read and remember.
II. Mind your stress:

Mind your pronunciation:
ll]

Lr-re

Ur.-is
кккеу
ax..- roxing
r- r.astics
••leyball
-ball

[ae]

badminton
stadium
athletics
handball
gymnastic

i
swimming
skating
cycling
riding
surfing

boxing
skiing
wrestling
jumping
running

[ai]
riding
cycling
ice hockey
prize
wide

Г badminton, 'volleyball,
'basketball, 'handball,
'baseball, 'football
ath'letics, ae'robics, gymnastics
'ice 'hockey, 'ice 'skating,
'figure 'skating, 'kick'boxing,
'water-'skiing, 'wind'surfing
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Listen to the students talking about keep
ing fit. Fill in the table.

Anna

Food

Exercises

...

...

Mark

...

J 28 Make up your own dialogues.
Use:
How nice to see you here!
I'm afraid, I'm getting out of shape.
Lots of people go there.
It's not so embarrasing when you make mi
It's over there.
You were very helpful.

W o r k in pairs. Ask each other questions.
Start with these:
— What do you do to keep fit?
— Are there any fitness clubs in your place
(village, town, city)?
— Have you ever gone to a fitness club?
— Do you do any sports?
— What sport is it?
— How often (regularly) do you do sports?
— Where do you usually do it (at home, at the
stadium, at the school sports ground)?
— What sport is popular in your family?
— Do you take part in any competitions?
— Have you ever won a prize or medal there?

27
—
—
—
—

—

—

—
—

—
—

Listen, read and act out:

Hi, Helen! How nice to meet you here!
Hello. I'm really glad to see you too.
What are you doing here?
You know, I don't do sports at my college
now. And I'm getting out of shape. So I've
decided that every week I will do at least one
sporty thing.
That's great! You can join me. I do aerobics
here. The only problem is that aerobics
classes are really popular, so a lot of people
go to them.
I'm afraid, I prefer smaller classes. It's not
so embarrasing (не так стыдно) when you
make mistakes. If there are a lot of people in
your class, I'll try something else.
OK. What are your favourite sports?
Oh, many of them. I love athletics. But I love
to watch it — not to do it myself! I think I
will go swimming. Is there a swimming pool
here?
Sure. It's over there. Shall I show you the
way?
No, thank you. I'll find it myself. You were
very helpful. Bye-bye.

WORDP
29 Listen, read and remember.

GREAT BRITAIN

£1 — one pound
£20 — twenty pounds
1 p. — one penny
(a hundred pence = a pound)

THE UNITED STATES
$1 — one dollar
$20 — twenty dollars
1 с — one cent
(a hundred cents = a dollar)

RUSSIA
one rouble
twenty roubles
one kopeck
(a hundred kopecks = a rouble)

I

>0 Read the text and say: if you would like
to visit the Reverie swimming pool what
offering you would like to use, what time
you would choose.

REVERIE
Our

offerings

шшшштшшшш

'• Solarium
9 Sauna
I Bar / Restaurant
• Water gymnastics
Outdoor swimming pool (28 °C)
Indoor swimming pool (28 °C)
Children's pool (32 °C)
Hours

londay •
uesday-Friday •
iturday,
anday
nd Holidays •

6:30 a.m. — 12:30 p.m.
4:00 p.m. — 9:00 p.m.
6:30 a.m. — 9:00 p.m.

Prices

a) What is the latest possible time you could
enter Reverie Swimming Pool to go
swimming on Wednesday, on Sunday?
b) How long does a swimming lesson last?
c) You and your friends are on school holidays
for the summer. You'd like to spend most
afternoons at the pool with you friends. How
much will the cheapest ticket cost you?
d) During the school term you want to swim
every day at 6:45 a.m. Will you be able to
go swimming every day? Circle the correct
answer. One has been done for you.
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Pool open /
Pool open /
Pool open /
Pool open /
Pool open /
Pool open /
Pool open /

Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool

closed
closed
closed
closed
closed
closed
closed

32 In groups. Discuss:
7:30 a.m. — 9:00 p.m.

Last entry 1 hour before closing time
•••

31 Answer the following questions.

шшшшшшшшшшшшшши^шл

ingle ticket:
Adults
Children & youth (6-18 years)

$5.00
$3.00

a) what helps you to keep fit,
b) what destroys y o u r / o u r health.
healthy diet, sports, much sleep, well organised
work, open air, fitness clubs, good mood, ...
bad habits (smoking, drinking, drugs, alcohol),
too much work, noisy neighbours, computers,
fast food, sweets, chocolate, . . . .

2-times ticket:
Adults
Children & youth (6-18 years)

$50.00
$30.00

4onthly ticket:
Adults
Children & youth (6-18 years)
•wimming lessons:
10 practice hours Adults
15 practice hours
Children & youth (up to 15 years)

$50.00
$30.00
$75.00
$55.00

(Practice hour = 45 minutes for adults,
youths and children)

Say what these proverbs mean. Do you
know any Russian proverbs about health
and food. What are they?
An apple a day keeps the doctor away.
Eat with pleasure, drink with measure.

34 Listen, read and learn the funny poem.
ROBIN THE BOBBIN

РОБИН-БОББИН

Robin the Bobbin,
the big-bellied Ben,
He ate more meat
than fourscore men;
He ate a cow,
he ate a calf,
He ate a butcher
and a half,
He ate a church,
he ate a steeple,
He ate a priest
and all the people!
A cow and a calf,
An ox and a half,
A church and a steeple,
And all good people,
And yet he complained
that his stomach wasn't full.

Робин-Боббин
Кое-как
Подкрепился
Натощак:
Съел теленка
Утром рано,
Двух овечек
И барана,
Съел корову
Целиком и прилавок
С мясником,
Сотню жаворонков в тесте
И коня с телегой вместе,
Пять церквей и колоколен —
Да еще и недоволен!

big-bellied — с б о л ь ш и м брюхом
fourscore [fb:'skD:] — устарев, восемьдесят
calf [ka:f] — теленок
butcher ['butfs] — м я с н и к
steeple ['sti:pl] — к о л о к о л ь н я
priest ['pri:st] — с в я щ е н н и к
ox — б ы к
complained [ k s m ' p l e m d ] — жаловался
stomach ['sUmak] — желудок

Перевод С. Маршака

БАРАБЕК
Робин-Боббин Барабек
Скушал сорок человек,
И корову, и быка,
И кривого мясника.
И телегу, и дугу,
И метлу, и кочергу.
Скушал церковь,
Скушал дом,
И кузницу с кузнецом,
А потом и говорит:
"У меня живот болит".
Перевод К.

Чуковского

j

36 You are going to read about vitamins.
Before you read, mark the statements true
(T) or false (F). Then read the text and
check your answers.
1. Vitamins make people healthy.
We get vitamins doing sports.
3. People don't need vitamin С.
- If you want to be healthy you
should eat less fruit and vegetables.
:
There are about ten vitamins
extremely necessary for the people.

P

L_J
П
П
О

eople need vitamins to stay healthy. "Vita"
means life in Latin. People get vitamins from
*-he food they eat. There are a lot of vitamins in
fruit and vegetables. But you can hardly find any
useful vitamins in Coke, chips and other fast
food. Each vitamin is responsible for different
things in the human body. There are about ten
major vitamins. They are usually named by a
letter of the alphabet (А, В, C, D, etc.)
Vitamin A is in green and yellow vegetables,
milk and eggs. It's necessary for seeing in
the dark.
• Vitamin B, is in meat, porridge and bread.
B, is responsible for the nervous system.
Lack of this vitamin leads to serious illnesses
and even death.
Vitamin С is in every fruit and vegetable.
You can find this vitamin in black currants,
strawberries, oranges and grapefruits,
onions, cabbages and green peppers.
Vitamin С is important for building bones
and teeth. It helps to prevent colds.
• Vitamin D is in eggs. People can also get it
*
from sunlight. It makes our bones strong.
Vitamin E is necessary for skin and body.
It's in the wheat and nuts.
Vitamins B6 and К are necessary for human
blood. You can find B6 in beans and milk;
К — in potatoes, tomatoes and carrots.
tamins make people healthy, optimistic and
strong.
Remember:
'. eat to live, but I don't live to eat. Choose healthy
rood.

37 Complete the sentences using the text.
1. If a person has some problems with her / his
skin, he / she should have . . . .
2. If you have got a bad cold, you need vitamin
which is in ... .
3. To make your bones strong you should . . . .
4. If you can hardly see in the dark, you should
have ... every day.
5. You should have ... to make your nervous
system work.
6. People need vitamins to ... .

38 Work in pairs. Discuss and offer a healthy
diet for a day:
1) to a filmstar
2 ) t o a boxer
3) to a housewife

Read the dialogue. Act it out.
A:
B:
A:
В:
A:
B:

Do you like spaghetti?
No, I don't.
Do you like chicken with rice?
I don't mind.
Do you like pizza?
Oh, it's not bad. But I don't like Italian food
very much.
A: Do you like hamburgers?
B: Yes, I do. I like hamburgers and chips.
A: I'm afraid they don't have any chips. Do you
like salad?
B: Salad? Oh, no! Do they have mushrooms?
A: I think so. What about green apples?
B: Yes, they're all right. And...
A: All right. We've got enough for lunch, don't
we?
B: Are you sure? I like eating so much!

40 Watch the video "I don't like shopping".

41 Make up you own dialogues between any
two members of a family.
It's not bad; What about...?; They are all right;
That's enough; I don't mind; They haven't got
any...; They've got... We've got enough for...

09 42 Work in groups. Design a poster "Keep
ing Fit" for your classmates.
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Section 3

Health Is Above Wealth

43 Read and act out:
Sister:
Brother:
Sister:
Brother:

Hello, Jim! You're late today.
Yes. I don't feel well today. I'm tired.
Maybe too many lessons?
Not too many. The game was very
hard.
Sister: What game are you talking about?
Brother: The game between our local basketball
team and York's team. We did our best
but lost it. We were out of luck. But
next time we won't miss our chance.
Sister: Anyway, you look tired. You'd better
go to bed earlier today.

44 Translate the following word combina
tions. Use the word combinations in your
own sentences:
feel fine / well / ill / sick / bad
have got a sore throat (eye, finger) / a head
ache / a stomachache / a toothache / a backache /
a runny nose / a cough / a cold / flu

45 Say what medical problems you might
have, ...
if you eat too fast?
if you eat a lot of sweets and chocolate?
« if you don't eat fruit and vegetables?
if you get wet (промокли) on a cold day?
if your neighbours make much noise?
• if you play football / badminton?
if you fall down?
Example: If I run fast, I might get a backache.

46 Label these pictures with your own
//"-sentences.

Say which of these reasons is serious
enough to miss school, championshif
Example: If a student has got the flu, he ca
(should) miss school.
Use:
have got a sore throat (finger), a headachestomachache, a toothache, a backache, flu.
bad cold, a runny nose, a cough, temperar.

Mark the statements true (T) or false
Correct the false sentences.
1. Sick people don't stay in bed
if they've got flu.
2. We seldom cough when we've
got a cold.
3. People usually get sore
throats when they laugh much.
4. People usually go to the doctor
when they are well.
5. Children get headaches when they
have been playing football too much.
6. When you have a toothache,
you go to the dentist.
7. If a student has got a runny nose
and cough, he should miss school.

49 Match the words and the descriptions:
a nurse, a hospital, a doctor, a chemist,
a dentist, a pharmacy.
a) ... is a place where people who are ill are
looked after by doctors and nurses.
b ) . . . is a person who has a shop where medi
cines are sold.
c) ... is a shop where medicines are sold.
d ) . . . is a person who treats sick people.
e) ... is a person who treats people's teeth.
f) ... is a person who takes care of sick or old
people.

Mr Grant: Oh, I hate staying in bed and taking
medicine.
Doctor: Well, I think you've got flu.
Mr Grant: That's too bad. Poor me.
Doctor: Take it easy. It's only flu. Take the
medicine and stop worrying. Eat more
fruit and vegetables. Give up meat and
fast food. Goodbye, and cheer up.
Mr Grant: Goodbye, doctor. Thanks a lot.

52 Make up your own short dialogues: "See
ing a doctor", "At pharmacy". Use dialogue
in ex. 51 as a model.

W O R D FOCUS
Listen, read and remember.
At pharmacy I At the chemists:
Have you got something for a cold (a cough,
a sore throat, a headache ...)?
At the doctor's:
I'm afraid I don't feel very well.
I've got a headache (a backache, a toothache,
a runny nose).
e got a temperature.

51 Listen, read and act out.
Doctor: Well, what's the matter with you,
Mr Grant?
fr Grant: I don't feel very well. I've got a
headache and a runny nose.
Doctor: Have you taken your temperature?
What is it?
Ir Grant: Doctor! It's 38.5 (thirty eight point
five). And I feel bad, I've got a sore
throat. Oh, I feel more dead than alive.
Doctor: I'm sorry to hear that. I'm sure
things aren't as bad as you imagine.
Everything will be all right. Let me
examine (осмотреть) you.

take medicine, have a good sleep, have a rest,
take your temperature, take a hot bath / shower,
stop worrying, have fruit and vegetables, give up
meat / fast food / chocolate and sweets, go for a
walk, do morning exercises, jog in the morning,
keep fit, visit sports club or centre, etc.
Be careful! Don't forget to ... ; Don't worry;
Take it easy; Cheer up; Everything will be all
right; I'm sure; I'm sorry; I believe.

53 Just joking. Read and choose the funniest
one.
Doctor:
Bob:
Doctor:
Bob:

What's the matter with you?
Oh, doctor. I'm ill, very ill.
Then show me your tongue.
Oh, dear doctor, no tongue can tell you
how ill I am.

Doctor: I think you are better today. You cough
more easily this morning.
Patient: I should. I've been practising (практи
ковался) all night.
Dentist: What's the matter? I haven't touched
your tooth yet.
Man (in the dentist's chair): No, but you are
standing on my foot.
Ill

Read the text, remember and complete
the dialogue.
When an Englishman asks you about your health,
it's usually only a polite question. He doesn't
want you to give a detailed medical report of
your health. He'll be greatly surprised if you give
him one.
— How are you?

55 W o r k in pairs. Ask each other questions.
Start with these:
1. What do you do when you fall ill? Do you
like being ill?
2. What does the doctor do when he / she
comes?
Who looks after you when you are sick?
What do you like doing when you are sick?
What do you hate doing when you are sick?
Do you take care of your parents / sister /
brother when they are sick? What do you
do?
7. Would you like to become a doctor / a
dentist / a nurse? Why? Why not?

56 W o r k in pairs:
a) Each of you should read half of the text.
b) When you've finished reading, ask
your partner questions on his / her part
of the text (any information you'd like to
know).
c) Read your partner's part to check what
you've learned from him / her.
I
The day of the surfing competition was hot and
sunny.
The waves were very big but Nick was a strong
swimmer and his new board was good. He sat
on it in the water and waited.
A big wave arrived and Nick started to swim
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strongly. Nick caught the wave well ami
up on his b o a r d . The people on t h e l
watched — it was exciting to watch. Sna
Nick heard a noise.
A surfboard hit his right arm. He fell rn
board. A second big wave hit him and 1
Brian's board coming at him.
His head went under the water. The waten
his mouth. His arm was hurt. He started •
but it was not easy.
II
He sat down on his board and move:
towards the beach. He was tired and it ма
ficult to move his right arm. When he a
he put his board under his left arm. H*i
hardly walk.
People looked at him. Some of them stzn
talk to him, but he didn't want to talk. Hei
the beach and looked at the waves.
Janelle walked across the beach to him. "Wl
you fall, Nick? That was a good wave
caught it very well.
"It was Brian. He came at me on his boam
hit me. I hurt my arm — but perhaps it *
accident."
"An accident? I don't think so. I sawcut across you (подрезал тебя). It vm
dangerous."
"Well, I lost the competition. Brian has ш
it's goodbye to my plans to go to Australia i
college."

Find in the text and read loudly word
combinations that describe Nick's feelings
after the misfortune.
58 Work in pairs. Act out a possible dialogue
between Nick and a doctor after the misfortune (use ex. 51 on page 111 as a model).

59 Retell the story on the part of Nick / Janelle.
60 Have you ever had a similar experience as
Nick? Tell your classmates.
61 Work in groups. Write down what medical problems you might have
a) if you do the following sports:
:ennis, gymnastics, cycling, boxing, judo,
football, swimming, running, hockey, figure
skating;
b) if you don't do any sports.
Compare your opinions and find out
a) the most dangerous sport;
b) which is healthier: to do sports or only
watch it.

62 a) Enjoy reading this humorous story
about dangerous sports. But firstly find
out what the following words mean in a
dictionary:
water polo, exciting, a referee, to bite a forward,
a team, to satisfy
This happened in Australia, during a water polo
game. It was one of the main sports events of the
season. There was nothing exciting at the beginning of the game; but suddenly one of the players
jumped out of the water and ran to the referee.
He said: "One of the forwards of the other team
bit me in the leg while I was swimming under
the water."
At first the referee thought that it was just a
joke. But when the player pointed to the blood
on his leg, he had to believe that it was serious.
He called the forward and asked him why he had
done such a strange thing. The forward said, "I
didn't bite anybody." But the referee made him
leave the game.
They began again, but a few minutes later two
players, one from each team, jumped out of the
water. They were bitten. There was blood on
both players' legs. The game was stopped, and
they began to let the water out of the pool. When
all the water was let out, everybody saw a young
crocodile at the bottom of the pool.
Somebody had put the crocodile into the pool,
but why?
b) Say who could put the young crocodile
in the pool and why.
c) Read the end of the story and find out
if you were right.
The truth became known when the players
returned back to their dressing room after the
game and found a letter there.
"I've been a water polo fan for many years,"
the author of the letter wrote, "and I am not
satisfied with the way the players have played.
They allowed the game to become slow and
uninteresting, and I have decided that I must
do something to make them move faster. I don't
think I can do this myself, and I have decided
that my crocodile will do it better."
J

(

d) Entitle the text.

jfyf
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Do People Like to Compete?

63 a) Look at the table. There is a list of
dates and countries where the Olympic
Games were held in the 20th century.
Answer the following questions.
1. Where and when were the first Olympic
Games held?
2. Which countries were the hosts of the
Olympic Games for three times?
3. Name (at least 3 countries) where the
Olympic Games weren't held?
4. When and in what city in Russia were the
Olympic Games held?
Years

Summer
Olympic Games

Winter
Olympic Games

1896
1900
1904
1908
1912
1920
1924
1928
1932
1936
1948
1952
1956
1960
1964
1968
1972
1976
1980
1984
1988
1992
1996
2000

Greece
France
USA
England
Sweden
Belgium
France
Netherlands
USA
Germany
England
Finland
Australia
Italy
Japan
Mexico
Germany
Canada
USSR (Russia)
USA
Korea
Spain
USA
Australia

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Switzerland
USA
Germany
Switzerland
Norway
Italy
USA
Ausrtia
France
Japan
Austria
—

Yugoslavia
Canada
France
1994 Norway
1998 Japan

b) Listen to the tape and find out if
you were right.

Do you think the following senten
true or false?
1. Pierre de Coubertin was a famous sp<
2. Six linked rings are the emblem of th
Olympic Games.
3. The Olympic motto can be described
following words: "The important thir
taking part but winning."
4. Now the Olympic Games are the mo;
important sports event in the world.

I 65 Read the text and find out if you are right.
At the end of the nineteenth century
a Frenchman called Baron Pierre
de Coubertin decided to try to revive the Olympic Games. At that
time, Europe was divided by wars.
Coubertin thought that the Olympic
Games could help to bring peace. He
thought highly of sport. He described
the Olympic spirit in the following words: "The important thing is
not winning but taking part." These
'ids are still remembered today.
Coubertin believed very strongly that sportsmen must not compete for money, but for glory
:-.aea) and for the honour of their country.
At first, nobody was interested in his ideas. But
Coubertin did not give up and worked hard. In
1894, he formed the International Olympic Committee and on 5 April 1896, The Olympic Games
>egan again, after nearly fifteen centuries.
In 1913, Coubertin found an emblem of five
_mked rings. They became a symbol of the Olympic Games. These five rings represent five parts
of the world: Europe, America, Australia, Africa,
Asia.
Since then the Olympic Games have become
:he most important sports event in the world.
They are held once every four years. The greatest
h for all the sportsmen is to win a medal, or
simply to take part in the Olympic Games.

Answer the following questions.
1. Why did Coubertin decide to revive the
Olympic Games at the end of the 19th
century?
2. Coubertin thought highly of sport, didn't he?
Prove this idea using the text.
3. When did the Olympic Games begin again?
4. What has become a symbol of the Olympic
Games? What does this symbol mean?
5. Are the Olympic Games popular now?

67 Read the text again (ex. 65). Find words
or expressions in the text which have
a) a similar meaning to the following
Olympics
made up his mind
then
had a good opinion of
state
participate
various sports
almost
b) an opposite meaning to the following
peace
have a low opinion of
lose
forget
have a rest
finish
everybody
at the beginning
68 Find the sentences with the words in
italics in the text. Translate them.
Make up your own sentences with these
words.
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69 Look at the pictures and say in what
sports these people have become Olympic
champions. Do you know anything about
them? Tell your classmates.
Example: Olga Korbut is the Olympic champion
in gymnastics. She won the Olympic Games in
1972.
Lyubov Egorova,
skiing, 1992, 1996

Irina Rodnina,
figure skating, 1972, 1976, 1980

Vladislav

Tretyak,

ice hockey, 1972, 1976, 1984 1

12 71

Listen and read.
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Vladimir Salnikov,
swimming, 1980, 1988

[Ш

[k]

champion
championship
chess
change
chance
cheap
match
much
rich
each

hockey
kickboxing
luck
unlucky
quickly
pick
ticket
back
knock
clock

[k]

[s]

compete
competition
court
cycling
success
country
carefully
communicate
aerobics
athletics

race
cycling
century
place
since
choice
decide
excellent
nicely
peace

Olga

Korbut

gymnastics, 19"

Sergey Bubka.
athletics, 198$

Listen, read and act out.

a) —What are you going to do on Saturd
— No idea.
— Let's go to the stadium to watch the
volleyball match, then. My friends »
take part in the game.
— It's great. I hope they will be pleasec
come.
b) —
—
—
—

Do you like sports, Henry?
Yes, especially swimming.
Are you good at it?
I like swimming very much. But I ca.
swim at all. I enjoy watching s w i m n
competitions and championships or.

c) — What about going to the school
playground? There will be a race.
— Who will take part in it?
— The boys from our school and Winsa
school. Our boys are fine runners.
— I'm sure one of them will win the ran
— Let's go and see.

i

Work in pairs. Discuss the following
topics with your partner. Use the words
and expressions from the box.
— Why do people like to compete?
— Does the love for competition depend on
personal characteristics?
— What are the main traits of character of a
good sportsman?
— Should everyone try to become a good
sportsman?
ш be the first, to try their chance, to succeed,
: rove their friends and relatives that they are
srong and independent, to become stronger, to
l a . e good friends among the sportsmen, just
:c spend time, to meet new people, to relax, to
make a good career, to follow family traditions,
tc be healthy, to travel much, etc.

GRAMMAR

DISCOVERIES

Look at the pictures. Read, translate and
remember.
Number 1 is swimming fast.
Number 3 is swimming faster than Number 1.
Number 7 is swimming fastest (of all).
-gh (высоко) — higher (выше)— highest
9ыше

всех)

arly (рано) — earlier (раньше) — earliest
раньше всех)
ard — harder — hardest
xid — louder — loudest
ite — later — latest
con — sooner — soonest
Please speak louderl I can't hear you!
. The boy gets up earlier than his sister,
7
hich of them worked harder .
izily (лениво) — more lazily (ленивее) —
-ost lazily (ленивее всех)
.: rrectly (правильно) — more correctly
гоавильнее) — most correctly (правильнее
жех)

се drives more carefully in the evening.

But:
ч ,
,
г slower — slowest
a) slowly -\
.
.
, .
L more slowly— most slowly
b j q u i c k l y f q u ^ e r - quickest
L more quickly — most quickly
1. We got there quicker (more quickly) than
Mr Potter did.
2. Could you speak slower (more slowly),
please?
3. Which of the sportsmen ran slowest (most
slowly)?
Remember:
well — better — best
much — more —most
badly — worse — worst
little — less — least
1. Fred speaks German worse than Kate, but
she writes better.
2. Which match do you like best of all?
3. Jane swam worst in the race.

74 Translate the following adverbs into
English. Give their comparative and
superlative forms.
быстро
высоко
поздно
рано

осторожно
медленно
успешно
легко

хорошо
плохо
много
мало

75 Put the adverbs in the correct form.
Example: My elder brother gets up ... (early)
than me.— My elder brother gets up earlier
than me.
1. The little boy ran ... (fast) than he had ever
run before.
2. "You should work ... (hard) than you did
last year," Mr Brown said.
3. He swam ... (bad) than usual yesterday,
didn't he?
4. Could you say it ... (slowly), please?
5. I liked her dance ... (well) of all.
6. Which of you can ski ... (well)?
7. The doctor told her to eat ... (little) sweets
and chocolate.

Work in pairs. Answer the questions.
1. Which of you speaks (read, write) English
best?
2. Do you work harder at your English now
than you did last year?
3. Which of you can swim (run, ski, skate)
fastest?
4. Which of you plays tennis (football, basket
ball) worst?
5. Which of you can jump highest?
6. Who is more modest: you or your friend?

77 Work in pairs. Name 3 things you do
better (worse) than your classmate.
Example: I draw better than my friend, but she
speaks English better than me.

78 Read the text about the World Your
Games in Moscow.

O

n 11 through 19 July, 1998 the World
Games were held in Moscow, the ca
Russia. They were attended by more t h a
young athletes of between 11 and 18 frai
140 countries of the world.
The motto of the Games was "Moscc
Wide World of Youth" and the emblem
a boy and a girl holding hands and runn
gether. The mascot of the games was a be
(медвежонок) Mishutka, who was a reia
the Olympic Bear of 1980 Summer Gaa
Moscow.
The programme of the Games consas
sports events and cultural programme.
The sports programme included fifteen
popular sports: soccer, volleyball, b a s e
swimming, tennis, light athletics and о
They are included into the sports and pi
culture programmes of many countries
The Games also provided cultural even
example an international discussion "If I
the President of the International Olympic*
mittee", a project "Marathon Into the 21a
tury. Sports Against AIDS and Drugs".
The cultural programme was interesm
both the sportsmen and the guests of th t
They were shown the national culture and)
tions of Russia: national sports, ganu
and dances, as well as displays of drawine
posters by young Russians.
In the International Club there were abc i
ings with Olympic champions of various ни
and Days of National Cultures. Girls and
of different countries, races and religions «
planet could meet and rest in the Intern*!
Club.
The cultural programme included tr
best historic and cultural centres of .V •
theatre performances and visits to museum

Write questions for these answers:
7,000.
2. From 11 to 18.
5. 140 countries.
-L In Moscow.
3. Mishutka was.
6. Cultural events.
The National culture and traditions of
Russia.
S. 15.
9. In the International Club.
Ю. Trips to the best historic centres.
11. For both sportsmen and guests.
LI Soccer, volleyball and others.

1998
МОСКВА
ВСЕМИРНЫЕ ЮНОШЕСКИЕ ИГРЫ

ПОД П А Т Р О Н А Ж Е М МОК

80 Use the information in the text to make
notes under the following headings:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

date: 11-19 July, 1998
participants:
motto:
emblem:
mascot:
sports programme:
cultural programme:

81 Read the text about Mushutka mascot and
arrange its parts in the correct order.
1. About 300 drawings of funny animals were
received by the Youth Games organizers.
Among the drawings there were a cockerel
from France, a chick from Italy, rabbits,
hedgehogs and others.
2. The open competition for the mascot was
the best idea. It attracted both young
artists, professional masters and designers.
Drawings came to Moscow from all over
Russia and from many foreign countries.
3. The animal competition for the role of the
mascot of World Youth Games ended in
the victory of Mishutka, the bear cub. The
Moscow Mayor Yuri Luzhkov called
Mishutka "the son, and probably even the
grandson of the 1980 Olympic Misha".
4. The choice of a mascot for the 1st World
Youth Games in Moscow was a very difficult
problem.

QD 82 Work in groups. Think of the mascot of
your local / town / school championship.
Draw it, explain why you have chosen it.

Homework
Guess which six sports are written below.

Answer the following questions. Use ox
information from the stories of the vc
sportsmen:

Example: folg — golf
l)folg
2) netins
3) gybur

4) licgcyn
5) rinwngndus
6) secibora

Copy the sentences. Underline the words
with -ing and write their Russian equiva
lents.
Example: The little girl was singing in front of
the crowd (пела).
I saw a singing bird in the forest (поющая).
Singing is good for your voice (пение).
— Playing games after classes is quite usual in
most private schools. In some of them students
are also fond of horse riding and swimming. The
students who have a good ear for music prefer
playing musical instruments and singing.
— On a frosty day you can see lots of children
skiing in the park with their dogs running beside
them. Skating and skiing are quite popular winter
sports in Russia.
— What was he telling you a minute ago? — A
very funny story. That's why we were laughing
so loudly.

a) What makes hockey the most popular |
b) When do people surfing in the ocean
safe?
c) Why don't most figure skaters get boreal
skating?
d) What does a person have to do to be; пш
professional?

Look back at the quiz in ex. 18 on paee 1
Transform the questions to advice.
Example: You should eat more vegetable* ai
fruit because they are much better for у
health than fast food.

Make up your own sentences with the
words in the box. Write them down.
hard, hardly, late, lately, near, nearly,
highly

Match the questions and the answers.
them down in pairs. Use them to make i
dialogue between two friends.
Excuse me, where is the stadium?
Do you do any sports?
Shall I show you the way to the aerobics
class?
How often do you go to a fitness clur
Where do you do sports?
Is it embarrassing to make mistakes in ж
class with lots of people?

Divide the words in the box into 3 groups:
cycling, cricket, table tennis, aerobics, tennis,
skiing, chess, walking, running, hockey, rugby,
figure skating, swimming, baseball, ice-skating,
boxing
individual

team games

pair

jumping

cricket

boxing
•

Translate into English:
1. He прыгай так высоко. Это опасно.
2. Я не хочу уходить домой так рано. Давай
побудем еще немного.
3. "Почему ты говоришь так тихо?" — "Не
хочется говорить громко. Тут так красиво".
4. "Как долго вы дружите?" — "Дольше чем
ты думаешь".
5. Иди быстрее! Нам надо добраться раньше
Ника.

No, thank you. I'll find it myself.
Twice a week.
Oh, many of them.
In fact I don't care.
Wherever I can. Mostly in a fitness dub
It's over there.

Write down in words:
Example: £20 — twenty pounds

$50; £15.30; 99c; £100; $1,000,000; £1.04*

10 Write a short story of what you do (or
would like to do) to be fit. Use the word
combinations from Section 2.
11 Look back at the text about vitamins
(ex. 36 on page 109). Continue the lists of:

I 5 Choose an appropriate reply:
1. Doctor, I don't feel well.
a) I'm sorry to hear that.
b) No problem.
c) Let me examine you.

kinds of food: cabbage,...
human body: teeth,...
human's characteristics: healthy,...

2. I feel more dead than alive.
a) Take it easy.
b) I'm sorry to hear that.
c) Be patient! I haven't touched your tooth yet.

12 Make up statements by matching their
two parts. Write them down.

3. I hate staying in bed and taking medicines.
a) I'm afraid you must do it.
b) Cheer up! Don't worry.
c) Take it easy. Go for a walk.

In Latin "vita" means life.
•
•
•
•

In Latin "vita" means...
There are lots of vitamins...
You can hardly find any useful vitamins...
Vitamins are usually named by...
People need vitamins to be...

.. .a letter of the alphabet.
• ...in chips and other fast food.
• ...optimistic, healthy and strong.
...in vegetables, fruit an other natural
products.
• ...life.
13 Write a short essay "I eat to live, but I
don't live to eat". Follow the plan:
1) What are vitamins?
2) Why do people need them?
3) What should people eat to be healthy?
Fill in the blanks. Use the words from the
box. Some words can be used more than
once.
stomachache, troublemaker, toothache, fine,
sore finger, cough, sore throat
My little brother is a real . . . . Every morning he
has a ... because he doesn't want to go to school.
If he says he has a
be sure that he has a test
mat day! When he starts doing his homework,
he always has got a ... or a ... . T o stay at home
when his classmates sing at the concert he says
he has a ... or a ... . But he always feels ... when
it is the time to watch TV or to play computer
games!

16 Imagine that you are a doctor. Try to be
a good doctor. Give some instructions to
your patients. Use the words in two boxes.
If you have flu, you should stay in bed.
have a headache
feel sick
have temperature
have a cough
have a backache
have a toothache
have a sore eye
don't watch TV
take your temperature
give up food and drink much water
take medicines
drink hot milk
visit a dentist at once
stay in bed
17 Answer the questions in ex. 55 on
page 112 in written form.
Write down the questions (not less than 7)
you asked your partner on the story about
Nick (ex. 56b on page 112).
Look back at the text about Nick on
page 112. Complete the sentences.
Nick wasn't afraid of the big waves because
he was...
The people on the beach watched him
because...
Nick fell from his board because...

It was not easy to swim because...
Janelle didn't believe that it was an accident
because...
• Nick couldn't go to Australia because...

Write down the following statements in
the correct order to make a brief sum
mary of the story (ex. 62 on page 113).
The referee thought it was a joke and let the
player leave the game.
Everyone saw a young crocodile.
One of the players said that a player from the
other team had bitten him in the leg.
There was nothing exciting at the beginning
of a water polo game.
The game was stopped and the water was let
out from the pool.
It was found out that a fan had put the
crocodile into the pool to make the players
move faster.
Soon two other players jumped out of the
water with bites on their legs.

21 Look back at the story about a water polo
game. Find all verbs in the Passive Voice.
Write them down, translate them into
Russian.
Example: were bitten (были укушены)

Match the two parts of the sentences.
Write them down.

The Olympics are held...
At Olympics sportsmen compete not :
money but...
The emblem of five linked rings...
...after nearly fifteen centuries.
.. .once every four years.
...but taking part.
...became a symbol of the Olympic Garrjoi.
...for the honour of their country.

23 Think of any other emblem of the
Olympic Games. Give you reasons.

24 Write down 7-8 questions you would ai
any Olympic champion. Start you ques
tions with: Where... from? What? W b a
Where? How long? Why? Who?

25 Answer the questions in ex. 72 on
page 117 in written form.

26 Do ex. 75 on page 118 in written form.

27 Write a brief summary of the text about
the World Youth Games in Moscow.
Use:
were attended, the emblem was, consisted of.
included, also provided, for both the sportsrrtf
and guests.

The spirit of Olympics is not winning...
The Olympic Games were revived...

Key Vocabulary
Nouns:
athlete
court
cent
dollar
penny (two pence)
pound
swimming pool
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1

Adverbs:
hard / hardly
high / highly
late / lately
near / nearly

Expressions and word combinations:
be good at
do sports
feel fine / well / ill / sick / bad
have got a cold / flu
have got a headache (stomachache, a tooth
ache, a backache)
have got a runny nose / a cough
have got a sore throat (eye, finger)
keep fit
sports centre / club
sports fan
watch sports

rogress Check
Put in the missing words:
— What's the matter with you, Sam?
-1 ... bad. I've got a ... nose and a ... .
— Have you ... a cough?
— No, only a ... throat.
— Well, my dear, I think you've got . . . . Stay in
bed, take ... and you'll feel ... in a few days.
— Shall I go ... school tomorrow?
— No, you should ... in bed for two or three
days.
— It's great. Tomorrow the Olympic Games will
begin and I can ... sports from morning till
night.
— Oh, you are a ... fan, aren't you?
— Yes, but I'm not just a ..., I'm good ...
football and basketball.
Complete the sentences:
example: Can she run ... ? (quick / quickly) —
Zan she run quickly?
1. Be ...! Don't break the mirror, (careful /
carefully)
2. Look! That young sportsman is swimming
very . . . . (quick / quickly)
5. His new manager is lively and . . . .
(energetic / energetically)
1. Now I ... skate four times a week, (usual /
usually)
5. The girl was ... at jumping and running.
(good / well)
5. What's the matter with you? — I feel . . . .
(bad / badly)

5. There is a modern sports centre ... our
school, (near / nearly)
6. The athlete can jump very . . . . (high /
highly)
7. I haven't visited my old granny . . . . (late /
lately)
8. He is a ... skilled engineer, (high / highly)
4 Complete the sentences: put the adjectives
or adverbs in brackets in appropriate form.
Example: Which of you can cycle ... ? (well) —
Which of you can cycle best?
1. Yesterday she danced ... than usual. She
had a terrible backache, (bad)
2. I hope they'll come ... tomorrow morning
than today, (early)
3. He works ... at English than his friend,
(hard)
4. He swims ... than the Canadian sportsman,
(fast)
5. You should play ... than yesterday, (carefully)
6. Steve and Sam did ... in the last game,
(badly)
5 Invite your friend to do some sports with
you. Give your reasons on why you've chosen a certain sport.

Complete the sentences:
1. The boy works ... at his English, (hard /
hardly)
2. Oh, it's too ...! I should leave, (late / lately)
3. It takes me ... 40 minutes to get to the
swimming pool, (near / nearly)
4. The sportsman was tired and could ... speak,
(hard / hardly)

Speak about the advantages of doing
sports. Use the information from the unit.
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Appendix
Grammar Reference
ш^п.ппп.м,,.,.,,,.-,,...

I

-г-тштт-пшттгг

™

PRONOUNS (Местоимения)

Subject Pronouns
(именительный
падеж:
кто? что?)

I
you
she
he
it
we
you
they

Object Pronouns
(объектный падеж:
кого?

что?

кому?

чему?
кем?

чем?)

те
you
her
him
it
us
you
them

1

Possessive

Personal Pronouns (Личные местоимения)

(Притяжательные местоимения:
чей?

чья?

чье?)

употребляются без
употребляются
су ществител ьн ых
перед
су ществ ите л ьн ы м и (абсолютная форма)
ту
your
her
his
its
our
your
their

mine
yours
hers
his
its
ours
yours
theirs

Re' e:
(Возвс-=--^в. 1

nr."-:

himself
itself
ours J — И
yoursdMB
therra^eJ

NUMBERS (Числительные)
1-21

1-й—21-й

10-100...

10-й, 100-й...

one
two
three
four
five
six
seven
eight
nine
ten
eleven
twelve
thirteen
fourteen
fifteen
sixteen
seventeen
eighteen
nineteen
twenty
twenty-one

first
second
third
fourth
fifth
sixth
seventh
eighth
ninth
tenth
eleventh
twelfth
thirteenth
fourteenth
fifteenth
sixteenth
seventeenth
eighteenth
nineteenth
twentieth
twenty-first

ten
twenty
thirty
forty
fifty
sixty
seventy
eighty
ninety
a hundred
two hundred
a thousand
a million

tenth
twentieth
thirtieth
fortieth
fiftieth
sixtieth
seventieth
eightieth
ninetieth
hundredth
two hundredth
thousandth
millionth

100 — a / one hundred
200 — two hundred
1,000 — a / one thousand
4,000 — four thousand
1,000,000 — a / one million
1,000,000,000 — a / one billion

137 — one hundred and thirty seven
5,253 — five thousand two hundred and fifty three
2,500,000 — two million five hundred thousand
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1/2 — a half
1/4 — a quarter
1 1/2 — one and
1.7 — one point

hundreds of students — сотни студентов
thousands of books - - тысячи книг
millions of people — миллионы людей

Grammar Reference
VERB T E N S E S (Глагольные в р е м е н а )
Present Simple (Простое настоящее)
+
Positive

?
Question

Negative

I

I

I

You
We
They

You
We
They

you
we
they ,

speak English.

She
He
It

speaks English.

> don't speak English.

She
He
It

doesn't speak English.

do

1 you,they
''"tb
l-

Yes,
Short answers:
Yes,

Do

she, he, it [ does.

Does

speak English?

i she |
he [

speak English?

1 it J
WC

No,

*'
[ don't,
you, they |

No,

she, he, it | doesn't.

Past S i m p l e ( П р о с т о е п р о ш е д ш е е )
+
Positive
I
You
She
He
It
We
They

>

?
Question

Negative

spoke English.

,

Short answers:

Yes,

I
You
She
He
It
We
They

• didn't speak English.

I, you, she, he, it,
• did.
we, they

Did

No,

' I
you
she
< he
it
we
i they

.

speak English?

I, you, she, he, it, 1 didn>t
we, they

Future S i m p l e ( П р о с т о е б у д у щ е е )

?

+
Positive

We
You
They
She
He
It

Negative

will (shall)
speak English.

I
We

will speak
English.

You
They
She
He
It

won't (shan't) speak
English.

Will

No,

I, we

will (shall).

Yes,

y

[win.

Short answers:
ou

Will
(Shall)

won't speak English.

Yes,

u

Question

';hey

she, he, it j

1

we
you
they
she
he
it
I, we

speak English?

speak English?

wont
(shan't).

, you, they I
!
W nt
she, he, it (
°
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Grammar Reference
Present Continuous (Настоящее продолженное)

—

+
Positive
I
am
We
You
are
They
She
He
• is
It

Negative

,

I

am

"

We
j
You [ are
They )

- writing now.

She
He
It

-

Yes,

l

[ is

I

Are

r we
j Уои

Is

I they
[ she
he

writing э я

1 it

1 they
Yes,

Am

>• not writing now.

I
we, you,

Short answers:

Question

am.
J

| she, he, it

are.

| is.

No,

I
we, you,
they

j

No,

am n o t
1 are n o t

she, he, it

is not.

Present Perfect (Настоящее завершенное)

—

+
Positive
I
We
You
They
She
He
It

Negative
I
We
You
They
She
He
It

have written the
story.

has written the
story.

1

I

I. you,
[ we, they

Yes,
Short answers:

Question

haven't written the
story.

Have

hasn't written the
story.

Has

have.

No,

•

[

j

Yes,

she, he, il

r has.

No,

I
we
you
У
they
she
he
it
1,У

written Ehr
story?

1

we, ?Ь
they 1

have*

she, he, it j

ha-

Have got (Иметь)
f

+
Positive

Negative

I
We
You
They
She
He
It

I
• have got a computer.

- has got a computer.

We
You
They
She
He
It

> haven't got a computer.

• hasn't got a computer.

Have

Has

I
we
you
they
she
he
it

' got а со 1Ш1

Yes,

j

I, you,
we, they

have.

No,

I, you,
we, they

haver1

Yes,

j

she, he, it

has.

No,

she, he, it

hasr :

Short answers:
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Question

Grammar Reference
VIPARISON OF ADJECTIVES A N D ADVERBS
эпени сравнения прилагательных и наречий)
Adjective / Adverb
(Прилагательное / Наречие)

•

Comparative
(Сравнительная степень)

Superlative
(Превосходная степень)

old

older

oldest

short

shorter

shortest

big

bigger

biggest

nice

nicer

nicest

pretty

prettier

prettiest

popular

more popular

most popular

beautiful

more beautiful

most beautiful

hard

harder

hardest

carefully

more carefully

|" most carefully
[ much more carefully

Remember
good

better

best

bad

worse

worst

far

farther

farthest

well

better

best

much

more

most

little

less

least

5 NO q u e s t i o n s

WH-Questions

Do you speak English?

When did you go to Britain?

Do...?
Does...?
Did...?
Can...?
Could...?
May... ?
Must...?
Would...?
Should...?
Shall...?
Will...?
Have...?
Has...?
Had...?
Am...?
Is...?
Are...?
Was...?
Were...?

What...? — Что? Какой?
Who...? — Кто?
Whom...? — Кого? Кому?
Where...? — Где? Куда?
Why...? — Зачем? Почему?
Which...? — Какой (из)? Который?
When...? — Когда?
How...? — Как?
How long...? — Как долго?
How much...? — Сколько?
How many...? — Сколько?
What time...? — Который час?
(At) what time...? — В какое время?
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V E R B S F O L L O W E D B Y T H E -ING F O R M O R B Y T O

Some verbs can only be followed by the
infinitive with to.

Some verbs and expressions can only be followed я
the -ing form.

agree
arrange
decide
fail
forget
happen
hope
learn
manage
offer
pretend

be fond of
enjoy
finish
give up
imagine
it's worth
dislike
mind
miss
practise
succeed in
suggest
stop

promise
refuse
want
He refused to invite her to the partv.
She failed to pass the exam.

This cathedral is very beautiful and old. It's worth
visiting.

Some verbs can be followed by either -ing form or by to:
begin
continue
hate
like
love
prefer
start
I like / hate to get up earlv on Sunday morning.
Begin reading, please.
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5

ASSIVE VOICE (Пассивный / Страдательный залог)

The P r e s e n t S i m p l e P a s s i v e

?

+

Positive

Question

Negative

am given a task by
the teacher.

I

am not given a task by
the teacher.

Am

I

You
We
They

are given a task by
the teacher.

You
We
They

are not given a task by
the teacher.

Are

you
we
they

She
He
It

is given a task by
the teacher.

She
He
It

is not given a task by
the teacher.

Is

she
he
it

I
Yes,

am.
No,

we, you,
\ are.
they

Short answers:

she, he,
it

Yes,

No,

is.

given a task by
v the teacher?

I

am not.

we, you,
they

are not.

she, he,
it

is not.

""le P a s t S i m p l e P a s s i v e
+
Positive
I

was examined.
You
We
They

> were examined.

1

She
He
Г It

?
Question

Negative

• was examined.

was not examined.

Was

I

You
We
They

1
\ were not examined.

1

you
Were • we
they

She
He
It

1
[• was not examined.

Was

Yes,
short answers:
Yes,

I
she, he, it
we, you,
they

was.

No,

were.

No,

}

examined?

she
he
it

I
she, he, it
we, you,
they

was not.
were not.

e Future Simple Passive
+
Positive
We
You
They
She
He
It

Negative

will be tested
tomorrow.

Short answers:

7
Question

Yes,

I
We
You
They
She
He
It

will not be tested
•

tomorrow.

I, we, you, 1
they, she,
\ will.
I he, it

'I
we
you
< they
she
he
it

Will

No, \

I

• be tested tomorrow?

I, we, you,
they, she,
he, it

[ won't.

J
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FIRST A N D S E C O N D C O N D I T I O N A L S

First Conditional
We use it to talk about
events which are
possible in the present
or future.

Conditional Clause

Main Clause

If + Present Simple

will + infinitive

1. If it snows,
Если пойдет снег,

they will go skiing.
они отправятся кататься на

2. If you don't write the composition,
Если ты не напишешь сочинение,

you'll get a bad mark.
ты получишь плохую оценку

3. If I see Jane,
Если я увижу Джейн,

I'll invite her to my birthday г нгч
я приглашу ее на свой день
рождения.

4. Don't miss the lessons,
He пропускай уроки,
(Если ты пропустишь уроки,)

or you'll be punished
а то тебя накажут.

If + Past Simple

Second Conditional
We use it for unlikely
(маловероятные)
situations in the
present or future.

WORD

1. If I knew the answer,
Если бы я знал ответ,

I would tell you.
я бы сказал тебе.

2. If I were you,
На твоем месте

I would learn German.
я бы выучил немецкий язык.

3. If she had money,
Если бы у нее были деньги,

she might spend her holidays arri
то она могла бы проводить
каникулы за границей.

4. If they spoke Spanish,
Если бы они говорили поиспански,

they might go to Spain.
то они могли бы съездить в Исюи

FORMATION
Nouns

-tion / -sion
-er / -or
-ance / -ence
-ing
-ity
-ist
-ment
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would (might)

Verbs

Adjectives

Adverbs

mis-, re-, un-

un-, in-, il-, im-,
non-, dis-, ir-

un-

-ize (-ise), -en

-able / -ible
-al, -(i)an
-ful, -ic, -ing
-y(ly), -ous
-ive

-ly

Numerate

-teen
-ty
-th

/erbs
List of Irregular Verbs

^

Infinitive
iwake [a'weik]
be [bi:]
bear [Ьеэ]
beat [bi:t]
become [Ы'клт]
begin [bi'gm]
bite [bait]
break [breik]
bring
build [bild]
burn
buy [bai]
can
cast [ka:st]
catch [kaetf]
choose [tfu:z]
come [клт]
cost [kust]
cut [kAt]
do [du:]
draw [dro:]
drink
drive
eat [i:t]
fell [fed]
:eed
feel
fight [fait]
find [faind]
fly [flai]
forbid
forget
get
give [giv]
grow [дгэо]
hang
have [haev]
hear [hia]
hold [hauld]
hurt [h3:t]
keep
know [пэи]
lay [lei]
lead

Past Simple
будить, просыпаться
быть, находиться
рождать
бить, ударять
становиться
начинать(ся)
кусать(ся)
ломать
приносить, приводить
строить
жечь, гореть
покупать
мочь
кидать, бросать
ловить, поймать
выбирать
приходить, приезжать
стоить
резать, рубить
делать, поступать, выполнять
рисовать, чертить
пить
вести машину,
ехать на машине
есть, кушать
падать
кормить
чувствовать
бороться, сражаться
находить
летать
запрещать
забывать
получать
давать
ходить, идти,ехать
расти, выращивать
висеть, вешать
иметь
слышать
держать
ушибить(ся)
держать, хранить
знать
класть, положить
вести, руководить

Past Participle

awoke [a'wauk]
was

[WTJZ]

(ед.

ч.)

were [w3:] (мн. ч.)
bore [bo:]
beat
became [bi'keim]
began [bi'gsen]
bit
broke
brought [bro:t]
built [bilt]
burnt(burned)
bought [bo:t]
could [kud]
cast
caught [ko:t]
chose [tfauz]

awoken
been
born [bo:n]
beaten
become
begun [Ы'длп]
bitten
broken
brought
built
burnt(burned)
bought
—

cast
caught
chosen

came
cost
cut
did
drew [dru:]
drank
drove [drsuv]

come
cost
cut
done [dAn]
drawn [dro:n]
drunk
driven ['dnvan]

ate [et]
fell
fed
felt

eaten
fallen

fought [fo:t]
found [faund]
flew [flu:]
forbade
forgot
got
gave
went
grew [gru:]
hung
had
heard [h3:d]
held
hurt
kept
knew [nju:]
laid [leid]
led

fed
felt
fought
found
flown [пэип]
forbidden
forgotten
got
given ['grvan]
gone [gun]
grown [дгэип]
hung
had
heard
held
hurt
kept
known [пэип]
laid
led

List of Irregular Verbs
Infinitive

Past Simple

Past Participe
learnt
learned

learn [1з:п]

учить что-то
узнавать, учиться

leave

уезжать, оставлять

learnt [b:nt],
learned [b:nd]
left

let

позволять, разрешать

let

let

lie [lai]
lose [lu:z]

лежать

lay

lain

терять

lost

lost

make

делать,заставлять

made

made

mean

значить, иметь в виду

meant [ment]

meant [men:

meet

встречать(ся)

met

met

pay

платить

paid

paid

put [pot]
read [ri:d]

класть, ставить
читать

put

put

read [red]

rid [rid]

избавлять

rid (ridded)

read [red]
rid

ride

ехать верхом

rode

ridden

ring

звенеть, звонить

rang

rung

rise
run

подниматься, вставать
бежать, бегать

rose
ran

risen ['nzn]
run

say [sei]

говорить, сказать

said [sed]

said [sed]

see
sell

видеть
продавать, торговать

saw [so:]
sold [sauld]

seen
sold [sauld^

send

посылать, отправлять

sent

sent

set
shake [feik]

ставить, класть
трясти

set
shook [fuk]

set
shaken ['Jeik^c

shoot [fu:t]

стрелять

shot [fbt]

shot

show [fau]

показывать

showed [faud]

shown Lfaun"

shut fJAt]

закрывать

shut

shut

sing
sit

петь
сидеть

sang
sat

sung
sat

sleep

спать

slept

slept

smell
speak

нюхать, пахнуть
говорить, разговаривать

smelt (smelled)

smelt (smellec

spoke [spauk]

spoken

spend
spill

тратить, расходовать
проливать, разливаться

spent

spent

spilt (spilled)

spilt (spilk

spread [spred]

простираться

spread [spred]

stand

стоять

spread [spree
stood [stucf

steal

воровать, красть

stood [stud]
stole

swim
take

плавать
брать, взять

swam [sweem]
took [tuk]

swum
taken ['teikan"

teach

учить

taught [tort]

taught [tort]

tell

сказать, рассказать

told [tauld]

told

think

thought [0o:t]

thought

throw [9rau]

думать, полагать
бросать

threw [Gru:]

thrown [вгаиг.

tread [tred]

ступать, топтать

trod

trodden

understand

понимать, предполагать

understood

understood

[.ANDA'staend]

left

stolen

[.ANDA'stud]

upset [Ap'set]

расстраивать

upset

upset

wear [wea]
win

носить (одежду), изнашивать
выигрывать, побеждать

wore [wo:]
won [ W A N ]

worn [wa:n]
won [ W A N ]

write [rait]

писать

wrote [raut]

written ['run'
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Гласные

Согласные
знак
транскрипции

[р]
[Ь]

м

[d]
[к]
[д]
[Ц]

слово

реп
bee
ten
dog
king

знак
транскрипции
[i:]
[i]

[e]
[<e]
[or]

go

[t>]
[a]

[s]

cheese
jump
fat
very
three
they
sad

[z]

zoo

[эи]

she
pleasure
hot
milk
name
song
let
red
yes
want

[ш]

т
[Л
[V]

[0]
[б]

ш
[3]

И
[т]
[п]
[rj]

[1]

[г]
ш
[w]

[13]

[u:]
[л]
[3:]
[Э]

[ei]

[au]
[01]
[19]

[еэ]
[иэ]
[аю]
[аиэ]

слово

meet
sit
letter
bag
park
stop
morning
book
blue
mum
bird
sister
table
nose
time
now
boy
dear
bear
sure
tired
our
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